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The Best Kept Secret 
in Data Logging ... 
100-
.. . is right in your PC. 
For 15 years, engineers and scientists have built increasingly flexible data logging systems using 
National Instruments data acquisition (DAO) hardware and LabVIEW" software. 
Now NI introduces VI Logger, our ready-to-run, configuration-based data logging software for use 
stand alone or within LabVIEW. With VI Logger, you can: 
• Easily log, view, and share data 
• Interface to more than 100 DAO and signal conditioning devices 
• Export data to Microsoft Excel 
• Migrate your logging tasks to LabVIEW for analysis, Web publishing, and more. 
Unlock the secret. Download VI Logger for a FREE 30 day trial. 
ni.com/info 
Visit ni.com/info and enter na2cD1 to download an 
evaluation version of VI Logger for a free 3D-day 
trial and to run a brief VI Logger demo presentation. 
For Frwe Info Circl. No . 436 or Enter No. 436 at _.nasatech.com/rs 
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"IEEE 
" IEEE is a magnet bringing engineers together. 
Engineering is a language that transcends 
bureaucracy and nationalism. It gives to us 
all a common language and understanding." 
Ya-Qin Zhang, IEEE Fellow 
Managing Director, Microsoft Research Asia 
Build relationships in a worldwide community of innovators. Join IEEE. 
www.leee.orq/apply 
For Free Info Circle No. 401 or Enter No. 401 at www.nasatech.com/rs 

Design through 
manufacturing with 
no stops 
VX~ blows the doors off of 
CAD/CAM with a value-priced, 
design-through-manufacturing 
system so superior it leaves everything 
else in the dust. New VX Overdrive is so 
feature-rich, so fun to drive, what used 
to be roadblocks at every phase now 
become thrilling curves you can 
negotiate with ease. 
1r..... .,. 
.. .- ~ 
So easy to use 
VX Overdrive is loaded with flexibility to help you 
fly through even the toughest jobs. Unique surface 
creation tools let you blast through challenges at 
high speed. And its full integration from design 
through manufacturing means engineers can 
bring projects to market faster using a single, 
seamless system. With VX 
Overdrive, if you can imagine 
it, you can build it. 
Premium performance 
without the premium price 
VX Overdrive comes fully loaded so you'll get the 
most bang for your buck of any system, plus the 
ability to import legacy data and 
the highest level of interoperability 
on the market (STEP, IGES and 
direct CAD translators). 
Take a test spin 
See for yourself how VX Overdrive is changing 
the rules. Contact us for a demo today. 
VX·Shaping the future of CAD/CAM™ 
VX.Cu V 321-676-3222 
For Free Info Circle No. 546 or Enter No. 546 at www.nasatech.comlrs 
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• National HDTV Conversion Effort Requires 
Re-Engineered Transmission Towers 
Preformed Line Products (PLP®), a $200 million global leader in 
the manufacture of cable anchoring systems headquartered in 
Cleveland, Ohio, is contributing to the national conversion from 
analog TV to high-definition television (HOlY) with its ROCKET-
SOCKET™ Dead-end for guy wires, which supports the transmis-
sion towers that will be taller, bigger and heavier to bear HDTVs 
dramatically improved wide screen digital audio/video informa-
tion. PLP's customer base includes most of the nation's power 
utility providers and communication providers such as Verizon, 
Bell South and Adelphia in addition to a variety of resellers. 
To design the dead-end to support the 
large communication/broadcast trans-
mission towers that would withstand 
typical loads including 252,000 pounds 
of structural weight and wind loading as 
well as dynamic loads that might result 
from accidental impact. 
THE SOLUTION 
PLP engineers chose ALGOR to analyze 
the ROCKET-SOCKET design. PLP used 
the material austempered ductile iron 
for increased strength and toughness, 
rather than ductile iron, which they have 
'--_-_-_ .............. used for other dead-end components. 
The geometry was modeled in 
PRO/ENGINEER, captured directly in ALGOR and then an 
impact analysis was performed with ALGOR Mechanical Event 
Simulation (MES) software. The result was a modification to the 
geometry of the ROCKET-SOCKET Dead-end to better withstand 
higher mechanical loadings. By using MES, PLP engineers were 
able to expedite the testing, reduce the number of iterations in 
the laboratory and get their product to market more quickly. 
autodesk 
,uthorind developH 
PTe 
.. -Soft_ 
....... ---..,,.., 
All trademarks may be trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective owners. 
ALGOR. 
ALGOR, Inc. 
150 Beta Drive 
Pittsburgh, PA 15238-2932 USA 
Phone 1.412.967.2700 
Fax 1.412.967.2781 
challenge@algor.com 
chalienge.ALGOR.com 
For Free Info Circle No. 513 or Enter No. 513 at www.nasatech.com/rs 
USA/Canada 
1.800.48.ALGOR 
France 
0.800.918.917 
Italy 
800.783.132 
Singapore 
800.120.3775 
United Kingdom 
0.800.731.0399 
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PRODUCT OF THE MONTH 
The TPS600 rugged power 
supplies from Tracewell Power 
(Lewis Center, OH) provide a 
pluggable, multiple power supply 
backup for all equipment 
in a system. 
14 
ON THE COVER 
Created with Autodesk Inventor 3D design 
software from Autodesk (San Rafael, CA), this 
image details the right-side rear end of a race 
car by PacWest Racing Group of Indianapolis, 
IN. The 20 drawing and 3D solid modeling 
aspects highlighted in this image illustrate the 
migration of 20 to 3D that many CAD users 
are faced with today. The feature beginning 
on page 24 includes insights from CAD industry 
leaders on this and other issues facing the 
CAD market. 
(Image created by John Helfen, Autodesk) 
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Now you can quickly and easily 
measure and create digital models 
of complicated shapes, objects, and 
work sites anywhere. 
MEASURE ANYTHING, ANYWHERE 
WITH VULCAN ... THE ONE PERSON, 
3D MEASUREMENT SYSTEM 
Vulcan uses 3D-Intelligence" to 
quickly record the precise position 
of a handheld receiver. Just touch 
a point and record it ... even hidden 
points. It offers the ease of use 
of a laser (without leveling), the 
functionality of GPS, and the 
accuracy of a Total Station in one 
product. It is the fastest method 
available to collect, store, edit and 
view 3D measurements in real 
ARC SECOND 
Vulc~n IS frol11 ArcSecond the leader In ~dv~nced metrology appllc~tlons -
~nd IS Ide~1 for ~ v~rlety of Industries ~nd ~ppllc~tlons, IIlcludlng ' 
~ 1001 A.c Second Inc AU rIghTs 1~t!fVed Alllr.d.m".kS or rt'9,st.red tr.dC!'mark!. .,. Ih. prop.rty ollh~" fPsp!'Ctlve ~(!'5 
time ... which saves you money. Plus 
it can be used by multiple users at 
the same time. 
Vulcan allows you to transfer data 
easily to and from a personal computer 
for use in CAD and Windows· based 
programs. Better yet, Vulcan can 
run a Pocket PC version of CAD 
(PocketCAO" ) directly on-board. 
For more detailed information visit 
www.arcsecond.com . 
VULCAN 
30 Measurement System 
··.30-Intelliaence· 
: llCMIIOI.OI' 
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SSoflwllre pect:runr Insight 
• 
I am an engineer and I want to make a difference in 
my job and in this world. I work with formulas and 
models, vectors and forces, details and standards. 
I think in terms of mathematical expressions-not 
programming languages-so I rely on tools that are 
intuitive, reliable and deliver exceptional performonce. 
I need to share my work with colleagues and clients 
anywhere and anytime. I need a tool that maximizes 
my productivity so I have the freedom to be more 
creative. 
I am a Mathcad believer. Mathcad® 
PART OF EVERY SOI.UTlON. 
No mathematical software is more flexible or easier to use. 
With over 1.5 million copies sold, Mathcad can be found at 
90% of the Fortune 1000 and in 500 government agencies . 
Volume licensing and government pricing are available . 
Become a Mathcad believer. To request a FREE evaluation 
copy for your organization, call 1-800-628-4223 
or visit www.mathcad.com/eval. 
Math Soft 
For Free Info Circle No. 503 or Enter No. 503 at www.nasatec;b.com/rs 
do you need more ... 
speed 
NE!Nastran VS.1 adds one of the fastest iterative solvers 
available today for linear and nonlinear solutions. The 
PCGLSS solver is 10-20 times faster than typical sparse 
direct solvers. It requires considerably less memory and can 
handle models with over 2 million degrees of freedom using 
any combination of element types. 
PLUS: 
• True surface to surface contact 
• A new NEiNastran editor 
• A new job queuing system allows the 
user to run multiple jobs in series or 
parallel 
• A new line search algorithm reduces 
nonlinear analysis time up to 25% 
do you need more ... 
s upport 
New .OP2 
Already using Hypermesh· or 
Patran-? NEiNastran can now 
power your results with speed 
and accuracy. 
FEMAP· users get a true 3D 
surface-to-surface contact and 
non-linear cable element interface. 
interface 
Now go DIRECT from 
Pro! to NEiNastran 
using the new .OP2 
interface. 
then you need 
for Windows 
Noran Engineering, Inc, announces the release of 
NEiNastran VS.1, the latest upgrade of it's powerful, 
affordable, and easy-to-use finite element analysis 
(FEA) tool for engineers in practically all disciplines. 
Noran Engineering, Inc. 
www.NENastran.com 
Toll-Free:1.877.NENastran 
Phone: 562,799.9911 
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CO2 Laser Applications of the on h 
A Welding Copper-Nickel Foil with CO2 Lasers 
A weld created using a Synrad CO2 
laser on copper-nickel foil. 
CO2 lasers are useful in a broad 
range of welding applications. The 
photo to the left shows the results of 
welding 0.0025"-thick sheets of 
copper-nickel alloy foil. Used in aero-
space, automotive, and many other 
industries, the material wa welded 
with a Synrad Evolution™ 125-watt 
laser. The weld was made at a velocity 
of 110" per minute with a 2.5" focal 
length lens having a spot size of 
0.004". Argon gas, at 2 psi, was used 
for shielding. 
A Laser Cutting Urethane Bushings 
The 2.5"-thick urethane bu hing 
hown to the right wa cut in nine 
second while being rotated underneath 
a 240 watt O2 la er beam. Although a 
light di coloration i pre ent, no char-
ring of the urethane material occur . 
To cut the material a 7.5" focal 
length len with a 0.5" depth of focu 
and a 0.012" pot ize was u ed. The 
bu hing wa rotated at 140 rpm during 
cutting which took nine econd (21 
revolution). itrogen as i t ga at 20 
p i wa u ed while cutting. 
This Urethane Bushing was cut with 
a 240 watt Synrad laser. 
The key to achieving virtually no 
heat deformation and a uniform weld 
bead is in selecting proper pulsing 
parameters for the la er. In this ca e, a 
pul e frequency of 685 Hz and a pulse 
length of 880 microseconds provided 
the weld characteri tics desired. 
Changing the thickness or width of the 
weld bead is imply a matter of 
experimenting with variations in beam 
velocity, pul e frequency, or pulse 
length. 
A Laser Marking Fast Bar Codes on Inked Paper 
Thi 24 character ode 12 bar 
code, in luding human-readable text, 
wa marked on inked paper in only one 
econd! The bar code, measuring 1.5" 
long by 0.5" high, wa marked by a 
marking head and ynrad la er driven 
by WinMark Pro™ la er marking 
oftware. 20 watt of la er power were 
u ed to achieve a velocity of 250" per 
econd. Using a Synrad 25 watt marking 
system, these codes were 
marked at 250" per second l 
Discover more CO2 laser applications! 
Sign up for our monthly online 
Applications Newsletter at 
www.synrad.com/signup1 
All application on this page were 
proce ed at SYllrad ApplicatiOIlS 
Laboratory. nrad, the world' lead-
ing manufacturer of ealed CO2 
la er: , offer free proce evaluation 
to companies with qualified applica-
tion. all 1- 00- YNRAD1 for more 
information. 
Synrad, Inc. 4600 Campus Place Mukilteo, WA 98275 USA 
lei 1.425.349.3500 ¥ loll-free 1.800.SYNRAD1 ¥ fax 1.425.349.3667 ¥ e-mail synrad@synrad.com ¥ www.synrad.com 
For Free Info Circle No. 563 or Enter No. 563 at www.nasatech.com/rs 
NASA 
Commercial 
Technology 
Team 
NASA.s R&D efforts produce a robust supply of promising technologies with applications in many 
industries. A key mechanism in identifying commercial applications for this technology is NASA's 
national network of commercia! technology organizations. The network includes ten NASA field cen-
ters, six Regional Technology Transfer Centers (RITCs), the National Technology Transfer Center 
(NITC), business support organizations, and a full tie-in with the Federal Laboratory Consortium 
(FLC) for Technology Transfer. Call (609) 667-7737 for the FLC coordinator in your area. 
NASA's Technology Sources 
If you need further information about new technologies presented in NASA Tech Briefs, 
request the Technical Support Package (TSP) indicated at the end of the brief. If a TSP is 
not available, the Commercial Technology Office at the NASA field center that sponsored 
the research can provide you with additional information and , if applicable, refer you to the 
innovator(s). These centers are the source of all NASA-developed technology. 
Ames Research Goddard Space Johnson Space langley Research Marshall Space 
Center Flight Center Center Center Flight Center 
Selected techno- Selected techno- Selected techno- Selected techno- Selected techno-
logical strengths: logical strengths: logical strengths: logical strengths: logical strengths: 
Information Earth and Artificiallntelli- Aerodynamics; Materials; 
Technology; Planetary Science genceand Flight Systems; Manufacturing; 
Biotechnology; Missions; lIDAR; Human Computer Materials; Nondestructive 
Nanotechnology; Cryogenic Interface; Structures; Evaluation; 
Aerospace Systems; Life Sciences; Sensors; Biotechnology; 
Operations Tracking; Human Space Measurements; Space Propulsion; 
Systems; Telemetry; Flight Operations; Information Controls and 
Rotorcraft; Remote Sensing; Avionics; Sciences. Dynamics; 
Thermal Command. Sensors; Sam Morello Structures; 
Protection George Alcorn Communications. (157) 864-6005 Microgravity 
Systems. (301) 286-5810 Charlene E. Gilbert s.a.morello@ Processing. 
Carolina Blake galcom@gsfc. (281) 483-3809 larc.nasa.gov Vemotto McMillan 
(650) 604-1754 nasa.gov commerciaIizati (256) 544-2615 
cblake@mail. jsc.nasa.gov John H. Glenn vemotto.mcmillan 
arc.nasa.gov Jet Propulsion Research Center @msfc.nasa.gov 
Laboratory Kennedy Space at Lewis Field 
Dryden Flight Selected techno- Center Selected techno- Stennis Space 
Research Center logical strengths: Selected techno- logical strengths: Center 
Selected techno- Near/Deep-Space logical strengths: Aeropropulsion; Selected techno-
logical strengths: Mission Fluids and Fluid Communications; logical strengths: 
Aerodynamics; Engineering; Systems; Mate- Energy Propulsion 
Aeronautics Flight Microspacecraft; rials Evaluation; Technology; Systems; 
Testing; Space Process Engi- High Temperature TesVMonitoring; 
Aeropropulsion; Communications; neering; Com- Materials Remote Sensing; 
Flight Systems; Information mand, Control Research. Nonintrusive 
Thermal Testing; Systems; and Monitor Lany Wema Instrumentation. 
Integrated Remote Sensing; Systems; Range (216) 433-3484 Kirk Sharp 
Systems Test and Robotics. Systems; Environ- cto@grc. (228) 688-1929 
Validation. Merle McKenzie mental Engi- nasa.gov kirk.sharp@ 
JennyBaer- (B18) 354-2577 neering and ssc.nasa.gov 
Riedhart merle.mckenzie@ Management. 
(661) 276-3689 jpl.nasa.gov Jim Aliberti 
jenny.baer- (321) 867-6224 
riedhart@dfrc. Jim.Aliberti-1@ 
nasagov ksc.nasa.gov 
~ 
NASA-Sponsored Commercial Technology Organizations 
These organizations were established to provide rapid access to NASA and other federal 
R&D and foster collaboration between public and private sector organizations. They also 
can direct you to the appropriate point of contact within the Federal Laboratory Consortium. 
To reach the Regional Technology Transfer Center nearest you, call (800) 472-6785. 
Joseph Allen 
National Technology 
Transfer Center 
(800) 678-6882 
Ken Dozier 
Far-West Technology 
Transfer Center 
University of Southem 
Califomia 
(213) 743-2353 
James P. Dunn 
Center for Technology 
Commercialization 
Westborough, MA 
(508) 870-0042 
B. David Bridges 
Southeast Technology 
Transfer Center 
Georgia Institute of 
Technology 
(404) 894-6786 
Gary Sera 
Mid-Continent Technology 
Transfer Center 
Texas A&M University 
(409) 845-8762 
Chanes Blankenship 
Technology 
Commercialization Center 
Newport News, VA 
(757) 269·0025 
Pierrette Woodford 
Great Lakes Industrial 
Technology Transfer 
Center 
Battelle Memorial 
Institute 
(216) 898-6400 
NASA ON-LINE: Go to NASA's Commercial Technology Network (CTN) on the World Wide Web at 
http://nctn.hq.nasa.gov to search NASA technology resources, find commercialization opportunities, 
and leam about NASA's national network of programs, organizations, and services dedicated to tech-
nology transfer and commercialization. 
NASA Program Offices 
At NASA Headquarters there are seven major 
program offices that develop and oversee 
technology projects of potential interest to 
industry. The street address for these strategic 
business units is: NASA Headquarters, 300 E 
St. SW, Washington, DC 20546. 
Carl Ray 
Small Business Innovation 
Research Program (SBIR) 
& Small Business 
Technology Transfer 
Program (STTR) 
(202) 358-4652 
cray@mail.hq.nasa.gov 
Dr. Robert Norwood 
Office of Commercial 
Technology (Code RW) 
(202) 358-2320 
morwood@mail.hq. 
nasa.gov 
John Mankins 
Office of Space Flight 
(Code MP) 
(202) 358-4659 
jmankins@mall. 
hq.nasa.gov 
Terry Hertz 
Office of Aero-Space 
Technology (Code RS) 
(202) 358-4636 
thertz@mail.hq.nasa.gov 
Glen Mucklow 
Office of Space Sciences 
(Code SM) 
(202) 358-2235 
gmuckloW@maii. 
hq.nasagov 
Roger Crouch 
Office of Microgravity 
Science Applications 
(Code U) 
(202) 358-0689 
rcrouch@hq.nasa.gov 
Granville Paules 
Office of Mission to Planet 
Earth (Code Y) 
(202) 358-0706 
gpaules@mtpe.hq.nasa.gov 
NASA's Business Facilitators 
NASA has established several organizations 
whose objectives are to establish joint spon-
sored research agreements and incubate 
small start-up companies with significant 
business promise. 
Wayne P. Zeman 
Lewis Incubator for 
Technology 
Cleveland, OH 
(216) 586-3888 
B. Greg Hinkebein 
Mississippi Enterprise for 
Technology 
Stennis Space 
Center, MS 
(800) 746-4699 
Julie Holland 
NASA Commercialization 
Center 
Pomona, CA 
(909) 869-4477 
Bridgette Smalley 
UH-NASA Technology 
Commercialization 
Incubator 
Houston, TX 
(113) 743-9155 
John Fini 
Goddard Space Flight 
Center Incubator 
Baltimore,MD 
(410) 327-9150 x1034 
Thomas G. Rainey 
NASA KSC Business 
Incubation Center 
TItusville, FL 
(407) 383-5200 
Joanne W. Randolph 
BizTech 
HuntsVille, AL 
(256) 704-6000 
Joe Becker 
Ames Technology 
Commercialization Center 
San Jose, CA 
(408) 557-6700 
Marty Kaszubowski 
Hampton Roads 
Technology Incubator 
(Langley Research Center) 
Hampton, VA 
(157) 865-2140 
If you are interested in information, applications, and services relating to satellite and aerial data for Earth resources, contact: Dr. Stan Morain, Earth Analysis 
Center, (505) 277-3622. 
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PRODUCT OF THE MONTH 
- - -
The TPS600 rugged power supplies from Tracewell Power, Lewis Center, OR, are designed for applications requiring uninterrupted operation, including computer, data storage, and telecon/ data communications. The 
five-output TPS600 supplies up to 600W at 50°C, and up to 
420W at 70°C. Multiple output configurations are available to 
cover a range of power requirements. The units are compatible 
with N+l redundancy configuration, providing a pluggable, 
mu ltiple power upply backup for all equipment in a system. 
All input and omput connections are through a ingle, 
rear-panel, 60-pin connector that provides hot-swap capability 
for tandard card or power backplane. LED status indicators 
on the front panel show input and output OK. Interface ignals 
meeting CompactPCI Power Interfa e spec are available for 
controlling and monitoring the power supply. 
For Free Info Circle No. 715 or Enter No. 715 
at www.nasatech.com/rs 
NASA Welding Technology 
Hits the Market 
Two commercial companies - MT Sy tern of Eden Prairie, MN, and MCE Technologies of eattle, WA-
have ucce sfully commercialized a welding tool developed 
at ASA's Marshall Space Flight Center in Alabama. 
Friction tir welding u e the high rotational speed of a tool 
MCETEe's friction stir welding equipment incorporates NASA 
Marshall's pin tool technology. 
and the re ulting frictional heat created from contact to " tir" 
together and bond two metal alloys. The process, however, 
relies on a ingle-piece pin tool, which can leave "keyhole " 
when welding cylindrical objects. The Marshall team de igned 
an automatic retractable pin tool that uses a computer-
controlled motor to automatically retract the pin into the 
shoulder of the tool at the end of the weld, preventing keyholes. 
MTS Systems u ed the pin tool technology in its recent 
friction tir welding proces y tern. U ed by automotive, 
shipbuilding, and other indu tries, the system has proven 
co t-effective and efficient. 
MCE Tec\mologie (MCETEC) developed a line of 
production tir welding equipment using Marshall' pin 
tool for welding high-performance aluminum alloy. 
MCETEC' use of the NASA technology has contributed to 
production advantages uch as reduced contamination and 
greater joint trength . 
For mol"e infonnation on this and other 'ASA Marshall technoUr 
gies available fOI" commercialization, visit unvw. /lasasoiunons.com . 
Next Month in NTB 
I n the April issue, the winner of the 2001 Readers' Choice Product of the Year Awards will be featured. We'll 
let you know which product you cho e as the mo t ignificant 
new introduction to the engineering community last year. 
Also, look for our preview of the en ors Expo, which will 
highlight the hottest sen or products that will be on 
displa) at the show in anJose in May. 
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Sooner or later, every design becomes 3~. 
This is an argument for sooner. 
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Introducing Autodesk I nventorlM Series. We've paired the groundbreaking Autodesk Inventor 3D technology 
with the AutoCA[)4J-based Autodeske Mechanical Desktop~ creating a flexible design solution that helps you move 
from 2D to 3D without giving up your current system. For Dr. Markus Bohrer, General Manager of Incision Lasertec, 
the breakthrough adaptive technology and industry-leading DWG compatibility has helped increase productivity: 
' With Inventor we finished our latest, highly complex machine in only B months. Without Inventor it would have 
taken us twice the time: Are you ready for 3D made easy? Experience the freedom to design without limits. Visit 
www.autodesk.com/inventorseries to find out more. 
________________________________ ~II autodeSK 
C2002 AUlodes Inc.Autode~ the Autodflk logo. AutoCAO. Autodesk In~tOt .• nd MethanOl Dnktop Ire ~thtt rtglstftil'd t~rb Of trldemlrlu of Autodesk.lnc... 
In tM USA Ind/OI' Oth« countnu. All Other brand nlmes. product n.amn. Of ~~ to thttr respKttve hoIdm. 
For Free Info Circle No. 507 or Enter No. 507 at www.nasatech.com/rs 
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Reader Forum is dedicated to the thoughts, concerns, ques-
tions, and comments of our readers. If you have a comment, a 
question regarding a technical problem, or an answer to a pre-
viously published question, post your letter to Reader Forum 
on-line at www.nasatech.com. or send to: Editor, NASA Tech 
Briefs, 317 Madison Ave., New York, NY 10017; Fax: 212-986-
7864. Please include your name, company (if applicable), ad-
dress, and e-mail address or phone number. 
I am exciting a small PZT in shear mode, over the range of 1.7 to 3.3 MHz, with a variable-amplitude ource. To close 
an amplitude control loop, I'd like to measure the motion en-
velope, which is on the order of 0 to 10 microns, with a very 
small sen or (large laser interferometry is not pos ible). In 
addition, I have multiple as emblies spaced horizontally over 
an area of roughly 1/4" by 4". The units and the individual 
sensors must be hou ed in an enclosure with vertical cross-sec-
tion dimensions of about 18 mm by 4.5". Each PZT is vibrating 
a cone- haped element, about 0.2" in diameter at its base, and 
0.5" tall. I mu t en e motion at th tip of the cone. What 
about detecting a projected image on a semiconductor sen-
or? Any sen or ources that I can investigate? Thanks. 
Rudy Schneider 
rudy.schneider@noveraoptics.com 
We are currently working on developing a wireless video sys-
tem to be used in a ports-related environment that demand 
con tant movements by the wearer of our micro-video cam-
eras. We have te ted 2.4 sy terns and have seen very poor re-
ults. All of our te ts have been with portable transmitters and 
receivers. We are about to try patch antennas worn on both 
side of the athlete' body going to a portable 2.4 receiver. It's 
been suggested that we try a YAGI antenna for receiving, and 
hopefully by combining a dual patch antenna y tern, thi will 
work. If anyone has any other sugge tion or can direct u to a 
reliable source of miniature equipment for transmitting and 
receiving, it would be greatly appreciated. Al 0, if anyone has 
information on a repeater design to send the signal to other 
portable tation, that would be welcomed. ize and weight are 
concern in all case . 
Michael Jone 
concepts@capital.net 
I am a chartered phy iotherapist interested in looking at hy-
perbaric medicine for tl1e u'eatment of oft tissue injurie , in-
cluding grade two ankle prain. Has any re earch been done 
using the lightweight chamber for such u e, and how can I 
find details on where to obtain one? Thank you. 
Jo Shepherd 
phy ioJo@virgin.net 
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Expand your capabilities ... 
... faster, better, 
more affordably. 
Anywhere you need to go, our rugged portables are ready. FlexPAC is available 
with six full-size expansion slots, an Intel Pentium 4 processor running at 2 GHz, system memory up 
to 2 GB, and video memory of 16 MB. That means you won't find a more robust industrial portable 
computer anywhere. And with its new rugged design and lifetime guaranteed configuration control, 
FlexPAC is also remarkably affordable. No wonder companies like Agilent and National Instruments 
have made Dolch their choice. 
Check it out along with other Dolch products at www.DolchNTB.com 
or call 877.347.4924. 
02002 Dolch Computer Systems. Inc. FleAPAC Is a trademark of Dolch Computer Systems. Inc. 
All other blllnd or products nam~ are trademarks or (eglst~ed trld~rk.s of their respective companies. 
For Free Info Circle No. 512 or Enter No. 512 at www.nasatech.com/rs 
O.047-inch 
NEW! 
Who's Who at NASA 
----------------------------------------
Dr. Jim Weiss, Chief Engineer and Technologist, 
Earth and Space Sciences Division, 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
D r. Jim Wei is the Program 
Manager for Collab-
orative eural Re-
pair at ASA's Jet 
Propulsion Labora-
tory in Pasadena, 
. His team is 
working to develop 
a robotic device 
that will aid pa-
tients with spinal cord il~uries . 
NASA Tech Briefs: What is the device, 
and how will it work? 
Dr. Jim Weiss: The original idea wa 
to develop omething that could be 
used for the rehabilitation of people 
with spinal cord injuries and al 0 the 
training of asu'onam . The device has 
not been built yet. We're currently 
doing the de ign work and te ting 
ome of the components. A patient will 
b su pended on a treadmill by line 
connected to an overhead hoi t. The 
robotics will be attached to the pa-
tient' legs and to the treadmill in the 
form ofa motor. The motor i going to 
monitor and control the movement of 
the person while they're walking on 
the moving treadmill. Ba ically, we'll 
put omeone on the treadmill, tart 
the treadmill, and then u e robotic 
arm attached to their knees to help 
them walk. 
The device will help prepare astro-
nauts for work in pace. One of the 
problem of being in a zero-gravit en-
vironment is that yo u don ' t utiliz your 
leg ,and your neurology forge how to 
function properly. 0 when you return 
to Earth and you've not u ed your legs, 
you've forgotten how to use th m. 
They' re weak and they're atrophied. 
There i a central pattern generator 
in one's spinal cord that conu'ols the 
motion of locomotion - all the fine 
motor function that control the mus-
cle - and if that' not refre hed on a 
regular basis, it forgets and starts learn-
ing a new environment a part of being 
adaptive. We would u e thi to train as-
tronauts for different environments, so 
when they return to Earth, they would 
be able to walk normally. 
www.nasatech.com 
NTB: Do you see any other applica-
tions for this device? 
Dr. Weiss: There are other things 
that it could be used for, such as train-
ing football players to print fa ter, or 
to help basketball player perform ,vith 
more power. 0, ou could actually 
train the human body to operate better 
at sports like volleyball, basketball, 
football, or baseball. 
Al 0, it would be applicable for con-
trolled exercising. You could have con-
trolled exerci e, for in lance, if a pa-
tient has a knee, ankle, or hip injury, or 
they've had ome eriou urgery on 
their leg and they've got to exerci e to 
regain trength . When you've got an in-
jury, you favor the other limb. This y-
tern could be u ed to make ure a pa-
tient doe n't favor the other limbo 
they re-Iearn normal function, and 
movement i complete. I've only po-
ken of the applications that are leg-
dominant. You could do the ame 
things with arm and other parts of the 
bod . Motion i what we're really [ocu -
ing on. 
NTB: Who are NASA's partners in 
the research and development? 
Dr. Weiss: LA wa our primar 
partner in this. There' more in the de-
velopment; it' now expanded to a col-
laboration with the niver ity of Cali-
fornia Irvine. There aloha been a 
company formed around thi technol-
ogy called Robomedica, and they' re 
raising fund to start the development 
of thi technology. 
NTB: When will it be available for 
clinicaJ trials or actual use? 
Dr. Weiss: I hope it will be available 
in three year; it depends on our ability 
to rai e funds. Robomedica had their 
fir t round of funding and they've 
rai ed enough to get tarted. So, I 
think it's going to be 18 month to (WO 
year to get a product ready for te ting. 
A full transcript oj this interview appears 
on-line at www.nasatech.com/whoswho. 
Dr. Weiss can be reached at james. r. weiss@ 
jpl. nasa.gov. 
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• Record waveform data, 
synchronized video snapshots and audio 
• 18 Universal input channels for 
voltage, thermocouple and bridge 
• 15.4" touch-screen display for 
data viewing and analysis 
• Record data directly to 9 GB 
hard drive at 100 kHz per channel 
• Real-time filtering and moth functions 
• 70/100 BaseT Ethernet interface 
and 250 MB Zip drive 
Optional Printer 
For real-time recording or playback 
from memory, an attachable 
10" wide high speed printer is available. 
Call, E-mail, Fax, or write to us today for al/ the details. ., 
m ]®AstlO- ed,®lnc. 
__ IIIIIIIiI"_--J TEST & MEASUREMENT PRODUCT GROUP 
Astro-Med is System Certified to ISo-9001 
Astro·Med Industrial Pork, West Warwick, Rhode Island 02893 
Phone: (401) 828·4000 • Toll Free: 1·877·867-9783 • Fox: (401) 822-2430 
In Canada Telephone 1·800·565·2216 • [-moil: mtgroup@astromed,(om 
r_. r' .. __ 1_'_ 1" : _1.- . 1_ .". .. __ .. ~ ___ ,_ .. ___.. _____ _ _ _ _ 
Product of the Month 
CompuScope 85GC 
5 GS/s, 8 Bit 
CompactPCI Digitizer 
5 GS/s AID Sampling on 
two Simultaneous Channels 
500 MHz Bandwidth 
8 Bit Resolution 
100 Hz Repetitive Acquisition Rate 
Based on Advanced 
Tektronix Technology 
TV Triggering capability 
CompactPCl Form Factor 
Software Development Kits for 
C/C++, MATlAB and LabVIEW 
G 
e-mail: prodlnfo@gage-applied.com 
For Free Info Circle No. 403 or 
Enter No. 403 at www.nasatech.com/rs 
Over the past thTl!e decatks, NASA has granted 1I10Tl! than 1000 patent licenses in virtually every area of 
technology. The agency has a portfolio of 3000 patents and pending applications available now 
for license by businesses and individuals, including these recently patented inventions: 
Compact Dexterous 
Robotic Hand 
(US. Patent No. 6,244,644) 
Christopher Scott Lovchik and 
Myron A. Diftler, Johnson 
Space Center. 
The pre ent invention is intend d to 
give a robotic hand the anatomical 
movement of the human hand yet to 
make it li ghtweight, mobile, and capa-
ble of gra ping both h avy and light 
object with precision. The robotic 
hand include highly reliabl et imple 
components that enable the de ired 
movements of a plurality of flexibl fin-
ger attached to a palm housing, a 
thumb, and a wrist memb r. Force i 
mechanically transmitted from drive 
components in a forearm portion 
through the wrist section to operate fin-
gers and thumb. The dexterous robotic 
hand de crib d herein generally con-
sists of, in addition to a palm hou ing, 
finger , and a thumb, a forearm ection 
that hou e the drive motors and elec-
tronics that enable the controlled 
movement of the finger and the 
thumb. The device include a two-
degree-of-freedom wri t ection and a 
twelve-degree-of-freedom hand. 
Piezoelectric Vibrational and 
Acoustic Alert for a Personal 
Communications Device 
(US. Patent No. 6,259,188) 
Inventors: Stanley E. Woodard, 
Richard F. Heilbaum, Robert H. 
Daugherty, Raymond C. Scholz, 
Bruce D. Little, Robert L. Fox, Gerald 
A . Denhart, SeGon Jang, and Rizza 
Ba lcein, Lang ley Research Center. 
A team at Langley Re earch Center 
identified a need [or a combination 
vibrating and acoustical alarm mecha-
nism that has a relatively uncomplicated 
de ign, i relatively inexpensive to pro-
duce, that is sub tantially durable, and i 
lightweight and mail enough to be incor-
porated into a handheld communication 
device (PCD). It should provide an alert 
apparatus that includes a mechanically 
pre tre ed piezoelectric wafer in id the 
PCD and an alternating voltage input line 
coupled at two points on the wafer where 
polarity i recognized. The apparatus 
would al 0 have a variable frequency 
device coupled to the voltage input line 
so that the alternating voltage on the 
input line would have a first frequency 
and a econd frequency. The first would 
preferably be high enough to cause the 
wafer to vibrate at a resulting frequency 
that produces a sound perceptible by the 
human ear, and the second would prefer-
abl be ufficientIy low to cau e the wafer 
to vibrate at a frequency that would pro-
duce a vibration readily felt by the holder 
of the PCD. 
Stable Algorithm for 
Estimating Airdata from 
Flush Surface Pressure 
Measurements 
(US. Patent No. 6,253,166) 
Inventors: Stephen A. Wh itmore, 
Brent R. Cobleigh, and Edw ard A . 
Haering Jr., Dryden Flight Research 
Center. 
Airdata are those parameters, charac-
teri tic , propertie , and quantitie 
derived from the air urrounding a 
flight vehicle. Accurate airdata are 
ab olutely nece ary for many purpo e 
and appl ication, and help to en ure 
efficient and safe flights . But stem 
developed to date have proven highly 
inaccurate. There are everal problem 
with existing algorithm. One i that 
tIle nonlinear regre sion method u ed 
in the e timation algorithm tend to be 
high l un table. This un table algo-
tithm lead to the problem of complex-
ity. The pre em invention i embodied 
in an airdata estimation and evaluation 
ys tem and method for e timating and 
evaluating airdata from nonintru ive 
surface pre sure m a urement . It 
include a triple formulation module 
for eliminating the pre ure-related 
tates from the flow model equation, an 
angle of attack modu le for computing 
that angle, an angle of sideslip module 
for computing that angle, and an airda-
ta module for estimating and evaluat-
ing other airdata. 
For more in/onnation on the inventions described here, contact the appropriate jilSA Field 
Center's Commercial Technology Offue. See page 12 for a list of office contacts. 
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With Solid Edge, you design with insight. 
:.:. Just think what Edison could have done with Solid Edge· lnsight. Intuitive, powerful 
design tools with built-in knowledge sharing, right out of the box. Solid Edge's 
visionary technology adds engineering data extensions to Microsoft· document 
management to ensure first-time fit, cut costs and reduce time-to-market. 
Solid Edge offers specialized toolsets for your industry. And it's backed by EDS 
for support and stability. So get the edge. You'll electrify your competition. 
Visit www.solidedge.com or call 877-342-5847. 
For Free Info Circle No. 518 or Enter No. 518 at www.nasatech.com/rs 
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.~imulation Software Helps Evaluate 
Mission Converter 
Maxwell 3D Field Simulator software 
Ansoft Corp. 
Pittsburgh, PA 
412-261-3200 
www.ansoft.com 
A free-piston Stirling com'ener is being developed by the 
DeparUl1ent of Energy, NASA's Glenn Research Center in 
ClevelaJld, 0 1-1 , and Stirling Technology of Kennewick, \VA. 
Dual-opposed Stirling converter during test at NASA Glenn. 
.~D Measuring System Helps Build 
Rocket Bodies 
Forged steel solid rocket motor cases 
Ladish Co. 
Cudahy. WI 
414-747-2611 
www.ladishco.com 
The two solid-rocket bodies of the pace huttle are able LO 
resist loads of launch because they are forged from D-6 tool 
teel. and are ncarl) inde uL\ctible, Ladish forges all of the 
cvlinders and dome that form the solid rocket motor cases. To 
as ess the exact shape of each forging prior to machining. 
technician pre'iously mea ured each newly forged dome with 
a portage CMM to guide them in setting up the piece to be 
machined. This technique tLSllall) took two weeks LO finish, 
and the 2D image generated was not always complete. 
To generate a more detailed digital image of the rough-
forged dome, Ladish engineers began using a FaroArm, a 
portable , 3D measuring system [rom Faro Technologie . The 
arm i an articulating in ' trumenl that employs optical 
encoder~ at the joints LO prm~de X-Y-Z po ition and l:J-K ori-
entation data to a computer. Dimen ional tolerances are as 
clo e as ± 0.001", and it can measure an) point wiulin its pher-
ical reach. 
Ladi h use me arm for conventional dimensional checking 
by gamel;ng a "digital cloud" of data consisting of up to 200,000 
sU'eaming points on each piece. After ule data is collected in ule 
The converter will be utilized on the tirling Radioi. otope 
Generator ( RG), which i~ being constructed LO prmide elec-
tric power I~)r unmanned Mars rovers and potential ASA 
deep space mis ions of long duratioll. To e\'aluate various 3D 
geometries, materials, and excitation levels on the convenel, 
NASA engineer teven M. Geng used Maxwell 3D Field 
Simulator LO perform electromagnetic modeling. 
"Glenn researchers are conducting a variety of in-house 
tasks to provide data in developing the Stirling converter for 
rcadines for space qualification and mission implementation. 
Our work helps detennine if a design will perform and func-
tion propcrly with the capabilil:) of sUf\;\;ng in a deep space or 
Mars surface em.ironment," said Geng, 
The com'crter is also being designcd to sUf\~\'e a high-radia-
tioll em;ronment such a~ a potenrial mis. ion to Europa, one 
of Jupiter'S moon. 0 far, the COJl\cner ha~ pa~sed laullch 
environment random \·ibration testing at workmanship. flight 
acceptance. and qualification t('stlevel while operating at full 
strokc and full power. 
Geng said that the ~laxwell software helped him and his col-
leagues imestigate new methodologies to both imprme 
de. igns and analVle existing designs . 1'\ \S. \ is e\'aJuating the 
magnets used in the comcrter's linear altemator. "C ing 
~laxwel1. we {udied the magnets and the alternator LO esti-
TIlate the magnet's margin to demagnetilation," aid Geng, 
For Free Info Circle No. 72S or 
Enter No. 72S at www.nasatech.comlrs 
arm's companion soft\\'are, an accurate 3D reproduction of me 
dome is created. According to Ed Pastorek, Ladi h ' upen; or 
of product as urance, quality, and technology, the technique 
prmides near-perfect parts, "This has given us a ' no-mistake' 
\\'a}' to align and machine these parts," aid Pastorek. "Now we 
know cxactly what metal we have to take off." 
For Free Info Circle No. 726 or 
Enter No. 726 at www.nasatech.com/rs 
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Matt r What You' It, 
It 
Our cu tomer are te ting everything from train car to 
the pace huttle, from automobile airbag to 
oil well ... and the Ii t keep growing. Why? Maybe it' 
our plug-in ignal conditioner that all w connection of 
any signaL, any ensor. Or perhap it ' the fact that 
Dewetron y tern are built on an open-architecture, 
COTS* computer platform, allowing ea y upgrade and 
compatibility with all Window ® oftware and 
hardware. 
Or it could be our oftware- 0 ea y to u e and yet 0 
powerful- with brilliant on-line di play full- olor 
printing and one-click export to Ex er~, MatLab® 
ASCII, and everal other popular fonnats. Of cour e, 
Dewetron machine are p rfect platform for 
LabVIEW® developm nt and they already include a 
ationalln trum n ® AID card connected to our rugh-
Above left to right - the DEWE-4000, DEWE-2010, and 
DEWE-3010 portable PC Instruments 
Our ba ic model are al 0 highly P pular as portable 
indu trial computer built to MlL- TD-81OC for hock 
and vibration. 
It could be any of the e thing - or maybe it ' all of 
them. The bottom line i , if you're doing data 
a qui ition any other way, you re mi ing a lot. 
take a look at Dewetron today. tart with our 
or give u a call and arrange a no-obligation 
demon tration at your facility. 
Contact u today toll-free at 877-43 
364-9464 out ide the USA) . 
www.dewamerica.comlntb 
i olation plug-in ignal conditioner ! =~~~!!!I 
' COTS = Commercial, off-the·shelf. 
All trademarks acknowledged as 
W ~t:~e \~~ the CAD indu -try in March of2001, the industry leader we in-
terviewed focu ed on the Internet, ease 
of u e, and on olidation of CAD ven-
dors. For this year' look at CAD, our 
experts were outspoken on ea e of u e, 
20 to 3D migration , and how the 
changing economic climate ha af-
fected the CAD oftware market. 
a general rule, most of the vendors 
we interviewed are not changing their 
marketing trategy for new cu tomer as 
a re ult of the economic downturn . If 
anything, many vendor are focu ing 
more on their current cu tomers than 
targeting new one. 
"We ' re marketing to the people who 
are already our cu tomers," said John 
McEleney, CEO of SolidWorks. "As the 
economy gets a little more chal lenging, 
and some of our competitors try to 
drive their price down in the market, 
the one good thing about having a 
large in tailed base i that you're going 
back to people you already have a rela-
tion hip with, 0 your cost of ales 
should be lower," he explained. 
"Our initial installed base provide a 
very rich , ~ rtile ground for continued 
building of those relationships and a 
nice bu ine . There is a lot of opportu-
nity for new bu iness," aid Brian hep-
24 
. enior 
technical marketing for PTe. MA 
companie feel they ne d t be ready 
when the economy lUrns with a table 
full of great products. The way they cut 
co ts in the short term to weather the 
storm u ually tarts in th ir manufac-
turing organization where they ramp 
down production. They're trying to 
minimize physical inventory, but 
they're till very focu ed on creating in-
tellectual inventory," Shepherd added. 
orne vendor uch as VX Corpora-
tion , a CAD/ CAM upplier, are actually 
increa ing their marketing efforts. "It' 
a real opportunity at thi point," said 
Bob Fi cher, vice president of ale and 
marketing for VX. "Companie have to 
do as much as before but with fewer 
people. We've changed the amount of 
face time, doing thing like Web semi-
nar . We need to go to the people -
they won ' t come to us.' 
While much attention ha centered 
around the economy ince eptember 
11 , there were ign of a downturn at 
lea t ix months before that, according 
to David Primro e, MCAD product mar-
keting director for ED PLM olutions. 
"The economy took a knock, but life 
goe on, and people are purchasing 
products that have to be manufactured. 
In economic time like the e, compa-
nie turn to tool that will increa e their 
www.nasalech.com 
and help reco\'er co ts as a 
olving the problem. Those com-
pani that are far- ighted will look 
upon a CAD investment a one that will 
give them a very high return rather 
than a co t the can't afford" Primro e 
explained. 
The Cost of CAD 
The type of CAD system a company 
can afford is more important now than 
it was in the past. Co t-cutting and bud-
get-watching have taken a front seat to 
flash feature. According to Robert 
Kro ,vice pre idem of Autode k' Man-
ufactwing Division, "Companie look at 
a lower-co t solution in economie like 
thi . There has b en much more aware-
ne of the engineer who hold the intel-
lectual property of the company in their 
heads. Everyone believe that thi year, 
we're going to see the economy blo som 
again. ompanie are u ing the down-
time to train more." 
ompanies with low-cost CAD prod-
ucts are finding it much ea ier to sell 
their software. Bob Mayer, executive 
vice pre ident of ale and marketing 
for IMSI - which offer its TurboCAD 
V8 Profes ional program for just under 
500 - believes that cu tomer are get-
ting the mes age that you don 't have to 
spend a lot of money to get profes ional 
(Continued on pg. 27) 
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FEMlAB e supplies highly sought-after new 
technology for the modeling and simula-
tion of physics in all science and engineer-
ing fields. Its main attribute is the ease 
with which modeling can be performed 
and its unlimited multi physics capabilities, 
in 10,20 and 30 - the perfect way to 
apply state-of-the-art numerical analysis 
to your expertise in modeling. 
Order your free literature kit! 
Visit www.comsol.comlient or 
call + 1-781-273-3322 
COM$Ol 
fEl"Il"l Is I re,luered trademark of COMSOl AI MATLA'1s '" re,lstered trademarlt of Th. MachWorks , Inc 
... The most common reactor for environ-
mental protection, which we encounter or 
use everyday, is the catalytic converter in 
automobiles. In these monolithic catalysts. 
carbon monoxide and nitrous oxides are 
converted into relatively harmless species 
like carbon dioxide and nitrogen. To opti-
mize the utilization of the expensive 
catalyst, it is important to be able to model 
the reactor at different operational 
conditions. In this FEMLAB model. mass and 
heat balances are coupled to compute 
temperature distribution and flowlines in 
the reactor. 
... This square-shaped spiral inductor is used 
for bandpass filters in micro electro-
mechanical systems (MEMS). The FEMLAB 
simulation takes the nonuniform current 
density in the coils into account to compute 
an accurate magnetic flux arround the coils. 
The inductance of this inductor is 2.1 nH, 
which is obtained by integrating the mag-
netic energy. Using the programming 
language of FEM LAB for parametric analysis. 
you can find the correlation between the 
induction and the in put parameters of the 
model. 
... In the design of electrodes for water 
electrolysis. it is important to minimize the 
voltage losses at a given total current. 
FEMLAB modeling helps the engineer in the 
design of the electrode geometry and the 
current collector. The model gives the 
current density distribution and the poten-
tial distribution in the system. These results 
make it possible to avoid excessive degra-
dation of the active electrode surface and 
overheating of the welds at the position of 
the current collector. 
... When designing an electric motor it is 
important to design the rotor shaft so that 
no eigenfrequencies exist in the working 
range of the rotational speed. It is also 
important to study the shape of the eigen-
mode and not just the eigenfrequencies. 
In the eigenfrequency analysis. one end of 
the shaft is fixed and the other end is free to 
rotate and axially deform. The image shows 
deformation and rotation angle in the 
second eigenmode. using different visual-
ization options like colormaps and scaling. 
FEMLAB KEY FEATURES 
• Flexible and powerful graphical 
user interface 
• Built-in user-friendly CAO tool for 
solid modeling in 10. 20 and 30 
• Automatic mesh generation. 
adaptive mesh and multigrid 
• Powerful solvers for linear, 
nonlinear and time-dependent 
systems of partial differential 
equations (POES) 
• Extensive postprocessing 
capabilities 
• Model Libraries with over fifty 
models fully documented from 
various engineering fields 
• Ready-to-use application modes for 
different engineering fields 
• Equation-based modeling for 
arbitrary systems of POES 
FEMLAB PUTS YOU 
IN THE FRONTliNE 
FEMLAB employs sophisticated numerical 
techniques developed by our staff of leading 
scientists in collaboration with industry 
experts from around the world. These 
professionals had a goal of making modeling 
available to every engineer and scientist. 
FEMLAB is the result of our commitment to 
putting engineering mathematics in a box. 
Order your free 
literature kit! 
Visit www.comsol.comlient or 
call + 1-781-273-3322 
COMSOl 
www.comsol.com 
functionality. "In the past, we had 
only one product that sold for 99, 
and the perception was that a 99 
product couldn't have much func-
tionality. Over time, we've raised 
the retail price by about 200 on 
that product, and most impor-
tantly, we put in the CAD function-
ality that CAD professionals ex-
pect," Mayer said. 
Relatively new companies with 
new products face the challenge of 
competing both in pricing and in 
functionality with establi hed 
"legacy" sy tems. "The economy, as 
chanical Desktop to keep using 
their products while they get 
started with 3D by u ing Au-
todesk Inventor. 
"Our cu tomers get the ad-
vantage of keeping what 
they're using today, plus the 
new capability of a much easier 
to use product. Some cu-
tomers will go gradually from 
2D to 3D, but 1 hope we make 
it 0 easy for them, that they 
just ay, 'I'm going to do this,'" 
said Kross. 
far as who we're marketing to, ha -
n't changed," said haun Murphy, LEWA Herbert Ott GmbH in Leonberg, Germany, used Solid Edge (an EDS PLM Solutions product) to design this pump and piping 
assembly. vice pre ident of marketing for 
IronCAD. "There ha to be a 
higher level of confidence before peo-
ple will take their wallets out of their 
pockets. Since we're a new company 
and we just introduced our Innovation-
"We ee companies moving 
from 2D to 3D every day," said 
Rogers. "When you move to a 
3D environment, you can im-
uite la t October, we didn ' t need to 
make any adju tment . We brought it 
out value-priced and packaged for the 
pric -con ciOli . Right from the begin-
ning, we targeted our packaging, our 
produ t , and our pricing to the 
small- to medillm- ized busine s," Mur-
phy explained. 
For th leading mid-range and high-
end CAD vendor, it' more a que tion 
of wheth r Cll tomer can afford not to 
inve t, according to eoiI Roger, mar-
keting manager of the Americas for 
IBM . "You have to look at the entire 
co t of what ou're implementing. Look 
at the entire co t of what it' going to 
Lake to impl m nt that solution, and 
then look at the benefits you'll re eive 
therein . In thi e onomic environ-
ment," Roger said, "I think th 
que tion i not 'how an I afford to 
inve t in produ t li.t cycle manage-
ment,' but, 'how can I afford not to in-
ve t in a product lifecycle management 
olution?'" 
McEI ney beli ve that when aving 
co ,companie need to look at how 
mll h th alread hav inve ted in a 
m, and what the n d to do 
with it. "In the large- ale nterpri 
McEI ney aid, "th y're not going to 
switch to a lower-co t alternative, be-
cau e co ts are a mall fraction of 
what the overall co ts are." 
PT now offers the lowe t-co t alt r-
native - free downloadabl oftwar . 
Last month, the ompan introdu ed 
Pro/ DE KT P Expre , a param tnc, 
olid modeling program 
arne k mel as Pro/ 1-
c rding t heph rd, th r a-
eons for offering the fr e software were 
imple. 'If ou'r a Prol E I ER 
Tech Brie , farch 2002 
cu tomer today, but you want to do 
busine with a upplier who doe n't 
u e Prol E, that customer had a few-
thou and-dollar barrier to get over to 
buy Prol E. What if the per on who 
doesn't use Prol E could download an 
application for free from PTC.com that 
read in the Prol E data becau e it' 
based on the arne kernel?" The value 
propo ition PT i oiIering, aid hep-
herd, i that Pro/ DE KTOP Express is 
a full-featured y tern. "!t' part of 
our game-changing trategy," he added. 
"In our indu try, w ' re looking to tum 
thing up ide down ." 
The Migration Continues 
One of the i ue fa ing ompa-
nie toda al 0 was a primary focu a 
year ago. \: ill 2D to 3D 
migration continue, and 
doe wid pread adop-
tion of 3D D (001 
need to happen? Thi 
i sue divided our ex-
p rt more than 
other aspect of the 
mark t. 
"In toda' world, 
everybody already ha a 
tart-
mediately do things in maybe 
one tep tl1at used to take you five in a 
2D environment, 0 you ee immediate 
benefits." IBM offers the CATIA Com-
panion, which allows companies to 
move into 3D without bing intimi-
dated. Rog rs explained that CATIA 
Companion its on the arne worksta-
tion as TIA. "When there i a specific 
topic on which you have a que tion 
when working in CATIA, you can enter 
into the ompanion product, and it 
tep you through what you're trying to 
do in 3D." 
ccording to Fi cher, VX cho e not 
to upport either 2D or 3D, but to ofTer 
both. "In orne circum Lance, creating 
a quick drawing in 2D i ufficient. You 
can either work in the world of 3D or 
do it qui k nd dirty and get it done 
ventor. ur objective i 
to hift our enLir in-
Pac West Racing used Autodesk software to design this chassis. 
tall d bas to 3D." To that end, u-
tode k has announced the Autode k In-
ventor ries, which incorporate b th 
2D and 3D products - Autode k Me-
hani al De kt p 6, ba cd n uto-
,and mod kIn ntor 5.3 3D de-
ign oft\ ar . Th n w combined 
prodll t allows users r , uto-
Mechanical, and Me-
www.n<lsarech.cm 
without tyle," he added. "Man 20 
uer don't verhav tou 3D.Butifit 
need to be part of an a mbl , that 
mu t be reated in 3D and exi t as a dig-
ital m del." 
Primro agr es that 2D will never 
ntir I go away, but he e 3D as th 
b t hoi e. "There will alwa b peo-
ple who refu. e to move from 20. Th 
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Introducing POPmatic 
Point & Sel~M the first 
reliable auto-feed rivet 
system. 
POPmatic Point & Set, our new 
auto-feed rivet system, delivers 
what no riveting tool has before. 
Consistent riveting at a rate 
faster than any current hand 
tool. Designed with a safe, self 
loading hopper that holds up 
to 2500 rivets, Point & Set 
accelerates the riveting process 
to previously impossible speeds, 
meeting the requirements of 
any production line. It's reliability 
in an otherwise unreliable world. 
For more information, call us at 
203-925-4424 or visit us on the 
web at www.emhart.com 
A BUCK&IIECKBI COMPANY 
CERT I FIED 
ISO 9001 • OS 9000 
For Free Info Circle No. 411 or 
Enter No. 411 at www.nasatech.com/rs 
might be able to make a 
drawing on the paper, but 
they get no ben efit out of hav-
ing a simple paper drawing. 
When it comes to changing de-
sign , there is tremendous op-
portuni ty for errors if you don 't 
have 3D." 
Primrose also sees ease of use 
as a barrier to 3D that still ex-
ists. "Going forward, if you 
ask people what the most 
important attributes of a 
CAD system are, I d o n ' t 
think we - our elves o r our com-
petitors - have come up with a radical 
change in usabili ty. While we have lots 
of people talking about clever, cool fea-
tures, the next thing is to come up with 
a whole new paradigm that will make 
CAD system a whole gene ration easier 
to use." 
nti l that happens, 3D won't be the 
dominan t technology, according to 
IronCAD's Murphy. "It's still p robably a 
2D design world," he pred icted. "Do I 
believe 95 percent of people will be 
using 3D in the near future? No, I 
don ' t. It doesn 't always make sense to 
use 3D," he added. "Many 2D users will 
tell you that the value they would get 
from moving to 3D is not worth the 
pain. You have a toolbox, and you pull 
ou t the right tool for the job. You 
wouldn 't ay, 'In the future, all repair 
will be done wi th a hammer.' Design 
also has a bit of that, even though you 
don ' t have as many tools. There are cer-
tain tool you u e becau e they are the 
best for the j ob. You have to make the 
call ," Murphy aid . 
IBM, Autodesk, and SolidWorks have 
products designed specifically to help 
u er move "pain lessly" to 3D, which 
they feel will be the m,yori ty of the CAD 
world very soon . "I think 98 to 100 per-
cent of people will u e 3D tools. I think 
it needs to happen," said Kross. "If you 
Solo Golf used IBM's Product Lifecycle 
Management (PLM) solutions to 
design its new putter. 
make ma-
chines and you 
use 2D, and you ' re try-
ing to compete with the machine 
maker down the street who's using 3D, 
you can 't compete. He' ll make a better 
machine he can understand better, and 
even more importantly, he can use his 
design data and product data in differ-
en t ways - in his brochures, on his 
Web site ." 
SolidWorks' McEleney agrees, but 
adds tllat the migration will happen 
more quickly than most think. "The fact 
is it won't happen thi year, but it won 't 
take ten year - I can te ll you that. The 
world will move to 3D for a number of 
reasons, and the driver behind it are 
simple," he aid. "The average work-
force is getting older, and as the older 
workers retire, today' graduates are the 
one who grew up playing video games. 
They learned and work in a world based 
on 3D. As the older generation with a 
2D legacy re tire, the resistance level to 
3D will come down ." 
Is a completely 3D world a better 
o n e? McEle ney h as mixed feeli ngs 
about that. "The cary thing is as we 
adopt these 3D tools, are we going to 
lose any of the elegance and simplicity 
of engin eering? As a vendor, I'm hard-
pre ed to fight that, because I think it's 
true. But it's a ch ange for the better," 
he aid . "If you look at the products 
manufactured today, they're all better 
because of 3D de ign tool ." 
Get Connected to the Companies Featured in this Article: 
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Technologies of the Month 
Sponsored by ye tficom 
For more information on these and other new, licensable inventions, 
visit www.nasatech.com/techsearch 
Afterburning Ericsson Cycle Engine 
Is low-Cost Fuel Cell Alternative 
Proe Power Systems 
Ericsson Cycle hot air engine produce power by externally 
heating one cylinder and cooling another. As the heated en-
gine cylinder grows hotter, it requires more energy, which is 
wasted in the burner exhaust, reducing the overall engine-
burner efficiency. Proe Power Systems' Afterburning Ericsson 
Cycle (AEC) engine recovers over 90% of the exhaust heat for 
higher thermodynamic efficiency, and has virtually no burner 
efficiency 10 because there is no external burner. The AEC 
engine provide continuou combustion, obtaining the full 
heating value of any available fuel, including gasoline, 
methane, and propane. 
The AEC engine is suitable for combined heat and power 
(CHP) and distributed power generation applications. It also 
can be u ed a a heat engine in hybrid vehicle, as a clean re-
placement for marine die el engines, and as an auxiliary 
power source for the trucking indu lr}' to reduce noise and 
pollution from idling trucks. 
Get the complete report on this technology at: 
www.nasatech.com/techsearch/tow/proe.html 
e-maiL: nasatech@yet2.com; plume: 617-557-3837 
Aluminothermic Process Reduces Cost, 
Improves Yield for Chromium Metal 
Manufacturing 
Devdutt Mohanty 
hromium i used extensively in the alloying of nonferrous 
metals like copper and alwninum. By itself, chromium is blit-
tle, but when alloyed with other metal , a wide range of 
durable allo can be produced. U ing traditional method 
such as the electrolytic proce , 
chromium metal are expensive to 
produce. A new chromium 
manufacturing technology uses 
a proprietary process in which 
odium dichromate i treated 
with acid and heated until 
sodium sulfate and chromic 
acid are eparated. The 
chromic acid lump that are left are 
finely ground, mixed with carbon 
black, fired , and converted to chromic oxide. Thi chromic 
oxide i passed through a process to produce 98% to 99% 
pure chromi oxide. This aluminothermic process doe not 
use e lectricity for extraction, thus reducing production costs. 
Get the complete report on this technology at: 
www.nasatech.com/techsearch/tow/mohanty.html 
e-mail: nasatech@yet2.com; phone: 617-557-3837 
Biodegradable Plastic from Renewable 
Resources 
Dr. Johan-Fredrik Selin, Development Manager, New Technology 
Business, Fortum 
Conventional plastic are made from petrochemicals, 
which pose environmental disposal problems. A new 
biodegradable plastic i created using polylactides, an organic 
product formed by the fermentation of carbohydrates, which 
produce lactic acid. The 
lactic acid is transformed 
into a polymer, which 
breaks down into environ-
mentally afe elements 
that are then completely 
metabolized by normal 
soil micoflora in a short 
period of time. Once ex-
po ed to light, humidity, 
oxygen, and oil microorganism , polylactide plastics convert 
into htunus, carbon dioxide, and water. 
Manufacturers can use the ame machinery currently u ed 
for traditional plastics to convert to tlle new polylactide plas-
tic, and can use Ie energy compared to traditional hydro-
carbon plastic . 
Get the complete report on this technology at: 
www.nasatech.com/techsearch/tow/fortum.html 
e-maiL·nasatech@yet2.com; phone: 617-557-3837 
Hydrogen-Driven Actuators 
Sachiko Matsuyama, Sensor Control Group, Ltd. 
Actuators have a wide variety of applications including ro-
botics, imulators, positioning ystem, and opening device . 
A new actuator ab orbs and desorb 1,000 time its own vol-
ume in hydrogen, creating gas pre ure to drive the actuator. 
Thi actuator employs metal bellows lined with a metal-hy-
dride (MH) alloy ranging in thi kne from 3 to 10 mm. The 
alloy i then heated, causing it to release hydrogen, increasing 
gas pre sure and extending the bellows. When the alloy is al-
lowed to cool, hydrogen is ab orbed, decreasing gas pressure 
and cau ing the bellows to contract. 
A flexible polymer film that is currently being designed into 
an MH actuator for robotic applications might also be used to 
create artificial muscles for hwnans. Other application in-
clude stabilizing earthquake-damaged structures, and as a lifter 
to move people and equipment in multi-story buildings. 
Get the complete report on this technology at: 
www.nasatech.com/techsearch/tow/ sensor.hlml 
e-mail: nasatech@Yet2.com; phone: 617-557-383 
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Get to analysis faster. 
Take live measurements 
inMATLAB. 
N ew test and measurement tools for MATLAB combine data acquisition, instrument 
New test and measurement tools allow you to 
communicate with data acquisition devices and 
instruments directly from MKIv.B. 
control, and data analysis in a single, 
interactive environment. Now you can 
acquire live data from popular data 
acquisition devices and control your test 
equipment directly from MATLAB. Use proven tools for signal processing, statistical 
analy is, graphics, and reporting to analyze your data as it stream into MATLAB. 
Get your free 30-day trial today. 
Call 508-647-7040 to reque t your trial. Or get a free MATLAB~ 
technical information kit at www.mathwork.com/nttrn. SIMULINR 
The MathWorks 
Visit www.mathworks.(om/nttm 
or (all 508·647·7040 
These new MATU.B 
tools provide a 
complete solution for 
test~ measur~metrt~ 
analysis, graphics, 
and reporting. 
o 200 I Th. MOlhWorb, 11K. 
For Free Info Circle No. 525 or Enter No. 525 at www.nasatech.coml~s 
Data Acquisition 
Instrument Control 
Signal Processing 
Statistics 
Training 
Consulting 
-$ Technology Focus: Data Acquisition 
• Parallel-Processing High-Rate Digital Demodulator ASIC 
CMOS circuitry can be used instead of more expensive analog circuitry or GaAs-based kind. 
NASA s Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
An all-<iigital demodulator has been 
developed for receiving radio signals 
with multigigahertz carrier frequencie 
phase-modulated with digital data signals 
at bit rates of hundreds of millions of bits 
per econd. The phase modulation could 
be either binary phase-shift keying 
(BPSK) or quadrature phase-shift keying 
(QPSK), including QPSK employing 
bandwidth efficient pulse-shaping meth-
ods. The demodulator has been imple-
mented in complementary metal oxide 
semiconductor (CMOS) application-spe-
cific integrated circuit (ASIC) config-
ured to utilize algorithms that process 
ignal data in multiple parallel stream . 
The advantages of all-digital process-
ing over traditional analog processing in-
clude greatly increased flexibility and re-
liability with reduced reproduction co IS. 
Serial digital signal proce ing would en-
tail proce sing rates so high as to neces i-
tate the use of non-CMOS (e.g., GaAs-
based) circuitry, which costs more and is 
more power-hungry, relative to CMO . 
What make it po ible to implement tlle 
pre eot ASI in CMO is the parallel-
proce ing cherne, in which the number 
of parallel data streams is made large 
enough that the data rate in each stream 
is low enough to be within the capability 
of CMO circuitry. 
The pre ent all-digital demodulator i 
characterized by an advanced parallel re-
ceiver (APRX) architecture ( ee figure), 
which replace the receiver functions of 
the parallel receiver (PRX) architecture 
reported in "Parallel Digital Demodula-
tor Using Multirate Filter Banks" (NPO-
19620), j1SA Tech Briefs, Vol. 20, o. 10 
(October 1996), page 65. The APRX ar-
chitecture is essentially one of time-vary-
ing frequency-<iomain detection filtering 
and ymbol-timing correction. 
Up tream of this demodulator, the re-
ceived analog signal is converted to an 
intermediate frequency (IF) suitable for 
analog-to-digital (AI D) conversion, 
band-pass filtered, then digitized at a rate 
of 4 samples per symbol. The band-pass 
filtering rejects some noise and prevents 
the aliasing that would otherwise occur 
after AI D conversion. The digital signal 
is split into 32 parallel patll , decimated 
32 
by 16 on each path, and digitally mixed 
on each path with a replica of the sam-
pled IF carrier signal. The discrete 
Fourier transform (DIT) of the resulting 
32 data points is then taken, via a spe-
cialized fast Fourier tran form (SFFT) , 
and multiplied by the one element of a 
bank of frequency-<iomain-matched fil-
ters. The correct matched filter i cho en 
by the clo ed-loop symbol timing recov-
ery algorithm (see figure). 
To suppress the double-frequency 
terms generated in mixing to baseband, 
low-pass filtering is performed, zeroing 
out the middle 16 components (which 
correspond to the high-frequency terms) 
in the frequency domain . Then the in-
verse di crete Fourier transform (IDIT) 
is computed, via the pecialized inverse 
fast Fowier tran form ( IFFT), and the 
32-Po,nt 
SFFT 
middle 16 parallel outputs (which are 
unaliased and corre pond to 4 symbol 
period) are used for detection, tracking, 
and other purpo es. 
The foregOing process is repeated 
once every 16 cycle of the A/ D-con-
verter clock. The 16 points in the SIFFT 
output are 16 amples of a convolution 
of the input equence with the matched-
filter impulse-response function. Among 
the e 16 sample are 4 baseband symbols 
that corre pond to the peak signal-to-
noise-ratio outputs of the matched filter. 
Theoretical analy is, computational 
simulations, laboratory tests, and live 
atellite downlinks have shown that the 
error-rate performance of the APRX de-
modulator can be expected to be equiva-
lent, and in orne case uperior, to that 
of a conventional serial-processing digi-
y,(n) 
y,(n+l) 
Baseband 32-Point y,(n+2) Symbols, SIFFT I-Channel 
y,(n+3) 
Symbol Timing 
Recovery 
Algorithm 
BPSKIOPSKIOAM 
~--+--t----i Carrier Phase 
32-Point 
SFFT 
Estimation 
Yo(n) 
yo(n+l) 
32-Point r----'>---1HF'--':'" Baseband 
yo(n+2) Symbols, 
SIFFT f----'>-1F-.:.., O-Channel 
yo(n+3) 
The APRX Architecture provides for most digital signal processing to be done in the frequency do-
main. Here, "Z"" denotes a digital sample delay, "LT6" signifies decimation by a factor of 16, and H, 
denotes a complex time-varying matched/detection filter bank that also performs the functions of 
low-pass digital filter and symbol timing recovery. 
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tal receiver. In comparison with the PRX 
architecture, the APRX architecture can 
be implemented with significantly re-
duced complexity. In compalison witll 
traditional selial digital receivers, the 
APRX demodulator ASIC can process 
much higher data rates. The next gener-
ation implementation of the APRX ASIC 
is currently being developed to process 
higher order modulations and data rates 
in exce s of 2 billion bits per econd. 
This work was done by Parminder Ghu-
man, Scott Hoy, and Gerald Grebowsky of 
Goddard Space Flight Center and Andrew 
Gray and Meera Srinivasan of Caltech for 
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory. For 
further information access the Technical 
Support Package (TSP) f ree on-line at 
www.nasatech.com/tsp under the Electronic 
Components and Systems category. 
NPO-21230 
• Reusable Software for Autonomous Diagnosis 
of Complex Systems 
Software incorporates advances in several data analysis disciplines to enable 
autonomous self-monitoring. 
NASA s Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
A software system designed to provide 
a purely signal-based diagnosis of virtu-
ally any time-varying system has been de-
veloped. This oftware i part of an over-
all concept called "Beacon-based 
Exception Analy i for Multimission ," 
or BEAM. This concept provide for 
real-time autonomou diagnostic and 
prognostic of virtually any complex sys-
tem (e.g., intelligent pacecraft or ad-
vanced aircraft) by use of software exe-
cuted on an embedded computer. 
BEAM provides for tile onboard icl!en-
tification and isolation of anomalous 
conditions, making it unnece sary to 
telemeter large quantities of raw data for 
analysis on tile ground. BEAM thereby 
reduces operator or pilot workload by 
isolating all anomalies that could affect 
afety, navigation, or perfomlance. 
BEAM was conceived a an incre-
men table autonomy technology, capable 
of operating ,vith no human interven-
tion but al 0 upplying condensed infor-
mation to aid human operating deci-
sions. Thus, the system is useful at botll 
extremes, viz, total autonomy and com-
plete operator control, and at every level 
in between. 
This particular component of BEAM, 
called tile System Invariant Estimator 
(SlE) , use trietly signal-processing 
methods and i therefore highly 
reusable. Many approaches to tile prob-
lem of self-diagnosi exist, such as 
model-based and neural network solu-
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tions. However, in many cases these ap-
proaches require significant investment 
in modeling and training, perform 
poorly beyond the model or training en-
velopes, and perform poorly in the pres-
ence of data uncertainty. Because of 
BEAM' underlying architectural differ-
ences from these approaches, a priori 
modeling is useful but not necessary, the 
training process is relatively simple and 
is incrementable, and the system is capa-
ble of correctly isolating anomalies well 
outside the training envelope. 
The SIE provides a standard method 
for real-time fusion and analysis of all 
time-varying system observables, includ-
ing ensor data as well as derived quanti-
ties and certain quantifiable software in-
dications. The e data sources can be 
from similar sensors or from radically 
varying types. The intermediate infor-
mation products of the SIE retain con-
siderable physical meaning, which al-
lows complete traceability of the 
diagnostic state and reconstruction of 
the BEAM conclusions. The SIE pro-
vides detection capability, in both space 
(signal localization) and time, for both 
sudden and gradual changes in any sys-
tem. The approach is readily scalable to 
The power of a programming language 
The convenience of an application 
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• Create custom applications 
with far fewer lines of code 
than traditional languages. 
• Get more from your data 
faster with IDL's powerful 
interactive visualizations. 
• Develop cross platform 
applications in a single 
environment. 
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systems of higher complexity and is re-
sistant to the usual problem of combina-
toric explosion as system size increases. 
The SIE functions by considering the 
cobehavior of time-varying quantities, in 
particular their dynamics, as sensed 
from an operating system. Suitable sen-
sors are widely used and typically in-
clude so-called performance sensors, 
i.e., temperatures, pressures, and the 
like. Certain repeatable relationships be-
tween physical quantities, and, hence, 
sensor values, exist in the ystem as dic-
tated by the physics of its operation. 
These relationships are repeatable and 
relatively in ensitive to changes in the 
environment or normal fluctuation. 
The SIE constructs a single quantita-
tive object to capture this cobehavior 
across the entire system or subsy tern. 
This object reflects both known relation-
ships, such as voltage/ current relation-
ships tl1at are easily modeled, and un-
known relationships, such as thermal 
transmission through ystem structure 
that is not well understood. The object is 
studied with respect to stability, for the 
purpose of detecting instantaneous 
changes or mode switches, and its long-
term convergence, which reveal the 
pre ence of incipient fauJts, degrada-
tions, or minor and local hifts away 
from desired performance. This allows 
us to con ider the entire space of faults, 
including those for which model infor-
mation or even data is not available. 
The SIE is a computationally efficient 
calcuLation grounded entirely in ignal 
theory. It is trained using raw sensor 
data during known nominal operation, 
i.e., "supervi ed" training. This data 
would ideally cover all nominaL modes. 
However, should this be impos ible to 
obtain, or if only approximate data is 
available, the SIE can be executed in a 
learning mode. This is possible because 
the SIE is capable of capturing "novel" 
data as part of its anomaly detection, 
and shouJd thi data prove to be accept-
able upon review, it can be incremen-
tally added to the SIE training. The only 
needed human effort is providence of 
nominal data; all other training and de-
tection is completely autonomous. 
The SIE can accept time-correlated 
input data from relatively large sources. 
Its specific outputs are the pre ence of 
off-nominal behavior or degradation, 
the signals implicated in the fauJt, and a 
predictive assessmen t of loss of function-
ality. It also identifies specific pair-wise 
resonance contributing to the fauJt 
(critical for as essing control-loop-in-
duced faiLures), renormalization func-
tions to quantify intramodal stability and 
degradation, and capture of off-nominal 
NASA Tech Brief: , March 2002 
flight data to allow adaptation to new 
mode or specific hardware. 
Unlike similar neural network ap-
proaches, ea h information product of 
BEAM has an implicit physical meaning. 
Where uncertainties about the diagnosis 
exi t, each step toward constructing the 
ISE (information space estimate) and its 
analysis can be performed individually. 
This provide operators the maximum 
utility in managing system information. 
This property also allows BEAM to opti-
mally ummarize fault information for 
downlink . 
The present software has been ap-
plied to a broad variety of system and 
has demonstrated enormous potential 
in improving system operability while re-
ducing operator workload. System pre-
viou Iy studied have spanned from 6 to 
1,600 observables, and at various data 
rates from 0.016 Hz to 10 kHz. 
This work was done IYy Sandeep Gulati and 
Ryan Mackey of Caltech for NASA's Jet Pro-
pulsion Laboratory. For further information, 
access the Technical Suppart Package (TSP) 
free on-line at www.nasatech.com/isp under the 
Ekctronir Components and Systems category. 
In accordance with Public Law 96-517, 
the contractor has ekcted to relain titk to this 
invention. Inquiries concerning rights for its 
commercial use should be addressed to 
Intelkctual Property group 
JPL 
Mail Stop 202-233 
4800 Oak Grove Drive 
Pasadena, CA 91109 
(818) 354-2240 
Refer to NP0-20803, volume and number 
of this NASA Tech Brief: issue, and the 
page number: 
• TAXI Direct-to-Disk Interface Demultiplexes Proprietarily 
Formatted Data 
Data can be stored in channel files in a PC in real time. 
Stennis pace Cenler, Missis ippi 
The TAXI Direct-to-Di k interface i a 
pecial-purpo e interface circuit for de-
multiplexing of data from a RacaI tore-
plex (or equivalent) multichannel 
r corder onto one or more hard di ks 
that re ide in, and/ or are controlled by, 
a personal com put r (P ). [The name 
"TAXI" as used here i derived from the 
acronym TAXI, whi h ignifie tran par-
ent asynchronous tran ceiver interface.] 
The TAXI Dir ct-to-Di k interface was 
d velop d for originaI use in capturing 
data rrom in trumentation on a te t 
tand in a rocket-te ting fa ility. 
The control, data-recording, and data-
po tproces ing quipment of the facility 
are 10 ated in a ontrol ro m at a afe 
distance from th te t tand. Heretofore, 
th transfer of data from th in trum n-
tation t the po tpro e ing equipm nt 
has entailed po He t downloading via 
oftwar , requiring many h urs to da 
of po tote t r du tion b fore th data 
cou ld be viewed in a channelized f; r-
mal. The in tallation f the TAXI Dir t-
to-Di k interfac , in conjunction with 
oth r modifi ation cause th tran fer 
of data to tak pia e in r aI tim, that 
th data arc imm diatel availabl fOl- re-
view during or aft r the te t. 
Th instrumentation i conn cted t 
the input telminal of the ignal-pro-
ce in unit of multi hannel r cord r b 
tandard oaxial able. Th oaxi I out-
put of th ignaI-pro e ing unit i con-
verted to fib r-<>pti output b m an of 
a commer iaI coaxial-cable/fiber-<>pti 
conv ner (that i , a fiber pti tran-
eiver) de igned p cificaIly for thi ap-
pli ation. The fib r-<>pti link carrie the 
data ignal to an identi aI fiber-<>pti 
Tc h Briefs, March 2002 
Remote Test Sta nd 
Instrumentabon ;:::::=: Fiber·Optic (Sensors) on f---- Signal-Processing Unit -f=::: Tranceiver Test Stand f----
Fiber-Optic Unk (1 km long)_ 
----------------------------------------------
-
r 
I , 
----,-----------------------------------------
Rber-Optic Tape-Transport Unit of Control· Room 
Transceiver - Multichannel Recorder ~ Data Processing Equipment 
I 1 
Parallel I Tape Drive I TAXI 
I 
EJ TAXI Direct-to-Disk Subsystem 
Control Room 
The Data-Flow Architecture of the modified test-data-handling system of a rocket-testing facility in-
cludes the parallel TAXI Direct-to-Disk interface and the TAXI-100 Direct-to-Disk interface solution. 
tran eiv r in th ontrol room. n the 
wa l the T. I Dir t-to-Di k interface 
that i the fo us of thi arti Ie, the data 
i naI are proc ed through a om-
pani n peciaI-purpo cir uit d noted 
b the similar nam "parall I TAXI in-
t rfa n ( ee figure). 
The TAXI Dire t-to-Di k int rfa e i 
impl Illcnted b m an f fi Id-pro-
,,'\.w.nasalcch. om 
grammabl gat arra (FP ), m m-
ory hips, and oth r inl grated circuits 
on a printed-circuil bard that conform 
to the p riph raJ omponent int rrac 
(P I) tandard and i d not d th 
TAXI-l 00 ard. The TAXI-IOO card per-
form r ai-tim d multiplexing of th 
data ignaI fr m the parall I TAXI Di-
r ct-to-Di k int rfa e to individual chan-
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nel files within the host PC. The data are 
provided in a layered interface that con-
sists of the TAXI physical layer with the 
Racal proprietary data format contained 
in the appUcation layer. The appUcation 
layer i stripped off by the parallel TAXI 
Direct-ta-Disk interface. Paral lel clock 
and data signals containing the Racal 
proprietary data format are received by 
the TAXI-I 00 card in the parallel format 
and demultiplexed, according to for-
mats extracted from within the data, 
into channel buffers in the form of fir t-
in/ fir t-out (FIFO) memory chips. 
Other proprietary programmable logic 
chips provide for the management and 
buffering o[ the channel blocks until 
they are presented to the host PC acro s 
a PCI bus interface. Real-time software 
drivers running under the Micro oft T 
4.0 operating sy tern provide for real-
time handUng of intenupts and buffer-
ing onto small computer ystems inter-
face (SCSI) disks in individual channel 
files. A host graphical user interface en-
ables the user to select recorder chan-
nels. 
This work was done by Bruce C. Newnan 
of Integrated Systems Consultants and Steven 
F. Ahlport of Pacific Custom Systems, Inc.Jor 
Stennis Space Center. 
In accardance with Public Law 96-517, 
the cantractar has elected to retain title to this 
invention. Inquiries conceming rights far its 
commercial use should be addressed to 
Integrated Systems Consultants 
1282 Shasta Ave. 
Suite 1 
San Jose, CA 95126 
Refer to SSC-00141, volume and number 
of this ASA Tech Briefs issue, and the 
page number. 
Program Improves Transfer of Data From 
CAD to Machine Shops 
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, Houston, Te as 
The EMNet computer program has 
been developed to overcome the dillicul-
tie and reduce the errors that, h reta-
fore, have been encountered in transfer-
ring data from computer-ajded de ign 
(CAD) terns to computer numericall 
controlled ( N ) machines. E 1 
could improve operation in almo t an 
industrial machine hop that use 
equipment. 
The dilli ulties and errors in que tion 
ari e because output file (file of 
numerical control data g nerated b 
po tproce ing programs) have customar-
ily been tran Ii ITed either b use of floppy 
di ks or by manual enu of data into 
equipment. ometime the file are too 
large to fiL on flopp d ' ks. Ev n when 
flopp disks are used, data tran [ers often 
fail. Mor over, although om programs 
for tran fer of data from LO op-
erations have been ommerciall avajl-
able, those pr gram are expensive, ar 
usable only by pers n who hav ad-
van ed computer kill , and have caused 
fajlure of ompuL r networks. 
EMNet was de igned for u by ma-
chinists who have little or no computer 
experi n e and ar re pon ible for enter-
ing numeri al ontrol data into C ma-
hinery, as needed, to produ machined 
parts. EMNet feature an easy-ta-u e 
Upoint and click" graphical u r inter-
fac I and ' avajlable in v rsion for the 
WindO\ 3. I Wind \ 95, and WindO\ 
NT op rating tem . EM et of.); I a full 
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complement of Windows-style help dis-
pIa for both machini LS and computer-
workstation administrators. 
A computer on which EMNet i exe-
cuted communicates with C C machine 
via RS-232 erial interface conn ted ac-
cording to specification of the manufac-
tW"ers of th machin s. EM et is asil 
configurable, and can be executed on a 
pe onal computer onnected to two 
machin . Each CNC machine can 
be assigned a name, a communication 
port, a default dir ctory for data files, and 
option for whether to uom mit carriage 
returns, line feed, or end-<>f-block char-
a ters to the machin . If two machin 
are cormected to a computer, tll com-
municati n proto 01 for each port can b 
configured [or the corre ponding ma-
chine, eparately from the protocol for 
the other pon and its machine. Both the 
machine option and th communica-
tion-port etting are prote ted by a pass-
word that can be hang d b a compllt r-
workstation admini trator. 
After EMNet has b n configW"ed, th 
int raction required b the ma hini t i 
minimal . To transmit numerical control 
data t a machine, th machini t 
performs the following t p : 
1. hoo e th machine b u 
panel option buttons in an EM t di -
play. E {Net automali ally swil he to 
the default directory for the rna hin 
and p n the re p ctive mmllni a-
lion port. 
",,,w.nasalech. om 
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2. Click the "File" button on the EMNet 
display and select the file to transfer. 
3. Prepare the CNC machine to receive 
the file. 
4. Click the EMNet "Send" button. 
To receive numerical control data from 
a CNC machine by use of EM Net, the ma-
chinist perfonns the following steps: 
1. Choose "Settings," "Tran fer," "Re-
ceive" from the EM et menu. 
2. Click the "Receive" button. 
3. Send the data from the control panel 
of the CNC machine. 
EMNet also offers the capability of per-
forming a byte-by-byte comparison of two 
numerical-control-data fi les. This capabil-
ity was added to ensure that the data re-
ceived by a CNC machine are intact; that 
is, without errors or missing bytes. To ini-
tiate a byte-by-byte comparison, dle ma-
chinist performs the following steps: 
1. Choose "File," "Compare" from the 
EMNetmenu. 
2. Select the "known good" (original) 
file. 
3. Select the file to compare (typically, a 
file transferred from a CNC machine 
back to the computer). 
4. Verify whether the CNC machine 
includes a "program number" in the 
downloaded data, and if so, the line 
where the program number resides 
(typically line 2). 
EMNet dlen performs a byte-by-byte 
comparison of the two files and displays 
the resul ts. If a data mismatch is encoun-
tered, the comparison is tenninated and 
the line and byte location of the mis-
match is displayed. 
This work was done by W David Smith of 
RotheJoint Venture, L. P.,forJohnson Space 
Center. For further information, contact the 
Johnson Technolol!J Commercialization Office 
at (281) 483-3309. 
MSC-22986 
tj Compensating for Motion Errors in UWB SAR Data 
Processing is implemented in two stages by a computationally efficient algorithm. 
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
A method of processing data acquired 
by u ltra-wide-band (UWB) syn the tic-
aperture radar (SAR) provides for sup-
pression of those errors that are caused 
by the undesired relative motion of the 
radar platform and the targets. This 
method involves, among other things, 
processing of data in the wave-number 
or frequency domain and the applica-
tion of motion compensation as a func-
tion of the positions of a target relative 
to the radar platform. 
The need for this method arises be-
cause of two ources of complication in 
UWB SAR that are not pre ent in nar-
row-band SAR. One ource of complica-
tion i that the prior commonly used 
SAR motion-compensation algorimm 
depends upon the Doppler shift of a 
well-defined radar-signal frequency, but 
the signal frequency in UWB radar is not 
well defined. The other complication i 
that the prior motion-compensation al-
gorithm depends on azimuthal narrow-
ness of the radar beam, but in UWB 
SAR, the requirement to make the range 
and azimuth resolutions approximately 
equal tran lates to a requirement that 
the radar beam be azimuthally wide (typ-
ical width of dle order of a radian) . 
In a wide-beam SAR system, the key 
dilemma in properly compensating for 
motion is that one needs to track the lo-
cation of each target on an SAR strip 
map, but the locations of the targets are 
not known from the outset. The present 
method addresses this dilemma. The 
method involves nvo stages of processing 
(see figure). 
In the first stage, a strip parallel to the 
flight track is processed and targets are 
motion compensated, assuming that 
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Raw SAR Data 
t t 
Range Compression Two·Dimensional Fast Fourier Transforms 
in Small Patches 
+ t 
Phase Shill and Range Interpolation With Phase Shift and Data Interpolation With 
First-Order Motion Compensation Second-Order Motion Compensation 
+ • Inversion of Fourier Transforms From Small 
Frequency·Domain Processing Patches and Construction of Mosaic of 
Resulting Patch Images 
First Stage Second Stage 
Motion Compensation to fi rst order is effected f or a dat a strip, then refined to second order over 
small overlapping constit uent patches. A motion-compensated image of the large patch is then con-
structed as a mosaic o f the images of t he smaller patches. 
they are located in the antenna fan 
beam plane. Following the first-order 
motion com pen ation, a frequency-do-
main AR processing algorithm is ap-
plied. The motion com pen ation for tar-
gets in off-boresight directions is not 
correct, but the motion compensation 
for the target(s) in the nominal center 
of the beam is correct. This stage of pro-
ce sing ensures that target impul e re-
sponses are located correcdy geometri-
cally, albeit insufficiently focused. 
In dle second stage of processing, the 
data strip is divided into overlapping 
small patches and it is pretended that 
the target(s) in each small patch lie at 
the center of the patch. The data 
processed in stage 1 are reprocessed 
within each small patch to refine the 
motion compensation. This reprocess-
ing includes second-order motion com-
pensation dlat takes the form of fre-
www.nasatech.com 
quency and phase shifts applied to the 
partially motion-compensated UWB 
SAR data. Inasmuch as me motion com-
pensation is perfect only at the center of 
each small patch, the mailer the 
patches, the better the motion-compen-
sation performance. For the sake of 
computational efficiency, the two-stage 
processing algorithm has been formu-
lated uch that the reprocessing in small 
patches is much less computationally de-
manding dlan is the processing of the 
wide area patch, such that it is computa-
tional ly affordable to reprocess many 
small patches. 
This work was done by Soren Madsen of 
Caltech for NASA's Jet Propulsion Labo-
ratory. For further infonnation, access the 
Technical Support Package (TSP) free on-line 
at www.nasatech.com/ tsp under the Infor-
mation Sciences category. 
NPO-21096 
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@ Program for International-
Temperature-Scale 
Calculations 
A computer program implements sev-
eral aspects of the International Tem-
perature Scale of 1990 (ITS90). 
• For platinum resistance thermometers 
(PRTs), the program can perform ref-
erence-function (Wref) calculations 
traceable to the National Institute of 
Standards and Technology (NIST) 
through its Technical ote 1265. Wrer 
represents a perfect PRT that has a re-
sistance of exactly 1 n at the triple-
point temperature of water. The pro-
gram provides for the entry of 
coefficients generated by a calibration 
facility and converts a measured resis-
tance to an equivalent temperature 
with an accuracy of 5 miUikelvins. The 
program also performs measurement 
calculations for PRTs: In such a calcu-
lation, the triple-point temperature of 
water as determined by a calibration 
laboratory is multiplied by tile applica-
ble NlST reference value. 
• The program converts between output 
voltages and temperatures for several 
types of thermocouple that yield mea-
surements traceable to Nl T through 
its Monograph 175. The e thermocou-
ple are of type T (Cu/Cu-Ni), K ( i-
Cr/ i-Al) , ] (Fe/Cu- i), E ( i-Cr/ Cu-
i), (i-Cr-Si/ i-Si-Mg) , B [Pt(30 
percent)-Rh/ Pt(6 percent)-Rh], S 
[Pt(lO percent)-Rh/ Pt] , and R [Pt(l3 
percent)-Rh/ Pt] . 
This program was written by Richard T. 
Deyoe of Dynacs Inc., for Kennedy Space 
Center . For further information, access the 
Technical Support Package (TSP) free on-
line at www.nasatech.com/tsp under the 
Software category. 
KSC-12166 
@ Updated Global Atmos-
- plieric Reference Model 
Computer Programs 
The 1999 version of the ASA/ Mar-
shall Space Flight Center Global Refer-
ence Atmospheric Model (GRAM-99) 
and version 3.8 of the Mar Global Ref-
erence Atmospheric Model (Mars-
GRAM) are tl1e latest in two eries of 
computer programs for calculating se-
lected physical propertie of me atmos-
40 
pheres of Earth and Mars, re pectively. 
GRAM-99 , like prior versions of GRAM, 
implements an amalgaTI1ation of empiri-
cal models that represent geographical, 
seasonal, and monthly variations of the 
state of the terrestrial atmosphere (ther-
modynamic variables and horizontal and 
vertical wind components) at all altitude 
from me ground up to tho e of space-
craft orbits. Mars-GRAM provides engi-
neering estimates of density, tempera-
ture, pressure, and wind components in 
the Martian atmosphere as functions of 
latitude, longitude, altitude, and time. 
The 1995 version of GRAM (GRAM-
95) and the underlying model were de-
scribed in" ASA/ MSFC Global Refer-
ence Atmospheric Model - 1995 
Version" (MFS-31105) NASA Tech Briefs, 
Vol. 21 , o. 3 (March 1997) , page 68. 
For altitudes from 0 to 27 km, GRAM-99 
utilizes either of two sets of data: me bi-
nary-formatted Global Upper Air Cli-
matic Atlas (GUACA) [which was also 
used in GRAM-95] or me newer ASCII-
formatted Global Gridded Upper Air 
Statistics (GGUAS). For altitudes from 
20 to 120 km, GRAM-99 uses, as did 
GRAM-95 , a specially developed et of 
data based on Middle Atmosphere Pro-
gram (MAP) data. Above 90 km, 
GRAM-99 u es the 1999 version of the 
Marshall Engineering Thermosphere 
(MET) model [also known as the ]ac-
chia model] . Fairing techniques assure 
smoom transition among me model 
and sets of data in me overlap height 
range of20 to 27 km and 90 to 120 km. 
Like GRAM-95 , GRAM-99 estimates 
concentrations of water vapor and of 
0 3, 20 , CO, CH4, CO2, N2, °2, 0 , A, 
He, and H. For altitude above 90 km, 
the ]acchia model can also provide 
concentrations of 2, O2, 0 , A, He, and 
H . Atmospheric-constituent profiles of 
the Air Force Geophysic Laboratoll' 
are also used extensively for altitudes 
up to 120 km. 
GRAM-95 incorporated a t1len new 
variable-scale perturbation model that 
provides both large-scale (wave) and 
small-scale (stochastic) deviations from 
mean values for thermodynamic vari-
ables and horizontal and vertical wind 
components. Such perturbations are 
characterized by time scales of less than 
a month and are associated with turbu-
lence, storms, atmo pheric tides, and 
other phenomena. GRAM-99 incorpo-
www.nasatech.com 
rates improvements in the small-scale 
perturbation model for representing 
intermittent phenomena. 
A major new feature in GRAM-99 is an 
option to substitute Range Reference At-
mosphere (RRA) data for conventional 
GRAM climatological data when a tra-
jectory passes sufficiently near any RRA 
site. This feature makes it possible, for 
example, to simulate the atmosphere, 
starting from takeoff at one RRA ite 
(e.g., Edwards Air Force Base), where 
RRA data are used, then make a smooth 
transition to an atmosphere character-
ized by GRAM climatology en route, 
then make another smoom transition to 
an atmosphere characterized by RRA 
data at a landing site (e.g., White Sand , 
New Mexico) . 
A complete user' guide for running 
GRAM-99 is available. The user's guide 
include ample input and output. Also 
included is an example that shows how 
to incorporate GRAM-99 as a subrou-
tine in another program (e.g., a trajec-
tory code). 
Mars-GRAM implements a mathemat-
ical model based on surface and atmos-
pheric measurements taken during the 
Marlller and Viking (orbiter and lander) 
mi sion . At altitude above about 120 
km, the Mars-GRAM model is based on 
the Stewart (1987) Mars mermospheric 
model. Mars-GRAM can be u ed as a 
stand-alone program or can be incorpo-
rated into an orbit-propagator or trajec-
tory code. 
Version 3.8 of Mars-GRAM incorpo-
rates some new features that were sug-
gested by users engaged in me de ign 
and operation of spacecraft on missions 
of robotic exploration of Mars. Mars-
GRAM 3.8 use new value of planetary 
reference ellip oid radii , gravitation 
terms, and the rate of rotation, (consi -
tent values now used by ASA's Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory), and include 
centrifugal effects on gravity. The model 
now uses the ASA Ames Global Circu-
lation Model low-resolution topography. 
Curvature corrections are applied to 
wind, and limits based on speed of 
sound are applied. The altitude and 
molecular weight of the ionization peak 
of the F1 layer of the Martian ionos-
phere and me density scale height (in-
cluding the effects of the change of mo-
lecular weight with altitude) are 
computed. A check is performed to dis-
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allow temperatures below the sublima-
tion temperature of CO2• 
The user's guide for Mars-GRAM 3.8 
summarizes the changes made for this 
version and includes an appendix that 
summarizes changes made for version 
3.5 through 3.7. It includes instructions 
for running the program, plus sample 
input and output files. 
These programs were written by Carl C. 
Justus of Computer Sciences Corp. for Mar-
shall Space Flight Center. For further in-
formation, contact Carl C. Justus at JereJustus 
@msjc.nasa.gov. 
MFS-31461/62 
o Gyroscope Automated 
Testbed 
The Gyroscope Automated Testbed 
(GAT) is a fully automated inertial de-
vice characterization testbed. Rotational 
response parameterization and short-
term noi e tability analysi are the fun-
damental principles behind the system. 
Complete response characterization, 
bias stability, sensitivity, and range are 
supported along with a drift stability 
and noise analy is through use of a 
Green chart and calculation of the 
power spectral density. GAT is also capa-
ble of performing turn-on cycle stability 
and temperature-dependent testing. 
The system i fully automated yet al-
lows complete customization of test pa-
rameters. Each of the specific tests may 
be enabled or disabled as desired, and 
each test may be individually configured. 
The state of the ystem can be saved and 
loaded at any time providing quick and 
easy access to various configurations. 
The hardware interface layer of the 
program has been abstracted to provide 
a flexible yet robust method of input and 
control. The data-acquisition subsystem 
provides a universal method of acquiring 
data from device . Direct analog inputs 
are provided and can be individually cus-
tomized. General-purpose-interface-bus-
(GPIB-) compliant device may be used 
for either input (i.e., voltmeters) or as 
control or output (i.e., temperature con-
troller). This flexible arrangement allows 
nearly unlimited expandability and ex-
tendibility to future capabilities. An ab-
tract rate table interface permits control 
of any rate table which supports an ana-
log or GPffi interface. 
Results are presented in both sum-
mary and complete form. Processed and 
raw data can be saved to a file during a 
test. Key values and data plots are output 
to a table in real time during a test. At 
the completion of a testing session, a 
document is automatically generated 
which summarizes the results and en-
capsulates all output charts generated 
during the se sion. 
The GAT system provides a cost-effec-
tive way of characterizing inertial de-
vices. Although designed for analyzing 
microelectromechanical (MEM) vibra-
tory gyroscopes, it can easily be adapted 
to accelerometers by simply changing 
the units of measure. It is also highly ef-
ficient as up to five devices can be tested 
simultaneously. 
The GAT system culTently is executed 
on a Pentium III (or equivalent). 550-
MHz computer with 256MB of RAM, 
10GB hard drive, internal data acquisi-
tion card, and GPffi interface card. 
This program was written by Chrislbpher 
Evans and Roman Gutierrez of Caltech for 
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory. F(tr 
further information, access the Technical Sup-
port Package (TSP) free on-line at www. 
nasatech.com/tsp under the Software category. 
This software is available for commercial 
licensing. Please contact Don Hart of the 
California Institute of Technology at (818) 
393-3425. Refer to NP0-20847. 
Plug-and-Play 
Spectrometer 
USB2000 Miniature Spectrometer Delivers 
Hassle-Free Instrument-to-PC Interfac ing 
Effortless Interface. Plugs directly into the USB port of 
desktop or notebook PCs, or the serial port of handheld PCs. 
Simple Start-Up. Software recognizes the spectrometer 
and automatically enters wavelength calibration coefficients. 
Modular Design. Choose from 2 detectors, 14 gratings, 
6 slits and hundreds of accessories to optimize your system. 
Portable Use. Options such as a battery pack and 
470 nm LED (attached to the USB2000 in larger photo) make 
your spectrometer field-portable. 
Starting at Just $2,199! 
Call Today! 
727.733.2447 
In Europe: 
+31 (0 ) 2 6 319 05 00 
Info@OceanOptics.com 
For a ll your photonics needs, visit 
OceanODtlcs.com 
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2001 Readers' Choice 
Product of the Year 
Each issue of Photonics Tech Briefs in the year 2001 carried a Product of 
the Month, a photonic product the edi-
tor felt was of special intere t and value 
to reader who work with laser, optics, 
fiber optics, and video and imaging 
equipment. The winners of the gold, sil-
ver, and bronze award, descdbed in de-
tail below, were chosen by reader voting 
for one of these products on Photonics 
Tech Briefs 'web ite earlier this year. The 
2001 winners are: 
Gold Winner and Product of the Year: 
TNP Instruments (Carson, CA) Model 
D -250 deep- micro cope; 
Silver Winner: Raytheon Commercial 
Infrared (Dallas, TX) PalmIR digital 
thermal imaging camera; and 
Bronze Wmner: Polytec PI (Tustin, CA) 
F-130 nanoalignment ystem for pho-
tonics packaging. 
TNP Instruments DUV-250 
Deep-UV Microscope 
TNP Instruments calls its D -250 
deep- micro copic imaging system 
the first ever to combine micro copic 
re olution below one-quarter micron 
with real-time 
operation. The 
DUV-250 take 
advantage of 
TNP's exclu ive 
advancement 
in optics and 
broadband 
mercury arc 
lamp iIIumina-
TNP Instruments DUV-250 tion to achieve 
Oeep-UV Microscope 25,000x magni-
fication. An-
other benefit, the company ays, is sig-
nificandy reduced cost: the DUV-250 
typically operate at Ie s than half the 
co t of traditional laser y tem. De-
igned to fill a gap between vi ible-light 
and canning electron micro copy, the 
company says, it represents a major in-
ITa 
novation for semiconductor premanu-
factudng and failure analysis, for med-
ical research and te ting, for photomask 
in pection, and for mas storage compo-
nent manufactudng. 
Another advantage of the high magni-
fication of this microscope is that even 
ubmicron feature can be checked with-
out any ample preparation. It can pro-
duce u eful image of features 0.1 mi-
cron and below. 
www.tnpinstruments.com 
Raytheon Commercial 
Infrared PalmlR 250 Digital 
Thermal Imaging Camera 
Raytheon Commercial Infrared says 
that its PalmIR 250 handheld digital 
thermal imaging camera i the first with 
zoom capacity. It produce detailed 320-
x-240-pixel uncooled ferroelectric ther-
mal images, and offers u ers a choice be-
tween the tandard 75-mm f/ 1.0 len 
package or other package ranging from 
25 to 150 mm. An electronic zoom (2x) 
and expanded menu item, including 
video peaking, are also standard. It 
weigh only 2.6 pound, and is op-
erational with only one hand. 
The PalmlR 250 offer VCR-compati-
ble video output through an RCA jack 
in an T C format, and PAL format for 
international cu tomer. Raytheon 
Commercial 
Infrared ex-
pects the 
camera to 
find applica-
tions in pub-
lic afe ty, 
earch and 
rescue, ur-
veillance, in-
du try, and 
wildland and 
Raytheon Commercial Infra-
red Pa lmlR Digital Thermal 
Imaging System 
exterior firefighting. With the zoom ca-
pacity, u ers can both see through 
darkness up clo e and al 0 pot a per-
on or an object up to 2400 feet away. 
With its sharp picture and portable de-
sign, the PalmIR 250 i effective for day 
www.ptbmagazine.com 
and night surveillance to monitor 
perimeters, can long distance , and 
spot intruders. In industrial applica-
tion , the unit can be u ed for predic-
tive maintenance to in pect machine , 
electrical conduits, and pipelines for 
exce heat, leaks, or potential failure. 
www.raytheoninfrared.com 
Polytec PI F-130 
Nanoalignment System 
for Photonics Packaging 
Polytec PI Inc. is marketing the F-130 
X-Y-Z nanopositioning y tern for pho-
tonics packaging, odginating from its 
German partner Physik In trumente. 
The F-130 combine a 15-x-15-x-15-mm 
motor-driven travel range with what 
the com pany call ultra-preci ion 
piezonanopositioning technology and 
nanometric-
cale re olu-
t ion. It al o 
ha a 100-x-
1 00-x-1 OO-mi-
crometer 
high- peed 
piezoelectric 
travel range 
for fine align-
ment. Re olu-
tion of the 
motor is 0.1 
micrometer 
Polytec PI NanoAlignment 
System for Photonics 
and of the piezoelecuic drive 1 nanome-
ter. Other feature are fast scanning 
peed, quick etding, mall dimension , 
and clo ed-loop option with either the 
motor or piezoelectric ddve. 
De igned for fiber positioning and 
photonics packaging applications, the F-
130 ha a large selection of control elec-
tronics for easy adaptation. A 2D tran -
ver e profile of a ingle-mode fiber 
coupling can be acquired in les than 
four seconds. 
Polytec ees typical application in 
fiber alignment, semiconductor technol-
ogy, mass to rage, optical in trumenta-
tion, and more. 
www.polytecpLcom 
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La er in trumentatio n a nd equip-ment de igners haye traditionall 
been challenged by a combination of 
wavelength and integration limitations. 
While u-ying to develop compact, flexi-
ble in truments for contemporary end-
u er requirement, de igner have 
sought to leverage the power of diode-
pumped solid-state lasers in application 
that traditionally employed larger and 
Ie efficient air-cooled argon ion laser . 
In exi ting diode-pumped laser that 
u ed neodymium-doped crystals, design-
ers found the compact size and effi-
ciency they need d but also found huge 
gaps of "no-man's land" in the wave-
length scale, especially in the blue. Fur-
thermore, the advent of violet la er 
diode still did not fill gaps in the blu -
green egments of the pectrum. A new 
generation of semiconductor laser , 
namely optically pumped emiconduc-
tor lasers (OPSLs), add res es de igner 
and market wavelength issues while fa-
cilitating compact packaging and effi-
ciency that opens new opportunities for 
la er-based instruments. 
2a 
Opti call pum ped se miconductor 
la e are part of a clas of device called 
vertical external-cavity surface-emitting 
laser (VEC ELs) . The OP L implemen-
tation i ba ed on a patented technology 
from oherent that u e thi technology 
in its apphire laser product line. Mo t 
VE ELs are driven b electrical cur-
rent as are standard diode lasers. In 
contrast, the OP L u e optical pump-
ing to drive the laser emi sion. This pro-
vide an excellent patial mode quality 
that electrical pumping cannot offer. 
The main building block for an 
OPSL include a continuous-wave 08-
nm emiconductor pump laser, identical 
to tho e used for pumping Nd:YAG or 
d :YV0 4 diode-pumped solid- tate 
laser ; focusing optic; the optically 
pumped semiconductor (OP ) chip that 
acts as a gain medium and high reflec-
tor; and an output coupler. Figure I is a 
sch matic of this arrangement. 
The enabling technology is the GaAs 
OPS chip, grown u ing molecular beam 
epitaxy (MBE), the proce well known 
for wafer manufacturing consistency 
www.ptbmagazine.com 
( ee Figure 2). The lower ection of the 
O P chip con i ts of everal epitaxiall 
grown high- and low-index layer that 
form a distributed Bragg reflector, which 
serve as the OP L's rear cavity mirror. 
everal planar quantum wells, de igned 
to emit at the de ired wavelength, are 
grown on top of the index layer . 
Cladding layer eparate the emi ion 
quantum well and ab orb the pump 
photon . The top layer of the OPS chip 
i given an antireflection coating. 
Leveraging extensive GaAs knowledge 
accrued over time in the emiconductor 
indu try, the OPS chip is fabricated 
using the ame standard GaAs-based ma-
terial and MBE wafer growth as DPSS 
pump diode. The technology also gives 
the precise control over epitaxial growth 
made po ible by the MBE method. In 
addition, the inu'acavity second har-
monic generation ( HG) method, u ed 
extensively in fabricating existing 
d:YAG and d:YV04 DPS product 
line , is al 0 u ed in OP L fabrication . 
OPSL fabrication use the propri-
etary Permalign N process , a high-
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Figure 1. Schematic of the OPSL. 
volume clean-room manufacturing 
method. Thi method uses robotics to 
accurately align optical components 
while permanently soldering or weld-
ing each into place. The laser cavity is 
then hermetically sealed for environ-
mental stability and long lifetime with 
no user intervention. 
The design significance of the OPSL 
technology i that, for the fir t time, 
wavelengths can be developed to the 
specifications of an OEM application. 
This i because OP L wavelength can be 
engineered simply by varying the emi-
conductor growth, unlike DPSS lasers, 
where the fundamental wavelength i de-
fined by fixed atomic transition. OPSLs 
can al 0 be easily de igned with high in-
tracavity power , making them ideal for 
intracavity frequency doubling. 
Freeing the designer of wavelength 
gaps and limitation , this technology fa-
The OPS Chip 
SAPPHIRE RESONATOR 
cilitates the flexibility for OPSL develop-
ment at everal wavelengths in the IR 
and blue at power ranging from tens of 
milliwatts to multiple watts. 
OEM Integration Advantages 
The solid-state foundation and 
power efficiencie of the OPSL have 
spawned new possibilities for OEM in-
strumentation integration and packag-
ing. The la er head itself measure Ie s 
than three inches by five inches. This 
compact form factor permits deep inte-
gration in instrumentation, bringing 
the laser source nearer to samples or 
work surfaces. Supplanting bulky and 
inefficient air-cooled argon ion 
laser, OPSL technology integra-
tion can hrink a large in trumen-
tation package down to a simpler 
and more co t-effective tabletop 
format that require no supple-
mental cooling for the 
la er source. For some 
applications, this rep-
resen ts a sign ifican t re-
duction in instrument 
footprint. 
The Coherent OPSL 
technology can dramati-
cally reduce a design' 
power and heat dis ipa-
tion requirements. For 
signs consume 98 percent less power, 
with 98 percent lower heat di sipation 
requirements, which represents a much-
needed breakthrough in efficiency. 
With the trend in laboratory and re-
search management moving toward 
populating laboratories with ever-in-
creasing numbers of analytical instru-
ments, product design efficiency and 
compact packaging become critical. 
Compact instrumentation based on 
OPSL technology can be deployed in 
clustered environments without the heat 
dissipation or ambient cooling fan noise 
problems that argon-ion-laser-equipped 
instruments would generate. Thus en-
ergy i conserved and ergonomic issues 
are minimized. 
OPSLs are available today tllat pro-
duce 10 to 20 m W at 460 nm and 488 nm 
with very low noise (less than 0.25 per-
cent RMS) and TEMoo spatial character-
istics with an M' of less than l.l. These 
factors improve signal-to-noise ratios, 
sensitivities, and focus properties, which 
are key for OEM designs to meet end-
user application demand . 
Wavelength Independence 
Spurs Growth 
Customization for wavelength require-
ments is now the response to market and 
application pressure. Products at 488 
nm, 460 nm, and 980 nm have been com-
mercialized. So far, the 488-nm laser 
example, the 488-nm Figure 3 . OPSL can extend the limits of laser-in-
COHFINEMEIIT LAYER 
QUANTUM WELLS 
PUMP ABSORPTION LAYERS 
HRMlAAOR 
HEAT SINK 
Figure 2. The OPS chip. 
4a 
laser draws a maximum duced fl uorescence. 
of 60 W of electrical 
power, up to 50 W of which 
goe to the thermoelectric 
cooler to stabilize the re-
onator independently of the 
environmental conditions. 
The remaining lOW is used 
to generate blue output. By 
comparison, the earlier air-
cooled argon ion laser re-
quires at least 1.5 kW of 
power. Typically the OP L de-
www.ptbmagazine.com 
serves the bioinstrumentation and in-
spection field , while the blue device at 
460 nm erve graphic arts and display. 
The 98Q..nm product is ddven by the 
growing demands of the telecommunica-
tion industry The inherent flexibility of 
the OPSL design will permit additional 
wavelengths to be developed to meet 
other evolving market requirements. 
The potential wavelength span of 
OP Ls can initiate developments to ex-
Photonics Tech Briefs, March 2002 
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lasers at 457 nm, a 460-
nm OPSL wavelength 
matches the absorp-
tion of photo emul-
sions perfectly. OPSL's 
low-noise performance 
could also tran late 
into a distortion-free 
end result, even under 
close scrutiny by the 
very sen itive human 
eye. And in the di play 
market, OPSLs cou ld 
finally bring the cov-
eted high-power blue 
component to drive 
RGB applications. 
Figure 4. The OPSL's stability and TEM .. beam quality promise to 
increase precision in applications such as silicon wafer and mask 
inspection. 
At near-IR wave-
length, OP Ls offer 
the highe t single-mode 
fiber-coupled 980-nm 
out put power avail-
able, making them ideal 
for pumping erbium-
lend today' laser-induced fluores ence 
(LIF) dye chemi lr for cell orting, 
hematology, or D, A equencing b yond 
the limiLS current! el by argon ion and 
d:YAG wavelength (Figure 3). With the 
availability of multiple and 
new wavelength, EM 
de ignel can increase the 
diagn tic capability of a 
ingle in trument, \vith 
whi h 15 or 20 te LS ould 
be run, not just a fe\ . 
For the in p tion 
market, OP L tability 
and TEMoo beam quality 
promi e to in r ase the 
pre i ion in appli ation 
panning from ilicon 
wafi rs to mask in p tion 
(Figure 4). Within the e 
app lication , current 
light- caltering te h-
uffer from laser 
doped fiber amplifiers. 
the demand for den e wavelength divi-
ion multiplexed tern and other high-
p rformance fiber optic communication 
use grows, OP Ls will keep pace with 
hi her pump power. 
noi e laser or "quiet" ex-
Figure 5. OPSL technology may unseat traditional approaches to 
photofinishing. 
citation our EM 
could de ign future instrumen with a 
mu h higher en itivity. For insp tion 
tern , thi an mean the dete tion of 
much mailer ampl flaw or the d tec-
tion of ven mall r du t parti I on 
urfac . 
The graphi arLS field tand t b ne-
fit [rom the c st efficienc re ulting 
from reliable and effi ient OP Lour e 
\vith tailored wave I ngth and low-ampli-
tud noi properti (Figure 5). For x-
anlple, in digital photofini hing, where 
traditi nal method emplo argon ion 
PhOloni Tech Sri f, larch _002 
Pre iou iteration of la r ' have 
v ntuall caled in wavelength to m et 
a rang of OEM and u tomer n ed . 
The de ign fte ibilit in the n w-g 11 r-
ation P L t chnology hould p rmit 
even wid r impl m ntation, dictat d 
b th need of today' and tomorrow' 
application. 
For jurther injonnation, please contact the 
aulhor ojthis aT/ick, Matthias chu[;:e, prod-
tlct line manager at oherent Laser Division. 
HI' can be reached at +494 1-3000-303, or 
by e-mail at11latthias.cllU[;:e@cohlm..Tll.com. 
www.ptbmagaline.om 
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Technologies 
of the Month 
Sponsored by yeti;com 
For more information on these and other new, 
licensable inventions, visit www.nasatech.com/ techsearch 
A Very Thin Flexible 
Laminate of Transparent 
Plastic and Glass 
AGFA 
A laminate of a thin borosilicate glass 
layer and a plastic support layer is pro-
vided. The advantages of a glas layer, 
e.g., dim en ional tability, high density, 
hardnes, barrier properties again t 
moi ture , solvents and oxygen, are 
combined with the properties ofa poly-
mer layer, e.g. flexibility, by laminating 
a glas layer together with a polymer 
layer. One of the layer in the laminate 
can be a functional laye r for uch 
thing as ecurity cards, photoma ks, 
semiconductor or electroconductive 
devices with, or functional layer for 
u e in , flat panel di plays. Another ap-
plication for the laminate i as packag-
ing for electronic chip. The laminate 
combine all the advantage of a glas 
material (strong, undeformable, imper-
meable) with the advantages of a poly-
mer (flexible, lightweight) , while both 
material are tran parent. 
For more infonnation go to: 
www.nasatech.com/techsearch/ 
tow/ agfa2.html 
email: nasatech@).et2.com; 
phone: 617-557-3837 
Glass Substrate for a 
Thin Film Solar Cell 
Having a Curved Surface 
Till technology provide a glass ulr 
strate having a transparent electrocon-
ductive film uitable for a olar cell hav-
ing a curved surface shape, which i 
superior in weather-resistance and crack-
re i tance to a solar cell u ing a plastic 
film as a sub trate, and it is thereby pos-
ible to produce solar cells of various 
curved urface hape. According to the 
method for producing a glass ubstrate 
of this technology, a curve-shape glass 
substrate having a tran parent electro-
conductive ftlm with good quality can be 
produced at a low co t by fonning the 
transparent e1ectroconductive film on a 
glass heet and then ubjecting the resul-
tant glass substrate to a bending treat-
ment without ub tantially deteriorating 
the tran parent electroconductive film. 
The solar cell for a sunroof of this tech-
nology has the advantages of good aero-
dynamics, an automobile body efficiently 
utilizing light incident on the sunroof, 
and al 0 having a good design. 
For more information go to: 
www.nasatech.rom/techsearch/ 
tow/substrate.html 
email: nasatech@yet2.com; 
phone: 617-557-3837 
New Device Corrects 
Myopia 
Pneumatic keratology i a new proce-
dure that corrects refractive errors, 
mo t notably myopia or nearsighted-
ne ,without the ri ks, complication, 
and expen e of laser keratectomy, laser 
in situ keratomiule i (lASIK) , or other 
invasive surgical procedures. Pneu-
matic keratology u e a imple device, 
the E eModel, which corrects by mean 
of a vacuum. The method and device i 
a patenled invention capable of model-
ing the hape of tlle cornea of the eye. 
The basis of pneumatic keratology is 
de cribed in aU .. patent, "Method of 
Altering the hape of the ornea." 
Pneumatic keratology provides a revo-
lutionary mean to correct all refractive 
errors, such as myopia, hyperopia, and 
astigmati m with unprecedented im-
plicity. nlike other method , the 
cornea is not cut, burnt, ablated, or 
damaged. 0 ti ue i removed and 
notlling i implanted. The EyeModel 
has elongated openings that are con-
nected to a vacuum pump with a thin 
tube. By placing the device on the ur-
face of the cornea and tllen applying a 
vacuum, a plastic deformation of the 
area of the cornea below the openings 
is achieved. The resulting effect is that 
the curvature and the refractive power 
of the cornea and the eye are changed. 
For more infonnation go to 
www.nasatech.com/techsearch/tow/ 
7IIyopia.hhnl 
email: nasatech@yet2.com; 
phone 617-557-3837 
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know Is that we've always been able to. CEO .. diode division, known 
•• bl/cs Company, has united wtth our laser division under one 
Opfnanlcs tcEOJ. And with the addition of our new extreme 
dMston. CEO now also has a brand new look. 
our lOok has changed. At CEO, YOU'U stiU g« the same quality 
whether you need diodes, modules or full laser systems. With our 
of laser products, we can provide just the right laser to meet 
r:1IIIIlI'- WI. right components for you to build your own. It's that simple. 
CUTTING EDGE OPTRONICS 
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Light Recycling and Color Scrolling for Brighter Displays 
Two efficiency-enhancing techniques would be combined. 
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
The efficiencies and thus the bright-
ne ses of flat-panel projector based on 
liquid-crystal devices (LCDs) and digital 
mirror devices (DMD) would be in-
creased by the combination of a color-
scrolling technique and a light-recycling 
technique, according to a proposal. 
These techniques were originally pro-
posed separately for the purpo e of in-
creasing the efficiencies of LCD-based 
display devices. 
The crolling-color technique was re-
ported previously in "U ing Surface-Plas-
mon Filter To Generate Scroll ing Col-
or" ( PO-20110) , NASA Tech Briefs, Vol. 
23, No.2 (February 1999) , page 14a. To 
recapitulate: by u e of prisms and sur-
face-plasmon tunable filters, white light 
from a lamp or other illumination source 
would be converted into a pattern of 
crolling primary colors. The advantage 
of this scheme i that both polarization 
components and all colors would be uti-
lized, whereas in prior chemes, most of 
the light power is wasted through color 
and/ or polarization filtering. 
The light-recycling technique was re-
ported in "Low-Ab orption Color Filters 
for Flat-Panel Display Devices" ( JPO-
20435), j iSA Tech Briefs, Vol. 23, o. 12 
(December 1999) , page 34. In this tech-
nique, one would replace traditional dye 
filter with urface-plasmon or interfer-
ence filters, which are more reflective 
than absorptive. In addition, the filter 
and illumination optics would be 
arranged so that much of the light in all 
colors and both polarization reflected 
from the filter would be sent back 
through the light-source optics to be 
reu ed as illumination. 
The pre em proposal call for, among 
other things, a white light source 
equipped with a reflector and a color-re-
cycling and -scrolling panel (CRSP) , as 
shown schematicaJJy in the upper part of 
Figure 1. The CRSP would contain an 
array of voltage-tunable or voltage-
switchable filters, each of which would 
tran mit one primary color [red (R), 
green (G), or blue (B), depending on 
the applied voltage] and reflect the 
other two primary color . The reflected 
light would be bounced back and forth 
between the CRSP and the light-source 
reflector until light of each color im-
pinged on its proper color filter. Thus, 
light in the three colors would be redis-
tributed as needed and relatively little 
would be lost. 
Sa 
At the first phase of a three-phase op-
erating cycle, the co lor-filter array 
cou ld be energized to a color pattern as 
RGB . . . , for example. In the next 
phase, the co lor pattern could be 
changed to BRG . . . . In the third 
phase, the color pattern cou ld be 
changed again to GBR .... The net re-
sult is that recycling and scrolling of col-
ors would occur in combination. The 
number of color filters need not match 
the number of pixels in the display 
panel to be ill uminated panel pixels; 
the only requirement on the number of 
filters is that it be an integer multiple 3. 
The voltage-tunable or voltage- witch-
able color filters cou ld be surface-plas-
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
. 
· 
· 
· 
• 
· 
mon tunable filters [see "Voltage-Tun-
able Surface-Plasmon Band-Pass Optical 
Fil ters" (NPO-19988), NASA Tech Briefs, 
Vol. 22, o. 8 (August 1998) , page 18a]. 
Alternatively, they could be as emblies 
of interference or thin-metal film fi lters, 
high-index-of-refraction prisms, and 
total-in tern ai-reflection swi tches [see 
"Digitally Tunable Color Filters and 
Beam Scanners" (NPO-20240), NASA 
Tech Briefs, Vol. 23, o . 9 (September 
1999), page 65] that would include lay-
ers of an electro-optical matelial between 
prisms, as shown in the lower part of Fig-
ure 1. In the absence of applied voltage, 
the electro-optical layer in each switch 
would have a low index of refraction, 0 
R 
G 
B 
R 
G 
B 
Output Sequence RGBRGB 
B 
---_I B 
2 • A 
3 • G 
4 • B 
5 • A 
""':S;==~I~ 6 • G 
Output Sequence BRGBRG 
---__ . G 
---__ I B 
---__ I R 
---__ I G 
---_I B 
---_I R 
Output Sequence GBRGBR 
RECYCLING OF LIGHT AND GENERATION OF SCROLLING COLORS 
Ught From Source 
. 
B · · • 
· R ' B B 
All Three Switched Off Switches 1 and 3 On, Switches 1 and 2 On, 
Switch 2 Off Switch 3 Off 
EXAMPLE OF A FILTER ARRAY GENERATING THREE DIFFERENT COLOR PATTERNS 
Figure 1. Scrolling Colors Would Be Generated. and light not used to generate scrolling colors on the 
first pass would be recycled and so used on subsequent passes. 
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Trace 
y 
Volume Scatter 
RepTile™ 
Advanced Ray Sorting 
Birefringence 
Anisotropic Surfaces 
Source Spreadsheet 
4. Diffraction Gratings 
3. Thin Film Stacks 
2. Volume Flux Viewers 
TracePro® 
TracePro is number one because it's the only optical analysis 
software that has .!ill of the innovative features listed above. 
We've added these nine features to TracePro in just 18 
months. That tells you what you can expect from our award-
winning technical excellence now-and in the future. 
TracePro is easy to learn and easy to use. Most important, it 
reduces your product development time by 30 to 50 percent. 
Call lambda Research today to receive 
a free demo CD. 
LAMBDA RESEARCH CORPORATION • (978) 486-0766 • sales@lambdares.com • www.lambdares .com 
For Free Info Circle No. 473 or Enter No. 473 at www.nasatech.com/rs 
new! Plug ,Play Camera 
Kit 
SILICON VIDEO"2112 1.3 mega pixel, 1 0 bit, 
progressive scan, monochrome or color, with a 
programmable resolution to 1288 x 1032 pixels. 
PIXCI"02X PCllnterface supplies power 
and programmable pixel clock for the camera. 
Trigger input for async reset. 
XCAP-Lite Software provides camera control 
including sub-windowing/sampling, mirror & flip 
modes, RGB balance, and user-selectable pixel clock. 
2 Meter Cable supplies power, pixel clock, 
and control. 
SILICON VIDEO®2112 
PIXCI@02X 
XCAP-Lite ~ E P I X'" 
(_;; > l1:11"\ 
- I' .,. 
I:;.: -•. ,-•. ; .. 
IT!!: Ir, epixinc.com/nt 
For Free Info Circle No. 419 or 
Visit www.nasatech.com/419 
~OcP 
Automation Doesn't Get Any 
Easier! 
Precision Linear 
Positioners 
From $399 
Motorized Mirror 
Mounts 
From $999 
I/ O and A/D 
Products 
From $199 
Chain Multiple Units 
to Single Port 
Controller Built Into 
Each Unit 
toli free: 1-866-409-2237 fax: 604-648-8033 
www.zaber.com 
For Free Info Circle No. 444 or 
Enter No. 444 at www.nasatech.com/rs 
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Screen ......... 
CASP 
Aeflector I LCD Panel 
\......=:--ll'-----
Lamp 
'" Zoom Lens 
Figure 2. A Flat-Panel Projector based on an LCD would utilize the scrolling-color and light-recycling 
techniques f or maximum light-ut ilizat ion efficiency. 
that total internal reflection would 
occur at the prism/ switch interfaces. 
The application of a sufficient voltage to 
the switch would increase the index of 
refraction of the electro-opticaJ layer suf-
ficiently to allow light to pass through. 
By appropriate witching in this man-
ner, one can cause light of tile various 
colors to travel along variou paths in 
the prisms to obtain variou output 
color pattern . 
Figure 2 presents an example of an 
LCD-based display sy tern that would in-
clude a CRSP. The image of the CRSP 
would be projected into a monocolor 
LCD panel by a relay lens. A zoom lens 
would project an image of the LCD 
onto a creen. It would be nece sary to 
use an electronic driver that would syn-
chronize the scrolling of colors and 
the modulation of light by the LCD. 
Similar geome0l' can be applied to DMDs. 
This work was done b)1 Yu Wang of Callech 
for NASA's J et Propulsion Laboratory. 
For further information, access the Technical 
upport Package (TSP) free on-line at 
www.nasatech.com/ tsp under the Physical 
Sciences category. 
In accordance with Public Law 96-51 7, 
the contractor has elected to retain title to this 
invention. Inquiries concerning rights for its 
commercial use should be addressed to 
Intellectual Property group 
JPL 
Mail Stop 202-233 
4800 Oak Grove Drive 
Pasadena, CA 911 09 
(818) 354-2240 
Refer to NPO-21052, volume and num-
ber of this A A Tech Briefs issue, and the 
page number. 
Software Automates Processing of SAR 
Image Data 
NASA's j et Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
The Automated SAR Image Proces-
sor (ASIP) computer program in-
crea e tile efficiency of production of 
scientifically u eful imagery from raw 
synthetic-aperture-radar (SAR) image 
data. In the ab ence of A IP, the pro-
ces ing of SAR data is a labor-in ten ive 
task, often involving upporting per-
sonnel, that requires expertise in the 
use of a variety of image-data-proce s-
ing programs, as well as expertise in 
the scientific specialty of the end user. 
ASIP captures the diverse components 
of expertise to assist the scien tific end 
user in obtaining the scientific end 
product without supporting personnel. 
ASIP applies artificial-intelligence 
planning techniques to reason about 
the interactions and interfaces among 
the many specialized program needed 
to process SAR data. The planning 
component of ASIP then manage the 
www.ptbmagazine.com 
flow of information and control in 
order to produce the desired scientific 
data product efficiently. In one appli-
cation, for example , ASIP made it pos-
sible to produce pedal map pertain-
ing to the study of surface \vinds with 
only 1/ 10 tile number of manual in-
puts and 30 percent less cenu-aJ-pro-
ces ing-unit time than would otherwise 
be nece ary. 
This program was written by Steve Chien, 
Forest Fisher, Ronald Greeley, and Edisan-
ter Lo of Caltech for NASA's J e t Propul-
sion Laboratory. For further information, 
access the Technical Support Package (TSP) 
free on-line at www.nasatech. com/tsp 
under the Physical Sciences category. 
This software is available Jor commercial 
licensing. Please contact Don Hart of the 
California Institute of Technology at (818) 
393-3425. Refer to NPO-20509. 
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Cutting Edge, Cutting Costs: Millennia. 
With the latest 5 W Millennia~ Spectra-Physics has significantly cut the long-term cost of ownership for this 
industry-leading 532 nm laser. We've not only reduced the number of pump diodes from two to one, but also 
redesigned these pump diodes to deliver even longer lifetime-typically e ceeding 10,000 hours. That means you' ll 
replace the diodes less often, and you' ll only have one diode to replace. We've also rede igned the power supply, which 
now uses thermoelectric cooling for the pump diode. The result is an all solid state, rack-mountable power supply that 
-0 
Q) 
. ~ 
~O. 
(5 
c: 
Diode Lifetime 
2 4 6 8 10 
consumes less electricity and requires less valuable floor space. 
At Spectra-Phy ic we believe that cutting edge lasers are built on 
superior components, which is why we build all the 
critical elements of the Millennia in house-
test time (thou ands of hours) 
from the long I ifeti me ProLite'" series 
pump diodes to the optics and the 
power supply. To find out more about 
how Millennia can cut your overall 
costs, call 1-800-775-5273 today. 
~. Spectra-Physics 
The Solid State Laser CompanyN 
Call: 1-800-SPL-LASER (775-5273) Web: http://www.spectra-physics.com E-mail: ale@plaer.com 
C 2002 Spect,.·Physic lasers 
For Free Info Circle No. 511 or Enter No. 511 at www.nasatech.com/rs 
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Liquid-Crystal Phase-Shifting Shearing Interferometer 
There is no need for critical alignment or focus adjustment. 
John H. Glenn Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio 
The liquid-crystal phase-shifting 
shearing interferometer is a common-
path interferometer based partly on a 
lateral-shear-plate interferometer. It 
bears a partial similarity to the liquid-
crystal point-diffraction interferometer 
(LCPDI), which is also of the common-
path type. The phase-shifting nature of 
tl1is interferometer is expected to in-
crease (relative to prior shearing inter-
ferometers) resolution by up to two or-
ders of magnitude. The Iiquid-crystal 
pha e- hifting shearing interferometer 
is expected to be useful for measuring 
spatially varying optical density in a lab-
oratory or manufacturing setting; exam-
ples of such densities include the index 
of refraction of a liquid in a production 
process, tl1e den ity and/ or temperature 
of a gas in a combu tion sy tem, and the 
temperature of a fluid in a boiler. 
The proper functioning of the LCPDI 
depends on focusing a laser beam onto a 
tran parent micro phere and, hence, de-
pends on the critical adjustment of a fo-
cusing lens by a highly trained techni-
cian. Unlike the LCPDI and many other 
interferometers, me Iiquid-crystal phase-
shifting hearing interferometer can be 
aligned easily, wim no need for critical 
adju tments by a highly trained techni-
cian. Moreover, elimination of the need 
for focu ing on a micro phere al 0 elimi-
nates phase noise associated with inho-
mogeneities in a focu ing len . 
In the liquid-cry tal phase-shifting 
shearing interferometer, collimated 
light from a la er is incident on a shear 
plate oriented at an angle of 45° (see fig-
ure) . Unlike a traditional shear plate, 
tlli shear plate contain a liquid-crystal 
layer that can be used LO vary the phase 
of me light reflected from its rear ur-
face. The amount of shear depend on 
me effective optical thicknes of me 
shear plate, which i comparable to me 
combined optical thicknesses of its glass 
layers. When a voltage is applied across 
tl1e liquid-crystal layer, the index of re-
fraction of me layer changes, causing 
the phase of me portion of the incident 
light reflected from the rear urface to 
be stepped relative to the phase of this 
portion when the voltage is not present. 
Calibration of me phase shift as a func-
tion of voltage can produce tl1e phase 
steps required to implement common 
phases-stepping algorithms. 
The amount of shear varies roughly 
inversely with index of refraction and 
thus with the phase. However, calcula-
tions for the case of a LOtal shift of one 
wavelength have shown that tl1e total 
shift in beam position can be safely ne-
glected because it is more than an order 
of magnitude below the size of a typical 
pixel in a charge-coupled-device camera 
that would be used in implementing a 
practical version of this interferometer. 
In a prototype of this liquid-crystal 
Collimated 
Laser Light 
phase-shifting shearing interferometer, 
the shear plate is a commercial liquid-
crystal phase retarder originally in-
tended for u e a an extended-range, 
variable-retardance wave plate rather 
than an interferometer component. 
The manufacturer's specification for re-
flectance at each surface is less than 
half of one percent. The device would 
perform optimally if its front surface 
were coated with a partially reflective 
film and its rear surface with a totally 
reflecting film. 
This work was done fly DeVon W. Griffin of 
Glenn Research Center . For further infor-
mation, access the Technical Support Package 
(TSP) free on-line at www.nasatech.com/tsp 
under the Physical Sciences category. 
Inquiries concerning rights for the commer-
cial use of this invention should be addressed 
to i4SA Glenn Research Center, Commercial 
Technology Office, Attn: teve Fedor, Mail 
Stop 4-8, 21000 Brookpark /Wad, Cleve-
land, Ohio 44135. Refer to LEW-17165. 
'-v-----' 
Region of Phase-Shifted 
Interferogram 
The liquid-Crystal Layer in the Shear Plate is used to vary the phase of the light reflected from its 
rear surface. 
Multi-Screen-Image- and Catalog-Viewing Program 
:ASA s Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
A computer program enables the in-
gle- or multi-screen display of multispec-
tral, multiresolution images - e pecially 
astronomical one - tored as sets of 
data mat range upward in size from hun-
dred of gigabyte. In cases of multi-
12a 
screen displays, me software synchronizes 
me creens so mat they act as a ingle ul-
trahigh-re olution display. It is po sible to 
pan and zoom smootl11y to any part of me 
data at any re olution. The software can 
automatically generate composites of 
www.ptbmagazine.com 
multiple sets of data, making it possible, 
for example, to overlay high-resolution 
insets on background image or to dis-
play a eparate source image for each 
video channel (red, green, or blue). The 
software include special features to aid 
Photonics Tech Briefs, March 2002 
viewing of astronomical data: the e in-
clude a capability for displaying catalogs 
as ASCII text or as image overlays, and a 
catalog-to-image relational capability that 
enables the u er do such things as select 
a region of the image and view those ob-
jects in the region that are highlighted in 
both the image and in the catalog. Alter-
natively, when an object in the catalog is 
selected, the user can ee that object 
highlighted in the image or can jump to 
the position of the object in the image. 
This program was written by joseph jacob of 
Caltech for NASA's J et Propulsion Labora-
tory. For further information, access the Tech-
nical Support Package (TSP) free on-line at 
urww.nasatech.com/ isp under the Informa-
tion Sciences category. 
This software is available for commercial 
licensing. Please contact Don Hart of the Calr 
ifornia Institute of Technology at (818) 393-
3425. Refer to NP0-30133. 
Phase-Retrieval Camera for Optical 
Testing 
Effects of vibrations and turbulence are removed with the 
help of a fast shutter. 
J<tSA s Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
portable in trument denoted a 
pha e-retrieval camera (PRC) i de-
igned to enable the te ting of large, 
lightweight optic in the pre ence of vi-
bration and almo pheric turbul nce. 
The development of the PR wa 
prompted b the fact that conventional 
oplical-te ting technique are not suffi-
ciently accural or robu t for optical 
te ling in high-vibration environm ms. 
The PR (ee figure) include a ource 
module and an optic module. The 
ource module contain laser diode and 
integrated optical device that, acting lo-
gether, constilute a point ource of light 
Shutter 
Wavefront-Sensing 
Camera on 
Translatoon Stage 
Optional 
I'SM 
OAP Mirror 
I---++~--~J 
Reference Attenuator 
Camera 
Optics Module 
Note, OAP is Off-AxiS Parabolic 
FSM Is Fast-S1eenng Mirror 
of three wavelength. The use of the three 
wavelength make it po ible to measure 
the relative axial displacement (called 
"piston" in the art) of a egment of an 
optic under test. The optics module con-
tains a wavefront-sen ing (phase-reuievaJ) 
camera on a motorized tran lation tage, 
a reference (bore ight) camera, a hort-
exposure (milli econd) hutter to 
"freeze" vibration and turbulence, elec-
table calibration optics, attenuators, and 
other optics. A defo used image of the 
opti under te l i formed on the focal 
plane of the wavefront-sen ing amera. 
The PR al 0 include a omputer 
Source Module 
Flip-In Calibration Flat 
Diverging Lens 
635~m 780n
670nm 
Lasers 
The PRe In This Example of a typical application is used to test a concave mirror. 
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programmed with software that pro-
vides a graphical user interface, dis-
plays data, controls the operation of 
the instrument, enables data communi-
cation and remote control via the In-
ternet, and performs phase-retrieval, 
phase-unwrapping, and calibration 
computations. The phase-retrieval al-
gorithm proce es multiple short-expo-
sure images from the wavefront-sensing 
camera and aligns them with each 
other by use of boresight calibration 
images acquired simultaneously by the 
reference camera. The algorithm gen-
erates data and imagery that character-
ize the wavefront generated by (and 
thus the surface figure of) the optic 
under test. 
This work was done by David Redding, 
Andrew Lowman, David Colzen, Fang Shi, 
and Scott Basinger of Caltech for NASA's J et 
Propulsion Laboratory. For further infor-
mation, access the Technical Support Package 
(TSP) free on-line at www.nasatech.com/tsp 
under the Physical Sciences category. 
NPO-21217 
Testing Grazing-Incidence Mirrors at Nearly Normal Incidence 
This system enables adequate testing in visible light, without need for a vacuum system. 
Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland 
An optical system that utilizes visible 
light at nearly perpendicular incidence 
has been invented for use in testing the 
surface figures of nominally axisymmet-
ric (paraboloidal, ellipsoidal, or conical) 
mirrors designed to function at grazing 
incidence. Such mirror can be u ed as 
the focusing optical elements of x-ray 
tele copes and x-ray cameras. As ex-
plained below, the pre ent system offer 
advantages over prior systems used to test 
such mirrors. 
It is pos ible to test a grazing-
incidence x-ray mirror by u e of 
visible light at grazing inci-
dence, but diffraction at visible 
wavelengths limits the achiev-
able angular resolution to the 
order of one arc minute, 
whereas a resolution of 15 arc 
econd or finer is typically 
needed for proper diagno is of 
the surface figure. It i possible 
to te t such a mirror at finer 
resolution by use of x rays at 
grazing incidence in the in-
tended operational configura-
tion, but testing in thi way is of 
limited diagnostic value. More-
over, to prevent excessive ab-
orption of x ray , x-ray te ting 
must be performed in a vac-
uum chamber: this makes it dif-
ficult and time-consuming to 
manipulate the mirror and test 
equipment, thereby making 
testing expensive. The present 
ystem utilizes nearly perpen-
dicular incidence to overcome 
the deleterious effect of diffrac-
tion, making it possible to ob-
tain angular resolution of a few 
arc second with visible light 
and, hence, without need for a 
vacuum system. 
• A ource of a parallel vi ible light beam 
of sufficient diameter, 
• The nominally axisymmetric mirror 
under test, 
• A prism that has (1) reflective conical 
faces with angles and diameter suitably 
matched to the mirror under test and 
(2) an axi of symmetry nominally par-
allel to the light beam, 
• A focusing lens, and 
• A screen or a charge-coupled-device 
video camera, located at the nominal 
Incident 2 
Parallel Conical Prism 
Beam of 3 
Visible 
Light 
2 
focal plane, that captures the image 
formed by the prism, the mirror under 
test, and the focusing lens. 
The image on the focal plane con ists 
of three components: Component 1 is 
nominally a point image formed by fo-
cu ing of that part of the incident paral-
lel light beam that pa es directly 
through the lens. Component 2 is nom-
inally a circular image formed by reflec-
tion of the incident Light beam from tlle 
first conical surface of the prism, fol-
Focusing Lens 
Focal 
Plane 
The system (see Figure 1) 
includes the following com-
ponents: 
Figure 1. A Prism With Conical Reflective Surfaces, suitably dimensioned and aligned, acts in conjunction with a 
focusing lens and with the mirror under test to form images indicative of the surface figure of the mirror and 
the alignment of the mirror with respect to the prism. 
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lowed by reflection from the mirror 
under test, followed by reflection from 
the second conical surface of the prism, 
followed by focusing via the lens. 
Component 3 nominally consists of 
one or more point image( ) formed by 
passage of part of the incident parallel 
beam through the central pan of the 
prism and then through the lens. The 
precise nature of component 3 depends 
on the specific design of the entrance 
and exit faces of the central part of the 
pri m: If, for example, the pri m is 
made of optical glass with flat entrance 
and exit surfaces, then depending on 
the precision of parallelarity between 
these surfaces, the resulting single point 
image mayor may not coincide with the 
point image of beam 1. If, for another 
example, the pri m is made of a metal, 
then the central core of the prism can 
be drilled out and a glass refractor with, 
say, three facets can be inserted to re-
fract the incident parallel beam into 
three detected beams that, in turn, are 
focused to three point images on the 
screen (see Figure 2). These point im-
ages, in conjunction with the compo-
nent-I point image, can be used as fidu-
cial marks for monitoring the 
orientation of the prism with respect to 
the incident parallel beam. 
Among the mo t important features of 
this system are that the parallel light 
beam is the sole reference for the entire 
setup and the sy tem inherently 
provides fiducial marks for its own 
alignment: The parallel light beam 
defines the direction of the optical 
axis. Once the axis of symmetry of 
the conical prism has been made 
parallel to the incident light beam 
and its position fixed, then the op-
tical axis of the entire setup is fixed. 
The positions of the three compo-
nent-3 point images with respect to 
the single component-l point 
image serve as real-time indications 
of the alignment of the axis of sym-
metry of the prism. 
When the optical axes of the con-
ical prism and the mirror under test 
and the conical prism are perfectly 
aligned with each other, and pro-
vided that the mirror wlder te t i 
perfect, then the image on the focal 
plane is as shown in the upper part 
of Figure 2. If these two optical axe 
do not coincide and/ or if the mir-
ror under te t is not perfect, then 
the image becomes distorted, as 
hown by example in the lower part 
of Figure 2. 
This work was done by William W 
Zhang of Goddard Space Flight Cen-
ter. For further infonnation, access the 
Technical Support Package (TSP) .free 
OI)-line at WUJW.1UlSatech.com/tsp under 
the Physical Sciences category. 
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Making Digital Composite Images for Technical lliustration 
Drawings of facilities to be modified can be made in less time. 
John F. Kennedy Space Center, Florida 
A method of generating three-dimen-
sional compo ite digital image can serve 
multiple purposes in technical illustra-
tion. The method was devi ed to acceler-
ate and facilitate the design of new elec-
tric lights and receptacle for large 
buildings, and can just as welJ be applied 
to the de ign, rede ign, and analysi of 
other buildings and equipment. 
In the original application that moti-
vated the development of this method, it 
would have taken an excessively long 
time to make traditional-style drawings 
by the traditional method, because of 
tlle complexity of the facilities . Accord-
ingly, a major element of the method is 
that one makes detailed three-dimen-
sional drawings of only those parts of the 
facilities and equipment that are to be 
modified. Data on the parts not to be 
modified are acquired by photograph-
ing the facilities in their present state by 
16a 
u e of a digital camera and, if neces ary, 
retouching the digital photographs by 
u e of commercial software developed 
for that purpose. 
Computer-aided-design (CAD) software 
is used to generate three-dimen ional 
computational models from the new draw-
ing data. Materials are assigned to the sur-
faces of the models. The models are ro-
tated to match the perspective and 
lighting of the digital photographs, and 
are then composed onto the photographs. 
If nece sary, hidden-line isometric profiles 
are created from the three-dimensional 
models and rendered as details in draw-
ings. The models are created only once 
and are reused in different views; they can 
also be reused on different projects. 
This method greatly reduces the 
anlOunt of time needed to make drawings 
for modifications of facilities. In this 
method, unlike in the traditional method, 
www.ptbmagazine.com 
little or no time is spent in re earch of 
prior drawings or in measuring dimen-
sions. The compo ite images generated by 
this metllOd have higher levels of detail 
and are easier to understand, relative to 
traditional drawings. An additional and 
unobvious advantage afforded by these 
images i that they can reveal conflicts in 
original designs of facilities and equip-
ment. The compo ite images can be 
printed in color, generated as dozens of 
different file formats [including portable 
documentfonnat (.pdf)] that can be trans-
mitted by electronic mail, incorporated 
into CAD drawings, or documents gener-
ated by word-proce ing software, and/ or 
attached to MAX.IMO work orders. 
This work was done by Arlene S. Reese, 
Thomas Bigelow, and Robert C. Kemmerling 
of United Space Alliance for Kennedy 
Space Center. 
KSC-12288 
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Fiber-Optic Phase-Locked Loop Sensitive to Local Strain Only 
Optical fibers are made insensitive to strain except over a short sensory length. 
Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia 
The figure schematically depicts an 
apparatus for m easuring strain a t on ly 
one designated location on a structure. 
The apparatus is a fiber-optic phase-
locked loop , wherein strain in a multi-
mode optical fiber g ive rise to a 
change in the phase of modulation of a 
laser b am that propagate along the 
fiber. The optical phase-locked loop 
makes it pos ible to perform sensing by 
u e of a multimode optical fiber (in 
contradisti n ction to a single- or few-
mode fiber as in some other fiber-optic 
sen or sy tern). Unlike in other fiber-
optic-ba ed en or sy tern , the phase 
change in this sy tern doe not occur in 
respon e to train integrated along the 
entire fiber-optic path. Instead, thi sy-
tern include lead-in and lead-out 
train-in en itive lengths of optical 
fiber connected to a hort strain- en i-
ti e length of optical fiber that is af-
fixed to the tructure at the de ired 
mea urement location. train in the 
hort en ory length produce a pha e 
change, but train in the lead-in and 
lead-out portion doe not. 
The output of a voltage- ontroll d 
o cillator ( 0) i u ed to modulate 
the laser light and to upply a refer-
nce ignal to a double balanced 
mixer. After traveling a long the strain-
insensitive and strain- ensitive lengths 
of optical fiber, the modulated laser 
ignal impinges on a photodetector, 
the output of which is amplified and 
mixed with the reference signal. A fil-
ter removes the radio-frequency com-
ponent of the mixer output, passing 
only the DC or low-frequency compo-
nent, which component con titute a 
DC error voltage. The phase of the 
fib r-optic-propagated and reference 
signals are maintained at quadrature 
by feedback of the DC error voltage to 
the V O. A change (cau ed by train) 
in the phase of the modulation man i-
fe ts itself as an error voltage and, by 
virtue of the feedback, i com pen ated 
by a change in the modulation fre-
quency. The frequency i moniLOred by 
a counter. 
A multi mod opti al fiber can be 
made more or Ie en Itlve to train 
through sel tion of the fib r core and 
cladding material. uming that the 
fiber can b approximated a weakly 
guiding (meaning, e entiall, that the 
index of refraction of the core exceed 
that of the cladding by an amount 
«1), it can be hown that th ondi-
tion for complete in n itivity LO train 
(zero pha e sh ift in respon e to strain) 
given by 
1'I.core = (2/ Pelf) 1/2, 
where 1'I.core is the index of refraction, 
Pelf = [Plrvr(PII-PI2)] / 2, 
Vr is the Poi on's ratio of the fiber, and 
Pit and PI2 are the train-optic coefficients 
of the fiber. 
The insertion of appropriate parame-
ters in these equation leads to the con-
clusion that a strain-insen itive optical 
fiber i one in which the core has a very 
high index of refraction (4.5 is an ap-
proximate representative value). Germa-
nium is on example of a material uit-
able for a multimode optical fiber with a 
very high index of refraction. 
This wark was done by Claudio 0. Egalon 
and Robert . Roguwski of Langley Research 
Center. Fur further infurmation, access the 
Technical upport Package (TSP) free on-line 
at www.nasatech.com/isp under the Electronic 
Components and 'Yslems category. 
This invention has been patented by ~A 
(u. . Patent o. 5,780,844). Inquiries con-
cerning nonexclusive ur exclusive license fur its 
commercial development should be addrfJssed to 
RJU!al Turcotte, Technology CommerciaLization 
Program OffICI!, ~SA Langley Research Cen-
terat (757) 864-8881 ure-mail at r.p.turcolte@ 
larr:.nasa.guu. Refer to LAR-15159. 
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The Frequency of the veo in this optical phase-locked loop changes in response to strain in the short sensory length of optical fiber. Strain in the lead·in 
and lead-out lengths of fiber does not cause the frequency to change. 
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PRODUCT GUIDE: OPTICAL 
TIME DOMAIN REFLECTOMETERS 
With the Internet, Ethernet, and metropolitan area net-works (MANs) again beginning to put pre sure on the installed capacity of fiber optics, the importance 
of test instrumentation cannot be overstated. That's where the 
optical time domain reflectometer (OTDR) comes in. It is the 
premier instrument in testing a fiber optic link, for several rea-
son, first and foremo t its ability to perform and store multiple 
te ts. Such measurements as splice and connector location, 
fiber attenuation across the link, reflectance, and fiber length 
and break location can all be determined with an OTDR. If the 
user is interested in attenuation of the signal through the fiber's 
length, he can obtain only the total of the loss with an optical 
power meter. But the OTDR will give him an event map on a 
monitor, showing the attenuation acros the whole fiber span, 
as well as indicating signal level versus distance, the location of 
any fu ion plices or bend los and of any breaks in the fiber. 
Another factor that sets the OTDR apart is that, because its 
principle is like that of a radar and the transmitter and receiver 
are on the same instrument, the user needs access to just one 
end of a fiber to test a link. Most manufacturers, however, rec-
ommend that the testing be done from both ends if both are 
available. Exfo, for one, notes that bidirectional OTDR averag-
ing i es ential for users who must do extensive fiber link com-
missioning and documentation, as well as for those who are 
sensitive to their cable plant loss budgets. 
The basic components of an OTDR include a light source, 
pulse generator, coupler, detector, AI D converter, and con-
troller, in addition to software. The source emits pulses oflight 
that are directed through the coupler into the fiber under test. 
The pulses are averaged and the fiber characterized. Mo t 
manufacturers offer one or more "mini-OTDRs," handheld or 
relatively compact instruments that can be taken into the field . 
AGILENT TECHNOLOGIES 
www.agilent.com 
A gilent's flagship OTDR is the series 
1"\E6000-B mini-OTDRs for single-
mode network . Two in the serie are de-
signed for 1310-nm single-mode fiber, 
and three others for 13lO and 1550 nm. 
Dynamic range varies, from 28 dB to 45 
dB (1310). fiber break locator looks ex-
clusively for breaks, which are displayed 
quickly. The E6000B combines 16,000 
data points with a minimum sample 
spacing of8 cm. The E6010B is aimed at 
testing at 1625 nm, with a dynamic range 
of 40 dB, and can be used to te t the op-
tical upervisory channel capability of 
WDM links. A series of module enables 
the basic de ign to cover the wave-
lengths 850 nm and 1300 nm . Out-of-
band testing aI 0 allows users to do a 
fiber test while transmitting data at 1310 
or 1550 nm. The series come in 10 tan-
dard models. 
·:·The series of rack OTDRs-the 
E6053A, E6058A, and E6060A- based 
on the design of the E6000B-can be 
built into a system and controlled re-
motely by a Pc. Dynamic range varies 
from 34 dB (1550) to 40 dB (1310). 
When used with an optical switch and 
a PC, these instruments can be used 
for commis ioning and monitoring a 
fiber optic link automatically. With a 
keyboard and a VGA monitor, these 
devices can serve as standalone mini-
OTDRs. 
·:·The 8147 is designed for installation, 
commissioning and bench applica-
tions. Its "Easy Mode" feature lets the 
user preprogram complete proce-
dures, 0 that with just a few key-
18a 
strokes, he gets standardized measure-
ments. Extended in-depth analysis, in-
cluding two-way measurements, delta 
measurements, and comparison of up 
to four traces, is available on-line. A re-
turn 10 s graph permits the user to see 
the reflectanc of individual events at 
a glance, as well as the total return los 
of the link. The 8147 series comes in 
11 tandard versions, with dynamic 
ranges spanning from 30 dB (1310) to 
45 dB (1550). 
·:·The E6091A OTDR Toolkit II is de-
scribed by Agilent as ideal for post-pro-
cessing, analyzing, and batch process-
ing Bellcore GR-196 basOed OTDR 
files. Sy terns employing the E6091 
software can tran fer data serially to a 
PC running Windows 95, 98, or Win-
dow NT. The data can be saved for 
use in a spreadsheet or database. 
Other features include comparison of 
up to four traces simultaneously; Trace 
Manager, to enable high-speed multi-
ple trace transfer between the OTDR 
and PC; and two-\vay averaging for ac-
curate loss calculations. 
EXFO 
www.exfo.com 
Exfo says that its ITB-7000B series has more than 20 models, with instru-
ments suitable for the shorter distances 
of local area networks (LAN) and met-
ropolitan area networks (MAN) as welI 
as the greater distances in long-haul net-
works. The company claims links ex-
ceeding 200 km can be characterized 
using the 45-dB dynamic range model. 
Single-mode modules are available at 
www.ptbmagazme.com 
EXFO's FTB-400 Universal Test System 
1310 nm, 1410 nm, 1550 nm, and 1625 
nm, and multimode at 850 nm and 1300 
nm. A Visual Fault Locator option gives 
the user trouble hooting capability in 
LAN/WAN and metropolitan networks. 
.:. Exfo recommends its ITB-9000 optical 
witch module combined with the 
ITB-7000 OTDR for batch fiber te t-
ing in patch panel or bare ribbon test-
ing during installation . Dynamic 
range go from 31 dB to 42 dB. The 
company offers complete OTDR test-
ing kits , including multifiber, rib-
bonized, and bare ribbon configura-
tions. For unconventional wavelength 
windows, the company's 1625-nm 
module can characterize L-band sys-
tems, and the 1400-nm module can be 
used with the new fiber that has no 
water-peak attenuation . 
·:·The ToolBox software in the ITB-
7000B module has two modes: auto 
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mode and advanced mode. The first 
has preset test parameters and a 
choice of single- or dual-wavelength 
OTDR testing. The second allows the 
user to manually set all acquisition pa-
rameters, including index of refrac-
tion and helix factor. 
':' The FTB-I00B mini-OTDR has an in-
ternal memory of 70 traces, and addi-
tional storage capacity of up to 6000 
traces. The module is available at four 
wavelengths: 1310 nm, 1410 nm, 1550 
nm, and 1625 nm. Dynamic ranges to 
up to 45 dB. It contains an InGaAs de-
tector power meter that can measure 
in dB, dBm, and watts. The trace has 
52,000 data points, and a sampling res-
olution down to 8 cm. 
.:. Exfo' FTB-400 Universal Test System 
come in two configurations: a two-slot 
OTDR and los testing combination 
that has more than 500 OTDR and 
loss capabilities, and a seven-slot con-
figuration that has more than 1000 
testing combinations, including polar-
ization mode dispersion, DWDM mod-
ules, ribbon te t kits, switches for high-
fiber-count testing, and OTDR and 
loss testing. It has more than 20 OTDR 
module , mated to four single-mode 
and two multimode wavelengths. 
TEKTRONIX 
www.tektronix.com 
Tektronix calls its line of mini-OTDRs its "next-generation entry" into long-
haul fiber in taIlations of 300 km and 
up, but says it al 0 addre ses hort- and 
mid-range fiber optic networks. The 
line, called etTek'" OTDR, combines 
OTDRs and optical power meter mod-
ule with the etTek Analyzer, the con-
trol and di play platform that hou e 
the e modules. There are nine OTDR 
module , with wavelength ranging from 
850/ 1300 nm to 1550/ 1625 nm, and dy-
namic range from 34 dB to 44 dB. 
':' Tektronix say that the OTDRs address 
virtually every prevailing mode, wave-
length, and fiber optic network, and 
both in-band and out-of-band mea-
surements. The etTek platform si-
multaneou ly accepts up to four 
OTDRs plus an optical power meter. 
The platform is designed to accom-
modate an expanding line of mea-
surement modules, including the 
YBT250, u ed for Ba e Station testing, 
and others currently in development. 
.:- The NetTek platform has tandard in-
ternal memory of 7 MB available for 
storage and running WinCe applica-
tions. A floppy disk and a 128-MB 
memory card are optional. A port sup-
port standard PCMClA memory 
20a 
Tektronix's NetTek mini-OTDR 
cards. Display range is 0 to 320 km for 
single-mode fiber and 0 to 32 for mul-
timode. The OTDRs can operate with 
pulse widths from 10 nanoseconds to 
20 microseconds. Thirty-two thousand 
measurement points is standard. 
.:. NetTek OTDR modules u e Tek-
tronix's IntelliTrace Plus technology, 
which automatically optimize test pa-
rameters so the u er does not have to. 
FOTEe 
www.fotec.com 
Fotec says that its Fiber U OTDR con-verts any Window PC into a full-func-
tion optical time domain reflectometer. 
It con ists of a mainframe and separate 
optical plug-in units for measuring char-
acteri tics of either single-mode or mul-
tim ode fiber. Dynamic range are 25 dB 
for the 850/ 1300-om multimode device 
and 28/ 27 dB for tlle 1310/ 1550-nm 
single-mode devices and the combina-
tion multimode/ ingle-mode device. 
Fotec says the unit can be ordered in a 
field kit with carrying case and launch 
cable. It can read from 2 to 180 kilome-
ters, and di play 8 trace simultaneously. 
NOYES 
www.noyes-fiber.com 
Noyes's M600 line of mini-OTDRs has u er-instaIlable modules for testing 
multimode (850/ 1300 nm) and single-
mode (1310/ 1550 nm) fiber links. For 
the multimode M600-K-MMl-xx dy-
namic range is 21/ 23 dB; for the ingle-
mode M600-K-SM1-yy it is 26 dB; for the 
multimode/ single-mode M600-QUAD-
xx-yy it is 21 dB (850 nm), 23 (1300 nm), 
26 (1310 run), and 26 (1550 nm). 
.:. The standard mainframe include a 
www.ptbmagazine.com 
color LCD display, a floppy disk drive, 
and nonvolatile memory tllat can store 
up to 50 trace. The software supports 
trace manipulation such as two-way 
averaging, trace overlay, graphing, and 
batch printing. Pulsewidth and range 
can be et automatically or manually 
for maximum flexibility. The M600 
can automatically increment and in-
clude a fiber number in each file 
name to speed up identification . 
ANDO 
www.ando.com 
Ando's AQ7250 mini-OTDR is de-scribed by the company as offering a 
range of functions and capabili ties ideal 
for field use. The single-mode unit' 
wide dynamic range of 41.5 dB (1310 
nm) and 39.5 dB (1550 nm) enable 
measurement of cables over extra-long 
distance, the company says, and its high 
measuring peed means that it can mea-
ure a splice loss of 0.5 dB from 70 km 
away in just 20 seconds. The creen up-
dates a minimum of twice per econd in 
preview mode, allowing real time check-
ing of changes in the state of optical 
fibers in les than a second. On batteries 
the AQ7250 has an operational life of 
about eight hour under normal service 
condition, 0 the u er can get a full 
day's work on one charge. 
Ando's AQ7250 mini-OTDR 
Automatic detection of plice 10 e, 
return 10 es, and other items exceeding 
pre et levels i pos ible. When calcula-
tions are complete, the list screen is dis-
played, enabling the user to view dis-
tance to splice points, splice loss, return 
los, and total losses, and other items at 
a glance. 
.:. Ando also offers the AQ7410 and 
AQ7410B reflectometer for measur-
ing high-resolution return loss distrib-
ution of waveguides and optical mod-
ule. Using a wavelength-tunable 
narrow-band light source unit, it is 
po sible to obtain optical loss distribu-
tions of waveguides and optical mod-
ules by observing Rayleigh backscat-
tered light. 
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Fiber Bragg Grating Write Optics 
Alpine Research Optics, Boulder, 0, introduce a 
series of optical components intended for fiber 
Bragg grating (FBG) writing applications with 
excimer, ion, or sotid-l;tate lasers. The product line 
encompasses mirrors, beamsplillers, and pherical 
and cylindrical lenses. Offered, with the beamsplit-
ters, in I-in. and 2-in. diameters, the mirrors nom-
inally prm.de reflecti"ty of greater than 99.5 per-
cent at 244 nm, 266 nm, or 248 nm and greater 
than 96 percent at 193 nm, at either 0- or 45-<1egree angle of incidence. The lens-
es come in sizes of up to 75 mm with radii of curvature between 0.05 and 10 meters 
and antireflection coatings for the same wavelengths. 
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Liquid Crystal Polarimeter 
Meadowlark Optics, Frederick, CO, offers a compact 
liquid crystal pohuimeter that, with no moving parts, 
measures the state and degree of polarization on an inci-
dent beam. The polarimeter uses Meadowlark's propri-
etary VersaLight technology. Available in both fre~pace 
and optical-fiber versions, it has accuracy to I percent, 
according to the company. The two vel ions of the 
polarimeter cover the entire spectrum, from ,.sible to near-lR (400-1 I 00 nm) and into 
the IR (1100-2200 mn). The accompanying software display the polarization slate as 
a tokes parameter, a vector on a Poincare sphere, and a polarization ellipse. 
For Free Info Circle No. 731 or Enter No. 731 at www.nasatKh.com/rs 
Compact lead Screw Positioners 
From Del-Tron Precision, Bethel, CT, come new 
compact lead screw positioners, which the compa-
ny calls the smallest-ever member of the company's 
Po i-Drive line of stages. Their height is l.250 in. 
and their width l.3 0 in. Del-Tron says the stages 
pro"de the same O.oool-in. traight-tine accuracy 
per inch of travel and 0.0001-in. repeatability as 
the existing Posi-Drive line. The stages have a 
0.12!>-in. diameter lead screw, an anti-backlash nUl:, and a flexible zero-backlash 
coupling thaI accepts a EMA 14 motor. They pro"de a load-bearing capacity of up 
to 40 lb. vailable in travel lengths [rom 1 in. to 4 in., the positioners can have 
either linear ball or cro ed roller tides. 
For Free Info Circle No. 734 or Enter No. 734 at www.nasatKh.com/n 
Stray Light AnalysiS Software 
Stellar Optics Research International, 
Thornhill, Canada, introduces OLEX M soft-
ware Version 2.l.2 [or tray light anal is in 
ground- and pace-based applications. The soft-
ware can perform optical d igo and materials 
selection in development of S) tems for which 
optical, thelmal, stray light, and scalLer perfor-
mance is critical, including cameras, scanners, 
telescopes, and so forth. alter data is bidirec-
E - -tz& - :~: .... • _ l.LL ,.~ ' .. 
tional reflectance and transmittance distribution function data (BDRF and BTDF) 
essential to improve image quality, spot size, contrast, igoal-to-noise ratio, gho ring, 
and sharpne . TracePro® and ASAPTM both accept scaller data from OLEXlS. 
For Free Info Circle No. 738 or Enter No. 138 at www.nasatKh.comlrs 
Spectroscopic Detectors with High Speed 
Roper Scientific, Trenton, NJ, oITers its Princeton 
Instruments fami ly of Spec-10® detectors for spec-
troscopy in speeds of 2 MHz and 50 kHz in addition to 
100kHz and 1 MHz. The company says that the 50-kHz 
speed lowers the read noise for several of the models to 
less than 3 electrons per pixel per second, and is imend-
ed for applications such as high-sensitivity Raman and fluo-
rescence spectros opy. The 2-MHz setting delivers faster spectral 
acquisition and is useful for pump-probe method and high-repetition-rate experi-
ments. Spec-IO S)' tems can be configured with a number of exclusive from- and 
back-illuminated CCDs. 
For Free Info Circle No. 739 or Enter No. 739 at www.nasatech.comfrs 
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Electronic Components and Systems 
• N anoelectronic Devices With Precise Atomic-Scale Structures 
Field-effect transistors with nanometer dimensions are under development. 
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California 
Since its invention in 1948, the transis-
tor has revolutionized everyday life. The 
electronics revolution is based on minia-
turization of transistors; mailer transis-
tors are faster, and denser circuitry has 
more functionality. Transistors in the pre-
ent generation of integrated<ircuit chips 
have sizes of =0.18 pm, and the electron-
ics industry has completed development 
of O.I3-pm transistors, which will enter 
production within the next 
sistor channel to raise or lower the device 
switch-on voltage. Typically, a macro-
scopic transistor (one with a size of the 
order of 10-0 m) contain several thou-
sand dopant atom that, on the cale of 
the overall device, appear to be smeared 
out as a dopant 'Jelly; as illustrated in 
the top part of Figure 1. Because of the 
large number of dopant atom, the pre-
cise location of each dopant atom i not 
very important to the functioning of the 
transistor. However, when the size of a 
transistor is reduced to the range of 10-8 
to 10-7 m, as illustrated in the middle 
part of Figure 1, the number of dopant 
atoms is less than about 100, in which 
case the po ition of each dopant atom 
does matter. Current manufacturing 
techniques do not provide the mean to 
control the locations of the few dopant 
few years. Industry re-
searchers are now working 
to reduce transistor sizes 
below 0.1 pm - a thou-
andth of the width of a 
human hair. However, tud-
ies indi ate that the minia-
turization of ilicon transis-
tors will oon reach its limit. 
For further progre in 
microelectronic, it i nec-
ary to tum to nanotech-
nology. Rather than continu-
ing to miniaturize tran i to 
to a point where the be-
come unreliable nanotech-
nology offer the n w ap-
proach of building device 
on the atomic cal . One vi-
ion for the next genera-
tion of miniature electronic 
cir uitry i that of atomic-
chain electronic; ac ord-
ing to thi vi ion, each de-
vic i compo ed of atom 
aligned on top of a ub-
trate urface in a regular 
patt rn. The Atomic Chain 
Electronic Project (A EP) 
- part of a nanotechnol-
ogy group at Arne Re-
earch Center - has been 
developing the theory for 
under tanding atomic-
chain device , and a pat nt 
for atomic-chain electron-
i has been filed and i 
now pending. 
The u e of dopants is crit-
ical to th fun tionality of 
tran i tors. Dopants are im-
puriti intentionally added 
to the miconducting o-an-
Gale 
Macro: >1~ m (side) (a) 
Meso: 1~-1o-7 m (slde)(b) 
Source 
·.Wl 
·. im e 
Gale 
Drain Wl.· ml.· e 
Atomic: <10-0 m (top) (c) 
Figure 1. Trans istors Have Been Miniaturized, starting from the macroscopic 
scale, where thousands of dopant atoms can be regarded as being in a smooth 
distribution that determines the switch-on voltage. At the mesoscopic scale, 
transistors have different switch-on voltages, depending on precisely where the 
dopant atoms are located. To prevent such unit-to-unit variations, the next step 
in miniaturization will not be accomplished by making conventional transistors 
smaller: instead, transistors with dimensions <1 nm will be made from chains of 
precisely positioned atoms. 
www.nasatech. om 
atom preci ely, and as a 
result, mall variation in 
functioning occur among 
tran istors. uch variation 
are fatal when million or 
billions of transi tors are 
integrated in a computer 
chip, becau e the varia-
tion can cascade from 
on device to the next, 
eventually giving ri e to a 
malfunction. A olution of 
this aspect of the miniatur-
ization problem, devi ed 
b the ACEP, is to create 
all the device Oucture 
with atomic chain laid 
out in a regular preci e 
pattern by anchoring 
atoms to a ub trate, as il-
lustrated in the bottom 
part of Figure l. 
econd critical aspect 
of the functioning of a 
tran i tor i gain: the out-
put of th tran i tor 
hou ld be a magnified 
version of its input. EP 
re earch ha led to the 
con lu ion that in de ign-
ing atomic-chain tran i -
tors to produce gain, one 
hould exploit the field 
effe t, which i the only 
mechani m verified ex-
perimentall 0 far at the 
atomic cale. emicon-
ductor condu t urrent 
onl when a gate voltage 
i (i not) applied - field 
effect. Metal alway con-
duct curren t. A field-effect 
tran i tor use a emicon-
ductor for the chann I 
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and a metal for electrode , and this i 
how it achieves large gain. Thu , it is nec-
essary to devise chains with semiconduc-
tor and metal properties. First, the ACEP 
team tackled a simple problem theoreti-
cally: If one can arrange silicon atoms 
along a line floating in air, is this chain 
emiconducting? The answer is surpris-
ing: although bulk or thin-film silicon is 
semiconducting, an isolated chain of sili-
con atoms is always metallic. 
Fortunately, ACEP research 
also leads to the finding that 
a magne ium chain is semi-
conducting, even though 
bulk magne ium is metallic. 
Of course, it is not possi-
ble to float atoms in air: it 
is necessary to p lace them 
on top of a substrate. Sur-
face atom of the substrate 
aW'act atom in the chain 
and hold them at fixed po-
sitions. The surface of a 
or semiconducting, depending on the 
number of chemical bond between a 
chain atom and the substrate atoms. 
A further concern is that electrons 
traveling along an atomic chain can de-
tour into the substrate through chemical 
bonds and pos ibly leave through a 
neighboring chain, resul ting in the 
hort-circuiting of two atomic chains. 
uch hort circuits al'e fatal for elec-
tronic application and must be avoided. 
ACEP re earch has clarified the condi-
tions under which the ubstrate surface 
can be made electrically insulating in a 
chemical-bonding scheme. Among the 
findings of this research are that ilicon 
and germanium crystals can be good in-
sulating substrates. 
Thus far, the ACEP team has made 
the first tep toward the development of 
atomic-chain electronic 
devices. On top of a si li-
con substrate, it is possi-
ble to attach germanium 
atom with two chemical 
bonds each, as hown in 
Figure 2. The resulting 
tructure is a emicon-
ducting chain on an insu-
lating sub trate. Nearby 
chemical bonds on the 
ubstrate are saturated 
with hydrogen atoms, so 
that they are electroni-
cally inactive. Such a 
chain can be a compo-
nent of a field-effect tran-
sistor on an atomic cale. 
This work was done by 
To hishige Yamada of Com-
puter ciences Corp. for 
Ames Research Center. 
For further infonnation, ac-
cess the Technical Support 
Package (To 'P) free on-line 
at www.nasatech.com/tsp 
under the Electronic Compo-
runts and 'Jstems category. 
ubstrate can be made to 
have atomic-scale corruga-
tions , and the e can be 
used to create a precise 
pattern for atomic-chain 
electronics. However, the 
attractive force between 
the ubstrate and chain 
atom that are simply 
placed in the corrugations 
i too weak to secure atoms 
reliably. ACEP research has 
led to the conclusion that a 
chemical bonding cheme 
is needed to ecure chain 
atoms reliably, and to the 
further conclusion that the 
propertie of a chain are 
e Ge Ad.tom • Rrst Layer Si 
• H • Second Layer Si 
~ sp3 Electron Cloud This invention is owned by 11 SA, and a patent ap-
plication has been filed. In-
quiries concerning nonex-
clusive or exclusive license 
for its commercial develop-
ment should be addressed to 
strongly influenced by the 
ubstrate material and sur-
face orientation when 
Semiconducting Ge Adatom Chain on Hydrogenated 51 (100) 
chemical bonding is u ed. 
Indeed, the arne atomic 
chain can be either metallic 
Figure 2. A Semiconducting Chain of Germanium Atoms electrically insulated 
from other atoms present is formed on top of a (100) silicon substrate, the un-
used regions of which are hydrogenated. 
the Patent Counsel, Ames 
Research Center, (650) 604-
5104. Refer to ARC-14246. 
• Mounting Flip Chips on Heat-Dissipating, Matched-CTE Boards 
Integrated-circuit chips can run cooler, and solder joints are less likely to fail. 
John H. Glenn Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio 
"Flip chip on board (FCOB) with 
high thermal conductivity and tailored 
coefficient of thermal expan ion 
(CTE)" denotes a developmental con-
cept for relatively inexpensive, light-
weight packaging of electronic circuits 
to accommodate high densities of com-
ponents and of interconnection . The 
concept add res es seveml is ues that 
pertain to flip-chip performance and 
reliability and to the integration of flip 
chips with other components: These is-
sue include minimization of undesired 
mismatches of CTEs between flip chips 
and printed-wiring board (PWB), re-
moval of heat from high-power flip 
chips, and the need to maximize stiff-
ness while minimizing weight. 
www.nasalech.com 
sually, a conventional PWB is made 
of an epoxy-matrix/gla s-fiber lami-
nate, called "FR-4," with copper surface 
layer that can be etched to form signal 
and power conductors. A PWB of the 
present developmental type includes a 
core layer that contains a carbon cloth, 
andwiched between FR-4 outer layers. 
Typically, the thickness of the carbon-
ASA Tech BdefS. March 2002 
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The simple fact is that no single solution-be it ~mng pioneer this industry over 50 years ago. So if you're 
plug-in or instrument based-is right for every software" looking for someone to shed a little objective 
Time·saving software 
application. That's why Keithley offers both. And tools Included light on your data acquisition problems, log on to 
we're the only company that does, which means you can keithley.com/dac and download your FREE StraightStuff 
trust us to be completely objective about which solution Data Acquisition Kit. It's the first step toward making 
is right for you. What's more, every solution we offer is as buying decisions based on what's right for your application. 
reliable and accurate as they come. After all, we helped Isn't choice a wonderful thing? 
Learn more at 1.888.KEITHLEY or www.keithley.com 
KEITHLEY 
A GREATER MEASURE OF CONFIDENCE 
Electronics 
cloth layer is about one-third the over-
all thickness of the laminate. 
Carbon cloth i u ed in the core layer 
because it has several properties that are 
desirable with respect to the issue men-
tioned above. These properties include 
the high thennal conductivity of carbon 
fiber (up to 1,100 W/ m·K), low erE 
[«10-0 (OCr! in some cases], low mass 
density [",0.07Ib/ in.3 (1.9 kg/ m!) for car-
bon versus ",0.1 Ib/ in.3 (2.8 kg/ ms) for 
aluminum], and high stiffne [up to ",42 
Mp i (",290 CPa) for carbon versus ",10 
Mp i (",69 CPa) for aluminum]. 
The u e of a carbon-fiber core layer to 
increase the thermal conductance of a 
PWB and thu the ability of the PWB to 
dissipate heat offers two benefits. One 
benefit is higher reliability: It has been 
e timated that in many cases, lowering 
the temperature of operation of elec-
tronic components by 10 °c approxi-
mately doubles the mean time between 
failure of the components. The other 
benefit is that lower operating tempera-
tures enable components (e pecially 
data processors) to function at greater 
peeds and efficiencies. 
Thus far, thermal testing of specimens 
and finite-element modeling of carbon-
fiber-core FCOBs have hown the poten-
tial for matching of CTEs and lowering 
operating temperatures of components. 
In one example in the temperature analy-
is (see figure), the peak temperature 
under a flip chip was estimated to be ",277 
OF (",136 °C) on a conventional FR-4 PWB 
but only =129 OF (",54 °C) on a carbon-
fiber-core PWB. 
In one example in the CTE-mismatch 
analy is, the effective CTE of the region 
of a carbon-fiber-core where flip chip 
would be mounted was found to be 
'" 1.0 x 10-5 (0 r!; in contrast, the cor-
re ponding CTE of a conventional FR-4 
PWB was found to be "'2.1 x 10-5 (OCr). 
Thus, the carbon-fiber core exhibits les 
erE mi match with the chip ubstrate 
material - ilicon - for which the CTE 
range from 3 x 10-0 to 5 X 10-0 (OCr!. 
Ultrasonic imaging of carbon-fiber-core 
FCOB pecimens after thermal tests of 
Temperature, OF 
306.39 
TEMPERATURE MAP FOR CONVENTIONAL PWB 
277.46 
248.54 
219.62 
190.69 
161.77 
132.85 
103.92 
75.000 
Temperature, OF 
137.45 
129.64 
121 .64 
114.03 
106.22 
98.418 
90.612 
82.806 
75.000 
TEMPERATURE MAP FOR PWB WITH CARBON-FIBER CORE 
These Temperature Maps were computed in a finite-element simulation of thermal conditions on a 
PWB on which four heat-generating flip chips are mounted. For each of the two cases shown here, 
the peak temperature mentioned in the text was calculated as an average over all nodal values within 
the "footprints" of the flip chips. 
the pecimens revealed that the thermal 
tests did not re ult in any detectable in-
crease in the incidence of failure of 
flip-chip-mounting older joints. 
This work was done by Eyan Lee and 
William E. Davis of Applied Material Tech-
nologies, Inc., for Glenn Research Center, 
Inquiries concerning rights for the com-
mercial use of this invention should be ad-
dressed to NA A Glenn Research Center, 
Commercial Technology Office, Attn: Steve 
Fedor, Mail Stop 4-8, 21000 Brookpark 
Road, Cleveland, Ohio 44135. Refer to 
LEW-J6890. 
• Lightweight, Dimensionally Stable Printed-Wiring Boards 
In comparison with traditional PWBs, these offer better heat dissipation and CTE matching. 
John H. Glenn Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio 
Printed-wiring boards (PWBs) that 
are especially suitable as substrates for 
highly reliable, lightweight electronic 
circuits for aircraft and pacecraft have 
been developed. Like traditional 
46 
PWBs, the e PWBs are laminated com-
po ites that include dielectric inner 
layers plus copper outer layer that can 
be etched to form signal and power 
conductors. Going beyond the designs 
w"''''.nasatech.com 
of traditional PWB , these PWBs in-
clude multiple copper layer separated 
by dielectric (e.g., polyimide) layer, 
plu inner cores that contain carbon 
cloth. (Continued on pg. 48) 
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New MotionProTM High-Speed CMOS Digital Imaging System 
Sets New Standards from laboratories to Production lines 
MotionPro is more than the world's premiere 
PC I-based high-speed CMOS digital camera. 
It's a complete system for capturing high-speed 
events and delivering outstanding digital 
images directly into a PC for 'slow-motion' 
analysis and documentation. And it sets new 
price performance standards for both laboratory 
and production line diagnostic applications. 
MotionPro includes: 
• High-speed, compact, mega-pixel CMOS 
camera head. 
• PCI camera control and memory board, with 
up to 9.8 seconds of record time at 500 
full-resolution frames per second. 
• Intuitive, easy-to-use Windows-based 
control software. 
• Motion analysis software. 
• Optional video image synchronization with 
up to 64 channels of external sensor data. 
• REOLAKE® 
MotionPro delivers full frame color or 
monochrome resolution of 1280 x 1024 
pixels. Up to four MotionPro systems can 
operate from a single PC for multiple 
synchronous 'slow-motion' views of an 
event. Three models [with recording speeds 
up to 500, 2,000 and 10,000 frames per 
second) let you choose the right system for 
today, and easily upgrade later if necessary. 
Comprehensive integrated solutions -
including MotionPro, computer, software and 
instrumentation accessories - are available. 
See how to slow the motion and solve 
the problem with MotionPro by contacting 
Redlake MASD, Inc. at your choice of 
the following: 
Phone: 1-800-462-4307 or 1-858-481-8182 
Fax: 1-858-792-3179 
E-mail: sales@redlake.com 
Website: www.redlake.com 
For Free Info Circle No. 502 or Enter No. 502 at www.nasatech.comlrs 
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The e PWB are intended to accom-
modate high densities of electronic 
components and of interconnection 
among them. The designs of these 
PWBs can be optimized to satisfy everal 
requirements, including removal of heat 
generated in electronic 
components, maximization 
of tiffne with minimiza-
tion of weight, and mini-
mization of mismatches be-
tween the coefficients of 
thermal expansion (CfEs) 
of the PWBs and the com-
ponents (e.g., leadless chip 
carriers) mounted on them. 
Previous solutions to the 
heat-dis ipation and CTE 
problems have included the 
use of copper / Invar / cop-
per (CIC) core. While CIC 
cores contribute to reduced 
CfEs and increased thermal 
conductivitie , they also con-
tribute to increase in 
weights and costs. 
properties (low erE, high thermal con-
ductivity, low mass density, and high stiff-
ne s) that help to satisfy the requirements 
mentioned above. [The use of carbon 
cloth in the core layers of PWB for this 
reason is reported in the preceding arti-
cle, "Mounting Flip Chips on Heat-Dissi-
pating, Matched-CTE Boards" (LEW-
16890).] The pre ent carbon-core PWBs 
offer the advantages, but not the disad-
vantages, of PWBs with CIC cores; that is, 
unlike tho e with CIC cores, these are 
lightweight and relatively in-
expensive. Because of its su-
perior heat-dis ipating and 
erE characteristics, a PWB 
of this type (see figure) can 
accommodate about 40 per-
cent more electronic com-
ponents than can a tradi-
tional PWB. 
This work was done by 
Richard A. Bohner and 
William E. Davis of Applied 
Materials and Technologies, 
Inc., for Glenn Research 
Center. 
Inquiries concerning rights 
for the cammercial use of this in-
vention should be addressed to 
Carbon cloth i used in 
the core layers of the pre-
ent PWBs because it af-
ford a combination of 
This PWB Contains a Carbon-Cloth Core and a total of eight copper layers. The 
overall dimensions of the board are approximately 3.25 by 4.25 in. (about 8.3 by 
10.8 cm). 
V1SA Glenn Research Center, 
Commercial Technology Office, 
Attn: /eve Feder, Mail Stop 
4-8, 21000 Brookpark Road, 
Cleveland, Ohio 44135. Refer 
to IEW-16648. 
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Now you can eaSIly Install megapixel high-speed VIdeo into one slot on your Pc. The J 280 digital 
If"aglng svstem /tlcludes: • Latest CMOS sensor technology . PanelLink" dIgital output jar 
real-time Image transjer to jrame grabber . Photron Motion Tools software . Electronic global 
shut tel to 7.8/1s • Up to 16,000 jps • Run up to jour cameras jrom one PC • And much more .. . 
Photron proudly offers the 
smartest, fastest, largest line 
of high-speed video systems 
in the industry. 
High-speed, high-resolution, and 
high-G video systems. Known for years 
as the designer and manufacturer of 
Kodak 4540 and Motion Corder systems, 
as well as our own FASTCAM and ULTIMA 
systems, Photron has an impressive 
history of imaging technology leader-
ship. Now we want everyone to know 
about the most extensive product line of 
digital video systems available. 
Leadership through innovation. We 
are constantly expanding our product 
offering, and have several more exciting 
developments coming soon. Get to know 
the leader. Get to know Photron. 
Photron USA, Inc. www.fastcam .info 800-585-2129 
For Free Info Circle No. 555 or Enter No. 555 at www.nasatech.comlrs ASA Tech Briefs. March 2002 
As clock speeds approach 1 GHz even the simplest passive elements cause 
propagation delay, cross talk, and ground bounce. Eliminate glitches, resets, 
and logic errors by simulating entire signal paths. 
Rely on Ansoft's high performance 
EDA solutions for your signal 
integrity and EMI needs. 
Contact us for a free evaluation at 
412-261-3200 or info@ansoft.com. 
For Free Info Circle No. 566 or 
Visit www.nasatech.com/566 
Unmatched speed and accuracy in parasitic 
extraction and signal integrity simulation. 
Materials 
__ Protective Solid Electrolyte Films for Thin Li-Ion Cells 
These iIlms would simplify fabrication and afford greater flexibility in design. 
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
Thin film of Li2CO! are under con-
ideration for use as pas ivating layer 
between electrodes and solid electrolyte 
in advanced thin-film lithium-ion 
electrochemical cells. By suppre sing 
undesired chemical reaction as de-
scribed below, the Li2CO! fi lms could 
help to prolong the shelf lives, increase 
the pecific energie ,and implify the 
fabrication of the cells. Batterie com-
prising one or more cell of this type 
could be u ed as ources of power in 
such miniature electronic circuits as 
those in .. mart" cards, implantable elec-
tronic medical devices, sensors, portable 
communication devices, and hand-held 
computers. 
The need for passivation arise as 
follow: 
• A tate-of-the art thin-film Li-ion cell 
typically consi ts o[ a lithium metal 
anode, a glassy solid electrolyte, and a 
cathode made ofa lithiated transition-
metal oxide (e.g., LiCo02). The Li 
anode and most olid electrolyte are 
very en itive to humidity. To prevent 
de truction of the anode and olid-
electrolyte films by reactions with 
airborne moisture, it is neces ary to 
adhere to triet handling procedures 
during fabrication; in particular, the 
electrode and electrolyte film must 
be handled in a glove box. As a conse-
quence, the overall proce s of fabrica-
tion of thin-film Li-ion cell and 
batterie i more complex than it 
would otherwise be. 
• Many olid electrolyte are not chemi-
call or electrochemically stable when 
in contact ,vith Li or when exposed to 
high charging potentials. Intermediate 
passivating films that could protect 
such olid electrolytes at the anode 
and cathode potentials would be very 
de irable. 
The selection of materials for thin-
film Li-ion batterie involve concern 
similar to those for conventional bulk 
Li-ion batteries. However, the tech-
nique u ed to fabricate thin-film batter-
ie offer distinct advantage over tho e 
used to fabricate conventional batterie 
by affording the flexibility to design cell 
50 
with multilayer thin-film structure that 
can be made to exhibit properties not 
attainable in bulk structures. As an 
especially relevant example, a thin-film 
electrolyte structure can complise a film 
of a high-ionic-conductivity material 
coated with a fi lm of a material of lower 
ionic conductivity but greater tability 
ver u Li. The development of films that 
can provide stability at anode and cath-
ode potential enables the use of many 
electrolyte materials, including both 
novel electrolytes and electrolytes that 
were known previou Iy and were consid-
ered unusable becau e of poor chemical 
or electrochemical tability. 
Li2CO! is electronically insulating and 
somewhat ionically conductive. In 
research conducted thus far, solid 
electrolyte film of Li2CO! have been 
prepared by magnetron puttering. 
These films have been found to be table 
in air and to be useful [or protecting 
components of Li-ion cells as described 
above. More pecifically, the Li2CO~ 
films have been found to afford (l) 
excellent pas ivation again t reactions 
between electrolyte and anodes; (2) 
excellent tability against: oxidation at 
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high voltage, as evidenced by the 
oxidative tability of carbonate-based liq-
uid electrolytes at potentials up to 4.8 V, 
and (3) a high degree of stability in 
pre ence of humidity. The resistance to 
attack by airborne moisture is an impor-
tant advantage in that during fabrication, 
air-sen itive components passivated by 
Li2COs can be moved between process-
ing tools in ambient air. 
In impedance- pectroscopy te ts, 
Li2CO! fIlm and,viched between Mo 
electrode exhibited electrical charac-
teristics similar to those of other solid 
electrolyte fUms. The room-temperature 
ionic conductivity of the LiCo02 \\IaS 
found to be rather poor ('" 5 X 10-9 jcm), 
though it was found to fit to an Arrhe-
nius activation curve (se figure). Given 
this low ionic conductivity, Li2CO! would 
likely not be suitable for main electrolyte 
layers, but would be better uited for 
thin pas ivating film . 
This work was done by Ratnakumar Bugga 
and William West of CaltechforNASA's J et 
Propulsion Laboratory. For Jurther infor-
mation, access the Technical Support Package 
(TSP) free on-line at www.nasatech.comjtsp 
under the Materials category. NPO-20953 
3.1 3.2 3.3 3.4 
1,000 + (Absolute Temperature in Kelvins) 
An Arrhenius Activation Curve with a relatively low activation energy of ~O .35 eV appears to be 
consistent with the temperature dependence of the measured ionic conductivity of Li2C03. 
www.nasatech.com ASA Tech BJiefS, March 2002 
WHEN FAILURE IS NOT AN OPTION, 
DUPONT"" KRVTOlC IS THE ONLY CHOICE. 
When you're designing for critical applications, there's no 
room for doubt. Maximum durability isn't ju t desired, it's 
required. That' when you need the most advanced lubricant 
formulated from space-age fluoropolymer technology. 
Krytox~ At temperature from -70°F to 650°F (conditions 
that would cau e mo t lubricant to degrade), Krytox· 
excel -extending the life of critical components. Krytox· i 
nonflammable, chemically inert and compatible with metals, 
elastomer and engineering plastics. It also stands up to har h 
solvents. And it won't migrate. So, when you can't afford 
failure, opt for Krytox~ For more information on Krytox· and 
other DuPont performance lubricants call 1-800-424-7502. 
Or visit our new, redesigned web ite at www.laytox.com. 
NEW KRYTOX· XHT GREASES! 
The DuPont Oval Logo. DuPont"'. The miracles of science"'. and Krytox" are 
trademarks or registered trademarks of E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company. 
INTRODUCING KRYTOX XHT 
OUR HIGHEST-TEMPERATURE 
GR£ASEFORMULAnONSYET 
> Most stable high-temperature greases available 
> All the same benefits of current Kryto 
> Ideal for conveyor systems. oven bearings, 
valves, and other high-temperature applications 
up to 800°F (425°C) 
> Several grades available to meet specific 
application needs 
cmJPOND 
The miracles oJ science· 
For Free Info Circle No. 441 or Enter No_ 441 at www.nasatech.com/rs 
Mechanics 
o Study of Turbulent Boundary Layer on the F-15B Airplane 
Automated hot-wire anemometry has been demonstrated in flight tests. 
Dryden Flight Research Center, Edwards, California 
NASA' F-15B #836 is a two-seat 
ver ion of the F-15, which is a high-
performance, uper onic, all-weather 
fighter airplane. The F-15B is used as a 
te t-bed aircraft for a wide variety of 
flight experiments. In support of thi 
use, a flight-te t fixture (FTF) was devel-
oped to provide a space for flight 
experiments in a region with known 
aerodynamic condition. The FTF i a 
fully in trumented test article mounted 
on the center line of the bottom of the 
fuselage of an F-15B airplane. The FTF 
include an interchangeable experi-
ment panel and i 107 in. (2.72 m) long, 
32 in. (0.81 m) high, and 8 in.(20.3 cm) 
wide, with a 12-in. (30.5-cm) elliptical 
no e ection. The FTF has been u ed in 
many flight experiments during the pa t 
everal ear and can be modified to sat-
i fy a variety of re earch requirements. 
One method of measl.lling turbulent 
fluctuation of den ity and velocity 
across the com pre ible boundary layer 
of an aircraft urface in flight (which 
fluctuations give ri e to Reynold 
stre ses) involve the use of a recently 
developed automated hot-wire anemom-
etry stem. Prior to the development of 
the automated hot-wire anemometry 
y tem, a method of measuring turbu-
lent velocity fluctuation in flight had 
not been perfected and routinely used 
in AS 's flight experiments, primarily 
because of the limitation of conven-
tional anemomeu), tems. onventional 
anemometry systems are characterized 
by difficultie in tuning, poor signal-ta-
noise ratio and low bandwidth at low 
overheat ratios. ensitivity to elecu-a-
magnetic interference. and vulnerability 
to effects of cable capacitance. The au-
tomated hot-wire anemomeul' system is, 
more pecifically. a constant-voltage 
anemometry (eVA) system that ha 
been hown not to be subject to the 
aforementioned deficiencies of conven-
tional anemometry systems. The CVA 
y tem \va selected for flight te ting on 
the FTF 011 the F-15B airplane. 
It is e sential to characterize the 
turbulent boundary layel· in flight 
experiments b cause the length cale 
characteri tic of turbulence in wind-
52 
tunnel experiments are significantly dif-
ferent from tho e of turbulence in 
flight. Thu, flight measurements in 
turbulent boundary layers are necessary 
for validation of computational fluid dy-
namics (CFD) computer codes and for 
predicting transitions from laminar to 
turbulent flow. The specific objective of 
Figure 1. The inside of the Experiment Panel and the Hot-Wire Assembly are depicted in this photograph. 
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Figure 2. These Power Spectral Densities were computed from hot-wire-anemometer 
measurements taken at mach 0.9, an altitude of 15,000 ft (=4.6 km), and a local Reynolds 
number of 2.8 x 10' . 
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Survive the rigors 
of deep space. 
Do More. 
In order for Alliance Spacesystems Inc. to 
design the robotic arm for the front of the 
Mars Exploration Rover, they needed an 
optimal combination of strength and light 
weight. With COSMOS!, they were able 
to reduce the weight 15-20% while still 
meeting NASAlJPL 's exacting standards. 
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Mechanics 
the flight tests was to validate the 
concept of CVA for measuring velocity 
fluctuations in turbulent boundary lay-
ers in flight. 
The flight-tested CVA system in-
cluded four hot wires (two wires of 5-\llD 
and two of 10-\llD diameter) mounted 
on probes on the aft panel of the F-15B 
FTF ( ee Figure 1). The measurements 
taken with the wires of each diameter 
were used to verify the sensitivity and re-
peatability of measurements. The hot-
wire probes were mounted under the 
airfoil skin and were extended just prior 
to collection of data. The probes were 
extended at an angle of 45° into the 
boundary-layer flow to distances of 1, 2, 
3, and 4 cm from the skin. Data were 
taken simultaneously for each wire dur-
ing a time in terval of 32 seconds at each 
flight condition. After collection of 
data, the probes were retracted. The as-
sociated electronic circuits, (including 
the power upply, CVA sub ystem, and 
data-acqui ition subsy tern) were in-
stalled aboard the FTF. 
In the tests, data were taken under 
various flight conditions ranging be-
tween mach 0.6 and mach l.3 at an alti-
tude of between 15,000 feet (",4.6 km) 
and 30,000 feet (",9.1 km) . At the time 
of reporting the information for this ar-
ticle, analysis of the data was underway. 
Figure 2 presents a sample of processed 
data obtained from the flight tests. The 
raw data were sampled at a rate of 50 
kHz and low-pas filtered at frequency 
of 20 kHz. The plots in Figure 2 how 
that there was significant turbulence at 
distances of 1, 2, and 3 cm from the 
skin. The turbulence was considerably 
lower at 4 cm from the kin, indicating 
the edge of the boundary layer. The 
peaks of the power pectral den ities oc-
curred at frequencies between 1,000 
and 1,200 Hz. The turbulent energy cas-
cade is clearly indicated, at frequencies 
above 12 kHz, by approximately con-
stant negative lope at all four boundary-
layer location . 
The turbulent data signal were ana-
lyzed to determine the degree to which 
they approximated Gaussian functions. 
Tho e obtained at the di tances of 1 and 
2 cm from the kin were found to be 
Gau sian, while changes from Gaussian 
to non-Gau ian were found to occur at 
distances of 3 and 4 cm. 
This work was done by Angela K. Beaver 
and Donald S. Greer of Dryden Flight 
Research Center. For further information, 
access the Technical Support Package (TSP) 
free on-line at UlWW.nasatech.com/tsp under 
the Mechanics category. 
DRC-Ol-15 
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o Improved 
Alignment 
Mechanism for 
Robotic Drilling 
The improved design 
p reven ts j amming of an 
alignment key in an incorrect 
p osition. 
NASA s Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 
Pasadena, California 
An improved alignment mechanism 
and mating procedure have been de-
vised for a robotic drilling system in 
which there is a need to assemble drill 
stem rods for sampling soils and rocks 
on a distant planet or asteroid. This 
mechanism is applicable to system re-
quiring positive axial alignment between 
segments. Similar mechanisms could be 
used on Earth, not only for assembling 
long drill but also for any system where 
a eries of rod must be robotically 
assembled, such as in truss consuuction. 
Figure 1. Conventional Mating Schemes incor-
porating polygonal configuration are susceptible 
to jamming. 
onven tiona] roboticaJly actuated 
drill-stem segmenting y terns use align-
ment ke that often feature polygonal 
protrusions. Figure 1 sh w a con eptual 
example. The e mechani m , while en-
uring corr ct rotational alignment, are 
u ceptible to jamming in a mi align d 
po ition. To pI' vent uch jamming, 
complex onu'ol ystem must be imple-
mented that an provide fairly accurat 
alignment between the stem egments 
N Te h Brief: , March 2002 
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Mechanics 
prior to any mechanical engagement. 
Additional control must also be imple-
mented to deal with the possibility that 
jamming occurs. 
ment as well as torque u'an fer between 
egments. In the current implementa-
tion, an additional pilot is u ed to en-
sure axial alignment, but this feature 
may not always be necessary. The 
fo llowing step are used to mate the 
segments: 
The improved alignment mechani m 
and mating procedure preclude any 
chance of jamming dming as embly. 
The mechanism also does not require 
rotational alignment prior to engage-
ment. The interface is a "half dog 
clutch ," a mating cherne where two 
half cylinders are mated together ( ee 
Figure 2). However, the alignment keys 
are cut so as to produce a helical face . 
These keys are u ed for rotational align-
1. The segments to be aligned are 
moved toward each other until con-
tact between them is sensed. It may 
be beneficial to lowly rotate one of 
the rods in the direction opposite 
that of a flat cut that is part of the 
alignment key to help en ure that the 
helical faces of the dog contact first. 
How TO GET SILICONE THAT'S 
OFF THE RADAR SCREEN • • • 
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Figure 2. An Improved Alignment Mechanism 
does not require rotational alignment prior to 
engagement. 
2. The rod are moved apart to a dis-
tance that i fraction of the height of 
the alignment key. 
3. The rods are re-engaged by simulta-
neou rotation and translation in 
such a way that the tip of the align-
ment key travel parallel to the heli-
cal alignment-key surface. Thi mo-
tion ensure that next contact will be 
b tween driving face, at which time 
po iuYe axial alignment i achieved. 
4. The axial-rotational movement can 
continue until full engagement of 
the egments i achieved and de-
tected, assuming that one segment i 
held freely so that the other may 
drive it. 
Note that for this entire proces on ly 
two simple ensory inputs are required. 
At no point must the control y tern 
know the rotational po ition of either 
egment. 
This warn was done by Benjamin Dolgin 
and tepJum. Askins oj Gal/ech Jor NASA's Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory. For Jurther infor· 
mation, access the Technical Support Package 
(1SP) free O1Vlille at www.nasatech.com/tsjJ 
under the Mechanics category. 
NP0-21164 
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Mechanics 
o Measuring Volume of 
Incompressible Liquid in 
a Rigid Tank 
The measurement is unaffected by the shape 
of the liquid or tank. 
NASA s Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
A technique for measuring the volume of an incompressible 
liquid in a rigid tank involve measurement of the total volume 
of gas in tho e parts of the tank not occupied by the liquid. The 
volume of Hquid is then computed by ubtracting V from the 
total volume of the tank and the a sociated plumbing. 
Unlike liquid-level-measuring techniques, thi technique 
works whether or not a gravitational field is present and is un-
affected by the shape of the liquid or tank. Even if bubbles of 
gas are present in the liquid or if the liquid has broken up into 
separate globules or pools, the measurement of the total vol-
ume of gas i unaffected. 
The pressure in the tank is measured while the total volume 
of the tank i varied by use of a piston or bellows (see figure). 
It is assumed that the gas is a nonconden ible ideal gas, that 
the alternating com pre ion and decompression of gas i adia-
batic, and that the variation in volume is a small fraction of the 
total volume of gas. Under the e assumptions, the total volume 
(V) of gas in the tank is given by V = -yP(t. VIM), where y is the 
specific heat of the gas at constant pre sure .;- the specific heat 
of the gas at constant volume, P is the pre ure, t. V i the 
change in volume, and M is the change in pressure that ac-
companies the change in volume. In a demon tration of this 
technique, the volume of water in a 94-liler tank was deter-
mined within 1 Liter. 
This work was done by Frank T. Hartley oj Caltech Jor NASA's Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory. For Ju·rther inJormation access the Techni-
cal Support Package (TSP) free on·line at www.nasatech.com/tsp 
under the Mechanics category. 
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The Volume of Gas (including bubbles) in the tank is determined by mea-
suring the small change in pressure that accompanies a small change in 
volume. The volume of liquid is then computed by subtracting the volume 
of gas from the total volume of the tank and plumbing. 
NASA Tech firi [s. March 2002 
Machinery I Automation 
o Vision-Based Maneuvering and Manipulation by a Mobile Robot 
Mobility is used to augment limited dexterity. 
NASA's Jet Propulsion L abomtory, Pasadena, California 
B ....____Target 
-t 
• 
I Front 
'--.-.-----=-' 
A small mobile robot equipped with a 
ste reoscopic machine visio n system and 
two man ipulator arms tha t have limited 
degrees of freedom has been given the 
abili ty to perform moderately dexte rous 
manipula ti o n autonomously, under 
control by an onboard computer. The 
approach taken in thi development ha 
been one of formulating visio n-ba ed 
control software to utilize the mobili ty of 
the vehicle to compensate for the limita-
tion on the dexterity of the manipulator 
arms. Although the goal was se lected vi-
sually, it is tracked o nboard using infor-
matio n about its shape; in particu lar, the 
target is a sumed to be a local e levation 
maximum (i.e., th e highest point within 
a small patch of area) . 
A Six-Wheeled Robotic Vehicle Is Moved - in this case, backward along a series of circular arc 
seg ments - w hile visually tracking the target, so that the manipulator-arm workspace initia lly at 
position A can be robustly moved onto the target at position B. 
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Machinery I Automation 
The mobile robot in question i Rocky 
7 - a prototype "rover"-type vehicle 
used in re earch on robotic-vehicle 
concepts for the exploration of Mars. 
The mobility y tem of Rocky 7 is based 
on a ix-whee l-drive rocker-bogey 
mechanism that includes two steerable 
front wheel and four nonsteerable 
back wheels. One of the manipulator 
arm i equipped with two indepen-
dently actuated coops for acquiring 
samples. ot counti ng the motions of 
the scoops, thi arm has two degrees of 
freedom - houlder roll and a houl-
der pitch. The other manipulator arm 
is a mast on which i mounted a tereo-
copic pair of video cameras and that 
can, if desired, be tipped with a cien-
tific instrument. The mast ha three de-
grees of freedom (houlder pitch , 
shoulder roll , and elbow pitch). T he 
mast can be used to position and orient 
its cameras and! or to place its tip in-
strument on a target object to acquire a 
ample or take a reading. Additional 
stereo copic pairs of camera are lo-
cated at the front and rear end of the 
main body of the vehicle. 
At the beginning of an operation, 
one or more target objects a mall dis-
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tance away are elected, and then the 
robot is commanded to perform au-
tonomously om manipulations that in-
volve the objects. Following the basic ap-
proach of using mobility to augment 
dexterity, the navigation and mobility 
control ubsystems of the vehicle cause 
the vehicle to maneuver into a position 
and orientation in which the target lies 
within the range of one of the manipu-
lators (see figure), and then the manip-
ulator control subsystem causes the ma-
nipulator to perform the remaining fine 
positioning and manipulation. 
The key to ensuring that the rover 
reaches its target i to move in mall 
steps, and lock onto tile target by auto-
matically tracking its shape. The com-
puter proce es the image data from the 
stereo copic camera pairs into an eleva-
tion map of the nearby terrain and lo-
cates the target on the elevation map. 
The computer plan the route of the ve-
hicle acro s tile terrain toward the tar-
get, u ing an approximate kinematical 
model (as uming flat terrain and no lip-
page of wheel ). At frequent interval 
along the route, updated elevation maps 
are generated from newly acquired 
stereo copic-image data, the target is 
identified on the updated map, and 
the planned route i corrected accord-
ingly. Here the cale-invariant feature 
(i.e., hape, el varion, and centroid) 
are tracked: thi allow one to track the 
target even as its image grow dramati-
cally in ize during the final approach, a 
ituation that often cau e traditional vi-
ual ervoing technique to fail. This 
proce of iterative, vi ion-based refine-
ment of the route continues until the 
vehicle arrive at the de ired location 
near the target. 
Once the vehicle is in the de ired po-
ition and orientation relative to the 
target, the de ignated manipulator arm 
is lowered toward the target; tactile 
en ing i u ed to ignal contact with 
the target or with the ground adjacent 
to the target. The manipulator arm i 
then command d to perform the a-
signed manipulation . Manipulations 
that Rocky 7 has performed in demon-
su'ation include grasping several small 
rocks that were initially at a distance of 
>1 m and placing an instrument on a 
boulder that wa initially at a distance 
of>5 m. 
This work was done by Mark Maimone, 
Issa esnas, and Hari Das of Caltech for 
NASA's J et Propulsion Laboratory. For 
further information, access the Technical 
Support Package (TSP) free on-line at 
UlWW.lIasatech.rom!tsp unMr the Machinery! 
A utomation category. 
NP0-21011 
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51 Photolithographic Fine Patterning of Difficult-To-Etch Metals 
Copper is used as a liftoff material. 
John H. Glenn Research Center; Cleveland, Ohio 
A proce that include photolithogra-
phy, liftoff, etching, and putter deposi-
tion has been developed to enable the 
fabrication of thin, finely patterned lay-
er of gold, platinum, and other difficult-
to-etch material in advanced miniature 
en or and a ociated electronic cir-
cuitry. Heretofore, photolithography ha 
be n u ed in conjunction with liftoff 
and etching to produce finely detailed 
tru ture in easy-to-etch material. The 
pre e nt proce is needed becau e con-
ventional photolithograph cannot be 
used to pattern difficult-to-etch material 
and the alternative proce e heretofore 
available for patterning difficult-to-etch 
material are limited to patial re olution 
of about 0.005 in. (=0. 13 mm) or coal' er . 
The process (ee figure) include 
some new step plu orne step from 
prior processes that are u ed with modi-
fications and in a different equence. 
The equence i the following: 
1. Copper is de po ited over an entire 
face of a sub crate of sui table material 
(e.g., alumina). If the ub trate materi-
al i one to which copper doe not ad-
here well, aluminum or nickel can b 
used in tead of copper. The thickne 
of the copper (or aluminum or nickel, 
as the case ma be) hould be mad 
roughly three time that of the final de-
ir d difficult-lo-etch metal layer. 
2. The copper i covered with po itive 
phoLOre i t. 
3. The photore i t i oft-bak d . 
4. The photoresi t i exposed through a 
phoLOmask in the desired pattern. 
5. The photore i t is developed . 
6. It is hard baked at 110 0 for 30 
minutes. 
7. The entire workpiece i washed with 
a half-and-half mixture of nitric acid 
and water to remove the copper from 
the region in which the difficult-to-
etch metal is to be depo ited. Thl re-
moval of copper i facilitated b a 
light undercutting of the photore i t. 
The mo t ignificant a pect of thi 
proce i the u of copp r a the 
liftoff material. Pard becau e of the 
rapidit with which opper i etched, it 
is pos ible to control the amount of 
under lilting of the photor i t and to 
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ensure that the undercutting occurs uni-
formly and cleanly. Undercutting i very 
important to the succe s of this proce : it 
expedites removal of unwanted material 
later in the proces and increase the 
sharpness of the final pattern of difficult-
to-etch metal. 
were previously removed, difficult-to-
etch metal becomes deposited di-
rectly onto me sub trate. During the 
deposition of the difficult-to-etch 
metal, the substrate i cooled to pre-
vent the carbonization of the pho-
toresi t; this i necessary becau e car-
bonization would make the 
ub equent removal of the photore-
8. The sub trate holder i precooled to 
10 °C before the piece is loaded into 
tile sputtering system. sist more difficult. 
9. The difficu lt-to-etch metal is sputter-
deposited at a relatively low power 
density (0.14 W/ cm2 ) over the en-
tire sub trate. In the region from 
which the copper and photore ist 
10. The workpiece is washed with ace-
tone to remove all the photoresist 
plus the portion of difficult-to-
etch metal deposited on top of the 
photoresist. 
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11. The workpiece is washed with til 
nitric acid/ water mixture to etch 
away all the remaining copper, leav-
ing the de ired difficult-to-etch 
metal pattern. 
This w(Jrk was Mne by Charles A. Blaha of 
Akima Cmp. for Glenn Research Center. 
For further information, access the Technical 
Support Package (TSP) free on-line at 
www.nasatech. com/ tsp under the Manufac-
turing category. 
Inquiries concerning rights for the commer-
cial use of this invention should be addressed 
to NASA Glenn Research Center, Commercial 
Technology Office, Attn: Steve Fed(JT, Mail 
Stop 4-8, 21000 Brookpark Road, Cleve-
land, Ohio 44135. Refer to LEW-17079. 
Alumina 
I. 
DepOSition of Copper 
Copper 
I 
Application and Patterning of 
Photoresist and Etching of Copper 
Photoresist 
I ~~ 
Deposition of Difficult-To-Etch Metal 
Difficult-To-Etch 
~ 
Removal of Photoresist and Difficult-To-Etch 
Metal on Top of Photoresist 
Removal of Remaining Copper 
A Mask for Sputter Deposit ion of a difficult-to-
etch metal is made of copper with overhanging 
photoresist. The photoresist and copper are 
removed after the deposition . 
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a Software for Optimized Flattening From 3D to 2D 
Manufacturing considerations can be taken into account in designing minimally wasteful 
2D patterns. 
John H. Glenn Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio 
A computer program offers enhanced capabilities for calcu-
lating two-dimensional (2D) patterns needed to construct 
specified three-dimensional (3D) surfaces to within acceptably 
close approximations, with minimal waste of sheet material. 
Examples of complexly shaped sheet-material items that could 
be designed by use of this program include aircraft fuselages, 
hulls of ships, clothing, and automotive bodies. 
This program offers two advantages over the flattening sub-
programs of prior computer-aided-design, computer-aided 
manufacturing (CAD-CAM) programs: 
• The program utilizes all available pertinent information, in-
cluding not only information on the desired 3D shape but 
also information about the manufacturing process in which 
the two-dimensional pattern (s) would be formed into the 3D 
urface. The more information about the 3D surface and the 
manufacturing process that is available, the better can be the 
match between the 3D urface and the 2D p'attern(s) u ed to 
consttuctit. 
• The program affords options that enable the user to define 
and build a method of olution based on the unique char-
acteri tics of, and the available data about, the 3D surface. In 
particular, the program can implement any or all of four in-
dependent procedure, and for each procedure there is a 
choice of everaI algorithms. This array of option enable 
the user to integrate any available pertinent information 
into the solution via at least one procedure. 
In the event thaI the desired 3D surface is one that can be 
fabricated by bending only ( uch a urface i termed "devel-
opable" in the art) then procedure 1 and 2 are the only one 
needed. However, if in-plane deformation (tretching or 
shrinking) are needed, or if there is a need to fold any portion 
of sheet material upon itself to form multiple layer, then pro-
cedure 3 or procedures 3 and 4 mu t al 0 be used. 
In procedure 1, boundarie that divide a 3D urface into re-
gion are placed into a plane. Becau the algorithm defining 
the e boundarie can b cho en from a library of algorithm , 
the e boundaries serve as initial condition which help define 
a unique flattening proces . The placem nt of the e bound-
arie depend on everaI factors unique to the 3D surface. One 
factor, which can be controlled by placement of the bound-
arie , is to allow or not allow di lortion to move from one 2D 
region into another 2D region. Also, the u er might want to 
atisfy orne general 2D outer-boundary con traints, which can 
be addre ed onl at the boundary-placement level. orne 3D 
urface boundarie cannot be placed directly into the 2D plane 
b procedure 1. Such a boundary is not amenable to place-
m nt by u e of one or two algorithm alon ; in tead, it i 
necessary to "grow" the boundary into the 2D plane during the 
e ecu tion of procedure ( ) 2, 3, and/ or 4. 
In pro edure 2, 3D cell waIl are plac d into the plane, such 
that the length of the 3D ar of each cell wall are pre erved 
in the plane. l thi point, the program i working in the 2D 
plane but i using information which geometri ally define the 
corre ponding 3D urface trian I . After procedur 2 ha been 
performed at th local level on an individual cell, the u er i 
then giv n the option of u iog either procedure 3 or pro e-
dure 3 and 4. These two procedure involve the relation hip 
betw n th area and g om try of a 3D cell and th area and 
geometry of tile corresponding recentl formed 2D cell. In par-
Tech Brief] , March 2002 
ticular, if the user knows there was a local expansion, contraction, 
or folding of the 2D sheet during the manufacturing process, 
then procedure 3 or procedures 3 and 4 must be used. The e 
procedures modify the local 2D cell by incorporating, into the 2D 
cell, the inverse stresses and strains inherent in the manufactur-
ing process of forming a 3D surface from a 2D surface. Proce-
dure 4 is used and coupled to procedure 3 if me expansion or 
contraction factors are associated with preferred directions. 
Another important element of the program logic is the cou-
pling of procedure 2 directly to procedure 3 by feeding the 
geometric solution of procedure 2 into procedure 3. The geo-
meu'ic solution from procedure 2 serves as an initial geometry 
from which procedure 3 (or 3 and 4) can geometrically and al-
gebraically iterate. During thi iteration, the 3D cell is trans-
formed from a predefined 3D celJ geometry to a 2D cell geom-
etry which satisfies input data defining the manufacturing 
process. 
This work was done by Bruce M. A uer of Glenn Research Center. 
For further information, access the Technical Support Package (TSP) 
free on-line at www.nasatech.com/tsp under the Manufacturing 
category. 
Inquiries concerning rights for the commercial use of this invention 
hould be addressed to NA :A Glenn Research Center, Commercial 
Technology Office, Attn: teve Fed01' Mail top 4-8, 21000 Brookpark 
Road, Cleveland, Ohio 44135. Refer to LEW-17029. 
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a Electron-Beam Welding of Superalloys at High Temperatures 
Strain age cracks can be prevented. 
John H. Glenn Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio 
Electron-beam welding at high tem-
perature has been found to be a suit-
able process for joining structural 
components made by ca ting certain su-
peralloys. This process can be used in 
the fabrication of superaUoy parts that 
must withstand high operating tempera-
tures. Examples of such parts include 
Less is more. 
Less parts, less assembly steps, less 
assembly time - all yield more productivity 
and more cost reductions. To achieve this, 
designing for assembly (DFA) is critical. 
PEM<t products are made for DFA. Just 
punch or drill a hole and press a PEM 
fastener into place. PEM self-clinching 
fasteners install permanently into thin 
sheets. There are fewer parts and fewer 
total pieces to handle during assembly 
which translates into cost savings. We 
also offer thread less and multi-function 
fasteners to further meet your DFA needs. 
exhaust ducts of advanced aerospace 
engine and end caps on turbine buckets. 
The superalloys in question are y-
su'engthened nickel-ba e alloys that con-
tain either >3 weight percent A1 or >6 
percent Ti. Strain age cracks form in 
such alloys upon cooling after welding 
or on subsequent reheating to aging 
HERE'S TIlE CI1NCHER 
These include SNAP-TO 
(shown in photo above) 
standoffs which eliminate 
the need for screws, 
locating pins for quick 
alignment of mating 
parts, P.C. board fasteners 'I 
and many others. I 
For automated installation, our line of 
PEMSERTER'" presses quickly install PEM 
fasteners, further reducing assembly time. 
Clinch it with PEM-
FASTENERS & PRESSES 'V' 
PEM Fastening Systems 
a PennEngineerin{j" company 
C2001 210 
800-237-4736 • www.pemnet.com ® 
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temperatures. The cracks result from a 
combination of residual stresse pro-
duced during welding and aging cycles. 
Heretofore, the formation of the strain 
age cracks has made it impossible to 
utilize these supera1loy to make welded 
structures. 
The development of the present 
process brought elecu'on-beam welding 
together with vacuum heat treatment to 
provide a new indu trial capability. 
Electron-beam welding has long been 
used to produce structural weldments in 
a wide variety of alloys, but, heretofore, 
has not been successfu l for welding 
nicke l-base uperalloy U'uctures. 
ickel-base uperalloy are frequently 
heat-treated in vacuum furnaces to im-
part the very propertie for which they 
were elected. 
In the present process, a heat-treating 
furnace is placed in the vacuum cham-
ber of an electron-beam welding 
machine. A uperalloy tructure to be 
welded is placed in the furnace. Prior 
to and during welding, the furnace i 
used to heat the entire supera lloy struc-
ture to a temperature at or near the 0-
lution temperature of the alloy. Main-
taining the entire structure at this 
temperature reduces or eliminates the 
thermal tresses produced by the dif-
ferential thermal expan ion during 
welding. Further, maintaining thi tem-
perature for a while after welding af-
ford some relief of o lidification 
stre ses, thereby helping to prevent 
ub equent train age cracking. The 
structure can then be cooled rapidly 
and later aged or can be aged during 
the cooling cycle after welding has 
been completed. An additional advan-
tage i that the reduction in thermal 
tre s prevents the formation of liqua-
tion cracks in the heat-affected zones 
of the welds . 
This work was done by Thomas J Kelly of 
General Electric Co. for Glenn Research 
Center. For further infonnation, access the 
Technical Support Package (TSP) free on-line 
at www.nasatech.com/tsp under the Manu-
facturing category. 
Inquiries concerning rights for the com-
mercial use of this invention should be ad-
dressed to NASA Glenn Research Cente); 
Commercial Technology Office, Attn: Steve 
Fedor, Mail Stop 4-8, 21000 Brookpark 
Road, Cleveland, Ohio 44135. Refer to 
LEW-16686. 
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, Petri-Dish Spreaders Sterilized by 
Electrical Heating 
Sterilization is faster, easier, and less expensive than it 
is for conventional glass spreaders. 
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, Hou ton, Texas 
An improved method of terilizing 
petri-dish preaders and a spreader de-
sign to impl ment th method have 
been dev loped. In comparison with 
the conventional methods of teri lizing 
petri-dish spreaders, the improved 
method is expected to prove ea ier, 
a fer, Ie time-consuming, and Ie s 
co L1y, and to require less laboratory 
pace. This improved method could be 
used in microbiological inve Ligations 
in microgra\1t (e.g., aboard the Inter-
national pace tation) or in normal 
Earth gravity (e.g., in governmem and 
clinical laboratories and re ear h in ti-
tution). Particularly, when u ed in 
pa eOight, th ' improved method will 
proveafer than the traditional flame 
terilization meth d . 
Th pdor art in the de ign , u e, and 
t rilization of peu-i-dish preaders is rel-
aLively traightforward. A conventional 
p tri-dish preader i a gl rod bent 
like a hock Lick. Th longer traight 
egmem of ule rod i u ed a a handle, 
while we horter straight egment i 
u ed to pr ad a u p nsion of micro-or-
ganl m WiUl a small volume (t)'pi al l 
O.l-mL) evenl over the surfa of the 
gr wth m dium in a petri di h. After a 
suitable incubation Lime, colonie of the 
Transformer. 
120 V PnnIIlIY. 6 V Secondary 
microbe grow on the urfac of the 
medium. Provided that a known volume 
of a microbial sus pen ion i spread 
even ly over the medium, an accurate 
count can be made, and the type of or-
ganisms in LI1e uspen ion can b identi-
fied. If the suspension is not spread cor-
rectly, we growing colonies converge 
and become so crowded wat it is hard to 
ee the boundarie betwe n L11em. 
Each Lime a uspen ion of micro-or-
gani m i pread over a different di h , 
a t rile glass pread r mu t b u ed. A 
preader that wa u ed on another di h 
can be reused if it i dipped into 95-p r-
cent eth I alcohol and the al ohol i 
(hen ignited wiLll a flame to sterilize the 
preader. If multiple di he are to be in-
o ulated and in ufficient time i avail-
able for terilization of a inglc 
preader b tween dishe , then multiple 
tel;le preader mu t be prepared in 
advance. and on iderable lab raLOry 
pa e mu t b allocated f, r LOring 
them. loreover, the u e of alcohol and 
an open flame to terilize preader in-
troduce a fire hazard . 
In LI1e improv d m thod, ule spread r 
compri e a forked handl and a rak 
made ofa oil of hromel ele tri al-re i -
P."i DISh 
A Rake Made of Coiled Wire is heated by placing the ends of the wire in contact with the 6-volt sec-
ondary terminals of a step-down transformer. The heating sterilizes the rake. so that it can be used 
to spread micro-organisms over a petri dish. 
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a current of 3 A when a potential of 6 Vi 
applied. All that one need do to sterilize 
the rake is to place the end terminal of 
the wire in contact with the output termi-
nal of a 6V power source, which can be 
the econdary terminals of a 120-t~ 
step-down transformer. In thi method, 
one does not attempt to sterilize the en-
tire spreader; only the rake is terilized. 
Tests have hown that the rake become 
heated to sterilizing temperature within 
only 2 to 3 second of heating at 6 V. After 
electrical heating, the rake can be cooled 
quickly on a damp terile pad and i then 
ready to use. The sterility of the preader 
in this improved method has been veri-
fied by extensive testing involving pread-
ing on sterile media after spreading 0.1 
mL of a bacterial solution on a petri dish. 
The improved method has proved to 
be very reliable. Although it involves heat, 
th i method, unlike the flame steriliza-
tion method, does not involve either al-
cohol or an open flame, and thus intro-
duces less of a fire hazard. Because this 
method make it unnece ary to use mul-
tiple presterilized glas preaders, it re-
duces (relative to the flame sterilization 
Superior image and data transfer ... 
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method) the amount of storage pace 
needed. Because sterilization and cooling 
before each use take only a few seconds 
in thi method, preparation time i re-
duced, relative to that of the flame steril-
ization method. A further advantage of 
this method is that, because of its simplic-
ity, little (if any) maintenance is needed. 
This work was done by Duane Pierson of 
Johnson Space Center and Thomas C. 
Molina of KRUG Life Sciences. For further 
information contact the Johnson Technology 
Commercialization Office at 281-483-3809. 
M C-22903 
e Quantifying 
Microbial Diversity 
Through ' 
Dilution/ Extinction 
John F Kennedy :pace Center, Florida 
A method of relatively easily, rapidly, 
and inexpensively quantifYing the struc-
tural diversity of a multiple-specie com-
munity of micro-organisms i based on 
the rate of extinction of phenotypic traits 
acro a dilution gradient of a sample of 
the community. In thi context, the con-
cept of tructural diversity encompasse 
the number (richne ) and distribution 
(evenne ) of eparate or interacting bio-
logical entitie re ponsible for given func-
tions within the overall set of function 
performed b the community. It is as-
sumed that the rate oflo of character (as 
measured through te ting for a given 
function) from the commw1ity upon di-
lution/ extinction i proportional to the 
diversity of biological entitie in the com-
munity. Thi assumption should be true as 
long as the average metabolic versatility of 
individual (the width of a nutritional 
niche) doe not increase with structural 
diversity. Inasmuch as most experimental 
evidence ugge ts that the widths of nutri-
tional niche decrease with increasing di-
versity, the assumption appears valid. In 
experiments performed to evaluate the 
medlOd, the nonlinear relationship be-
tween the number of po itive tests and the 
den ity of cell acro a dilution eries was 
uccessfully fit to a rectangular hyperbola, 
yielding regre ion variable related to the 
tructural diversity of the sample . 
This work was done by Jay Garland of Dy-
namac Corp. and R Michael Lehman of 
Bechtel BWXT, LLC for Kennedy Space 
Center. For more infonna/ion, contact the 
Kennedy Commercial TechnOlogy Office at 
321-867-6224. 
KSC-12226 
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Physical Sciences 
@ Electrochemical Systems Generate Ozone 
and Ozonated Water 
The only inputs needed are electric energy and mildly 
pressurized water. 
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center; Houston, Texas 
Improved electrochemical system for 
generating ozone (in gaseous fonn and/ or 
dissolved in water) have been invented for 
use in disinfection and in industrial 
proce es in which the unique, highly oxi-
dizing chemical properties of ozone are 
needed. More accurately, these systems 
generate oxygen along with high (relative 
Ozooe Ge".ratcor--H--{ 
AnOOe 
Reservoir 
to prior systems) concentrations of ozone 
and, optionally, with hydrogen as a byprod-
uct. These systems contain no pumps and 
very few moving or wearing components, 
and the only inputs needed to operate 
the e systems are electric energy and water 
supplied at mild pre ure. Moreover, these 
systems can readily be designed and con-
0 3 to Ozone-
Process Vent 
Porous 
Hydropl1oblc 
Membrane 
Gas· 
Destruction 
Unit 
Optional: H, to 
External Process 
Cathode 
Phase 
Separator 
Rupture Disk 
This System Adds Dissolved Ozone to a stream of water. The system also generates hydrogen and 
0,103 mixture as optional byproducts. 
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sttucted on any scale (e.g., from research 
laboratory to industrial) to suit a wide va-
riety of applications. 
A basic system of this type (see figure) 
include a power supply, an ozone-genera-
tor/ anode-reservoir unit, a cathode phase 
separator, and a gas-desttuction unit. At 
the bottom of the anode reservoir lies the 
active part of the ozone generator, which 
preferably is an electrolytic cell that con-
tains a proton-exchange membrane with a 
porous anode on its upper face and a 
porous cathode on its lower face. A catalyst 
on the anode promotes the electrolytic 
production of oxygen and ozone, orne of 
which di olve into the water in the anode 
re el"oir. The anode reservoir also serves 
as part of a liquid/ gas separator, wherein 
oxygen and ozone generated at the anode 
form into bubbles or diffuse from the 
water and rise to the top of the re ervoir. 
The re t of thi phase eparator i a hy-
drophobic membrane at the top of the 
re ervoir that allows the O2 and Og gases, 
but not water, to pass through to the top 
ide. The mixture of O2 and Og gases can 
be fed either to an Og-eonsuming proce 
or to the gas-de tru tion unit. 
A tube connects the cathode with the 
cathode phase eparator. hydrophobic 
membrane in the cathode phase epara-
tor allows hydrogen gas, but not water, to 
pass through to the top ide. H drogen 
gas from the dry (top) ide of the mem-
brane i either ent to the gas-<testruction 
unit or di charged to a hydrogen-consum-
ing external pro e . Preferably, water 
that has been transferred from the anode 
to the cathode by electroo mo is is re-
turned (Tom the bottom of the cathode 
phase eparator to the input (top) end of 
the anode re ervoir through the tube de-
pict d as the longe t in the figure. 
The our e of water is connected di-
rect! to the anod re ervoir. The liq-
uid/ gas- eparator membrane make it 
po ibl for th water from the ource to 
displa e any gase from anod re ervoir 
and from the I wer compartment of the 
anode phase para tor. Once the e gases 
have been di placed, the water come into 
direct contact with the e membrane and 
the transfer of water cease as the pres-
ure in the anode re ervoir and athod 
phas eparator equalize with the pres-
ure in the ource o[wat r. Provided that 
the pre ure in the ource equal or ex-
eeds the pre woe in the an de re l"Oir, 
the anode r ervoir and the cathode 
phase eparator remain fuji of water dur-
ing all phase of op ration. 
Preferabl , a cooling unit (e.g., om-
pri ing heat preade thermoelectric 
devic , and a heat ink) i attached to 
the an de re ervoir to remove waste he t 
and to chill th re ervoir in order to re-
Te h Briefs, March 2002 
duce the rate of degradation of dissolved 
ozone and increase the olubility of 
ozone in the water. The output stream of 
ozonated water is taken from just above 
the anode at the bottom of the anode 
re ervoir. 
The gas-de truction unit includes a 
source of combustion air, a hydrogen/ air-
mixing region, a hydrogen-<testruction 
zone that contains a hydrogen/ air-combus-
tion catalyst, an air/ ozone-mixing region, 
and an ozone-desttuction region that con-
tains an ozone-desttuction catalyst. The 
products of the gas-desttuction unit are 
vented and/ or drained. 
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~ Solar Simulator for a Portable Solar-Absorptance Instrument 
The principal advantages are portability and accurate normalized AMO spectrum. 
John F. Kennedy Space Center, Florida 
A special-purpose olar simulator in-
cludes (1) a tungsten lamp that serves as a 
gray-body radiator with a temperature of 
3,200 K and (2) a mosaic of filters such that 
the fil tered lamp output has the same nor-
malized spectral irradiance as that of un-
light outside the atmosphere of the Earth. 
This olar simulator is intended for use as 
the illuminator in a portable instrument 
that measures solar ab orptances and total 
emittances of samples of materials. 
The extra-atmospheric sunlight spec-
trum [also known as the airmass zero 
(AMO) spectrum] in question is the one 
described in standard E490-73a of dle 
American Society for Testing and Materi-
al (ASTM). The pre ent olar imulator 
was developed because previou ly devel-
HIGH FLOW pressure control to 30,000 1. scfm! 
• Inlet pressures up to 6,000 PSIG 
• Control pressure ranges of 1-6,000 PSIG 
• Heavy duty construction - choice of brass or 316 SST 
• Modular construction style allows easy servicing 
• Inlet and outlet port sizes to 1 1/4" 
• SAE, NPT or MS 33649 ports are standard 
• Welded flanges available 
TESC®M Cv=6.0 Cv= 5.0 
1-800-447-1250 
www.tescom.com 
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oped solar simulators are unsuitable for a 
variety of reasons: some do not cover the 
wavelength range (300 to 2,800 nm) re-
quired in the design pecification for the 
insnument, orne are too power-hungry 
and/ or not durable enough for inclusion 
in a portable instrument, and some devi-
ate too much from the ASTM standard. 
The mosaic of filters includes commer-
cially available filters plus a keystone filter 
developed specifically for thi application. 
The mosaic was designed by u e of a math-
ematical model based on dle transmit-
tance characteristics of the filters. The 
model was evaluated again t optical "bread 
board" measurements. Areas, overlaps, 
and other design parameters were deter-
mined for the finished filter configuration. 
A prototype insttument was built for 
proof of de ign. All design specifications 
relating to the filter were met The fil-
tered lamp output covers the spectral 
range from 300 to 2,800 and agrees more 
than 95 percent with the ASTM tandard 
un. olar-absorptance measurements 
taken by the instrument are characterized 
by errors wiLh magnitudes of Ie Lhan 3 
percent (that is, widun a range of ±3 per-
cent) of total absorptance. 
The m;yor benefit afforded b th de-
sign of this solar simulator is portability 
arising from low power consumption (rel-
ative to other olar sinlulators) and ro-
busme . In addition, the compacme of 
the solar simulator (relative to other olar 
simulators) made it po ible to integrate 
both the measurement of olar absorp-
tance and the measurement of emittance 
into a ingle instnunent package, whereas 
it would otherwise have been necessary to 
package them as separate in truments. 
Other benefits afforded b the design of 
the overall instrument are dlat a measure-
ment can be made in <1 minute, and the 
instrument is more econon'lical than are 
spectroradiometric terns. 
The original intended use of Lhe instru-
ment is in measuring the radiative proper-
ties of components of the International 
pace tation. The instrument could also be 
used to measure dle radiative properties (es-
pecially with respect to thennal radiation) 
of coatings and other materials, particularly 
in the aerospace industry. 
This wurk was done by David C. Crandall 
and John S. Harchanko of AZ Technology, 
Inc., for Kennedy Space Center. For 1rwTII 
information, contact the Kennedy Commercial 
Technology Office at 321-867-6224. 
KSC-12069 
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~ Portable Instrument Detects Very Dilute 
Airborne Organics 
This instrument offers an attractive alternative to GC/ MS. 
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
A small, lightweight, low-power in-
strument, denoted a proton-transfer-
reaction / ion-mobility spectrometer 
(PTR-IMS) has been developed for de-
tecting airborne organic compounds at 
concentrations in the sub-parts-per-bil-
lion range. In truments like thi one 
could be used on distant planets (such 
a Mars) to search for trace organic 
compounds indicative of life as well as 
ION-MOBILITY SPECTROMETER AND 
ASSOCIATED COMPONENTS 
The Hollow-Cathode Ionizer generates reactant 
ions which then ionize target organic species. 
The target ions are then analyzed in the ion-mo-
bility spectrometer. 
numerou potential terrestrial u e : A 
few example includ medi al applica-
tion (e.g., analyzing human breath to 
detect compounds as ociated with 
erlain deadl disea e u h a lung 
cancer and cirrho i of the liver) , law-
nforcement application (det cting 
airborne trace of explo ive and 
drug ) , environm ntal monitoring (d -
tecting airborne pollutants and LOxin ) , 
and military appli alion (det cting 
chemical warfare agents) . 
Tech Brief: , March 2002 
Portable gas-chromatography/ mass-
sp ectrometry (GC-MS) instruments 
that have commonly been used hereto-
fore for detecting airborne organic 
compounds are characterized by three 
major hortcomings: (1) insufficient 
en itivity for detecting sub-parts-per-
billion concentrations, (2) susceptibil-
ity to un de ired fragmentation of large 
organic molecules, and (3) the need 
for high vacuum and thus for high-vac-
uum equipment, which contributes 
greatly to size, weight, and mechanical 
complexity. In contrast, the PTR-IMS 
offer en itivity adequate for detecting 
concentration at the parts-per-billion 
level ; operate in uch a manner as not 
to fragment large organic molecule; 
and require only a partial vacuum that 
can be generated by equipment 
maller, lighler, and Ie complex than 
that needed for G / M . 
The PTR-IM include a hollow-
cathode ionizer, H I (see figure) , that 
New catalog of specialty optical liquids 
features high-transmission, safe-handling, 
laser liquids, plus fused silica matching 
liquids, and specific refractive index liquids 
(1 .300-2.11 no)' Now includes comparative 
diagrams of glasses and optical liquids. 
For Free Info Circle No. 451 or 
Enter No. 451 at www.nasatech.com/rs 
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is designed to generate reactant ions 
(RR+, where R is a reactant molecule) 
and to exploit a proton-transfer reac-
tion. The HCI operates at a pressure 
in the approximate range of 1 to 5 
torr ('" 0.1 to 0.7 kPa). H 20 is intro-
duced into the discharge region in-
side the HCI, giving rise to the pro-
ton-transfer reaction 
RR+ + M -? MH+ + R, 
where M is the target molecule and 
MH+ is the desired product ion. R is 
chosen to be a molecule that has a 
proton affinity slightly less than that 
The cylinder is the most perfect shield. Our 
OJstomers know this .. . and they know 
Electro Magnetic Interference (E M I) 
problems require OJstom designs that 
are not always cylindrical. For sixty 
years, they have been re~ing on our 
knowledgeable en~neers to solve EM I 
problems with shielding designs that fit 
of M, in which case the probability for 
fragmentation channels of the pro-
ton-transfer reaction is low and the 
process of "soft" ionization is domi-
nant. Moreover, the reaction is highly 
selective: Molecules that have proton 
affinities lower than that of R do not 
enter the reaction. H~O+ is the most 
suitable proton-donor reactant ion 
for investigating trace chemical 
species in either Martian or Earth air 
because H~O+ does not react with 
CO2, CO, H 20, O 2, N 2, He, Ne, Ar, 
or Xe. 
FREE Magnetic 
Shield Calculator 
••• ask for it today! 
tight tolerances or entire buildings. 
Visit our web site for "Magnetic 
Shielding Lab Kit & Catalog Guide" , , , 
eliminate EMI in your OEM designs, 
MAGNETIC SHIELD CORP. 
740 N. Thomas Dr., Bensenville, Il 60106 
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The ions produced by the HCI are 
introduced along with a sample of air 
into a reaction chamber. Product ions 
generated in the reaction chamber are 
detected and analyzed in the IMS, 
which was chosen over conventional 
mass spectrometers and other instru-
ments because it offers the sensitivity 
needed for detection in the sub-part-
per-billion range, can handle a wider 
range of molecules , and does not re-
quire a high vacuum (it can even op-
erate at normal terrestrial atmos-
pheric pressure). In the IMS, a bias 
voltage produces an electric field that 
causes the reactant and product ions 
to drift in a desired direction . At the 
downstream end of the drift region, 
ions are detected by use of a high-gain 
electrometer; typically, the detected 
ion current can be on the order of a 
p icoampere. A microprocessor con-
trols the operation of the instrument 
and the acquisition, processing, and 
display of data. 
In order to enable the determina-
tion of drift velocities, the ions are in-
troduced into the drift region in 
pulses at time intervals typically be-
tween 20 and 40 ms. Within the drift 
region, the ions undergo spatial sepa-
ration based on both mass and shape. 
For a given electric-fie ld strength, the 
drift velocity of a given ion species is 
directly proportional to its specific 
mobility. Smaller ions tend to travel 
faster. By measuring the ion-drift 
times under a particular set of condi-
tions, one can construct ion-mobility 
tables that can be used for identifica-
tion of unidentified target ion species. 
This work was done by Isik Kanik 
and Luther Beegle of Caltech for 
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory. For 
further information, access the Technical 
Support Package (TSP) free on-line at 
www.nasatech.com/tsp under the Physical 
Sciences category. 
In accordance with Public Law 96-517, 
the contractor has elected to retain title to 
this invention. Inquiries concerning rights 
for its commercial use should be addressed 
to 
Intellectual Property group 
JPL 
Mail Stop 202-233 
4800 Oak Grove Drive 
Pasadena, CA 91109 
(818) 354-2240 
Refer to NPO-21187, volume and num-
ber of this NASA Tech Briefs issue, and 
the page number. 
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* Quantum Mechanics of 
Harmonic Oscillator in 
External Fields 
A report presents a theoretical study of 
a harmonic oscillator in homogeneous or 
nonhomogeneous externally applied 
electric and/ or gravitational fields. The 
standard quantum-mechanical formalism 
for a simple harmonic oscillator, starting 
with the Hamiltonian and the associated 
creation and annihilation operators, is 
modified to incorporate the additional 
terms representing the external fields. 
The corre pondingly modified solutions 
of the chroedinger equation are derived. 
This wlTf'k was done by Igar KuliklJU of Gal-
tech fur NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory. 
To obtain a copy of the report, "Hannonic Os-
cillator in Exlemal Fields: Theory and Appli-
cations, n access the Technical Support Package 
(TSP) free on-line at www.7wsatech.rom/tsp 
under the Physical ciences categary. 
NP0-30262 
o Algorithms for Collision-
Avoidant Formation Flying 
report discus e algorithms for real-
time planning of translation path of 
multiple pace craft flying in formation . 
The algorithm take account of require-
ments to avoid colli ions while operating 
within re ource con traints (e.g., not 
calling for an a celeration greater than 
maximum po ible) and striving for op-
timality (e.g., completing a chang of 
formation in minimum time or at mini-
mum energy co t). The optimality/coLli-
ion-avoidan e problem i fonnulated as 
a parameter-optimization problem, in 
which the tran lation path of each pace-
craft i parameterized by polynomial 
function f time. It i hown that thi 
param terization i the key to the olu-
tion of th parameter-optimization prob-
lem in that it enable decoupling of th 
collision-avoidance and acceleration-
limit on u-aints, thereb making it po -
sible to olve the problem in two tages. 
In the first tage, on con truCts feasible 
path that ali fy only th oLli ion-avoid-
ance con traints ubje t to certain opti-
mality riteria. It i hown that th a cel-
eralion-limit con traints can b impo ed 
a posteriori to ompute th r quired ma-
n uv r duration u h that at least ODe 
a cel ration component i aturated. 
Thi al 0 nable con tru tion of path 
Tech Brief: • March 2002 
that require minimum time in the class 
of solutions being considered. 
This wurk was done by Gurkirpal Singh 
and Fred Hadaegh of Caltech fur NASA's Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory. To obtain a copy 
of the report, "Collision Avoidance Guidance 
for Fonnation-Flying Applications," access 
the Technical Suppurt Package (TSP) free 
on-line at www.nasatech.rom/ tsp under the 
Mechanics category. 
This software is available for commercial 
licensing. Please contact Don Hart of the Cal-
ifornia Institute of Technology at (818) 393-
3425. Refer to NPO-30332. 
0- Integrated Colloid 
Thrusters for 
Microspacecraft 
A report propose the development of 
a microfabricated, integrated colloid 
thruster as a prototype of devices for 
propul ion and control of the attitude 
of micros pace craft. (In a colloid thruster, 
a beam of positively charged, micro-
copic droplets is extracted electroh dro-
dynamically from a column of liquid and 
accelerated electro taticall to produce 
thrust.) nlike other electrical thrusters. 
colloid thrusters are amenable to ex-
treme miniaturization. Th direction of 
thrust would be controlled electronically 
through elective activation of accelera-
LOr electrode • eliminating the need for 
mechanical gimbal . 
This wlTf'k was done by Mohammed Mojar-
radi, Juergen Mueller, Jay Polk, and Colleen 
Mamse-Reading of Gal/eeh fur NASA' Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory. To obtain a copy of 
the repurt, "A Fully Integrated Micro-Colloid 
Thruster rystem fur Microspacecraft Applica-
tions, n acces the Technical upport Package 
(TSP) free on-line at www.nasatech.rom/t p 
under the Machinery/Atltornation category. 
In accordance with Public Law 96-517, 
the contractur has elected to retain title to 
this invention. Inquiries conceming rights 
for its commercial use should be addressed to 
Intellectual As ets Office 
JPL 
Mail top 202-233 
4 00 Oak Grove Drive 
Pasadena, CA 91109 
( 1 ) 354-2240 
E-mail: ipgroup@jpl.na a.gov 
Refer to NP0-20945, volume and number 
of this A Tech Bri f: is Ul', and the 
page number. 
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• PCI Bridge to Instruments 
and Telecommunication 
Systems 
A report describes a prototype system 
interface assembly (SIA) that performs 
the functions of a compact, radiation-hard 
application-specific integrated circuit 
(ASIC) to be built subsequently. The SIA 
ASIC would be installed in a pacecraft, 
where it would function as a peripheral-
component interface (PCI) with (a) four 
scientific instruments that generate high-
speed serial data streams and (b) either of 
two spacecraft telecommunication systems 
- the Small Deep Space Transponder 
(SDST) or the Space Transponding 
Modem (STM). Once configured, the se-
lial uplink and downlink channels would 
conform to the SDST serial interface pro-
tocol or the STM modified serial periph-
eral interface protocol. In the SDST con-
figuration, the downlink could be furtller 
configured for Reed-Solomon coding, for 
turbo coding, for bypass mode, and/ or to 
enable a pseudo-randomizer. The SIA 
ASIC would operate in conjunction with a 
bus controller/ remote terminal/ monitor 
ASIC (United Technologies BCRTM or 
equivalent) to provide the control and sta-
(Award-winning) 
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tus interfaces to the telecommunication 
systems and/ or other systems that con-
form to MILSTD-1553 devices. The ASIC 
would control, and would serve as an in-
terface to, memory circuitry configurable 
by the user as external fust-in/ first-ou t 
buffers for each of the telecommunica-
tion and instrument interfaces. 
This work was done lYy Anwar Akhtar, Mar-
tin Le, john Gilherl, Alfred Khashaki, Carl 
Steiner, Donald johnson, Dwight Geer, ju-
lianne Rnmero, Keizo Ishikawa, KImneth Crab-
tree, and Leonard Day of Caltech for NASA's 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory. To obtain a wpy 
of the report, ''Pc! Bridge to Telecom and Four 
Instrument Interfaces,' access the Technical 
Support Package (TSP) free on-line at 
U!UJW.nasatech.com/ tsp under the Electronic 
Components and Systems category. 
NPO-3027B 
@ Effect of Gravitation on 
Noninteracting Trapped 
Fermions 
A report presents a theoretical study of 
the thermodynamics of an ultralow-tem-
perature gas of fermions that interact with 
a gravitational field and with an externally 
imposed trapping poten tial bu t not with 
each other. The gravitational field i taken 
to define the z axis and the trapping 
potential to be of the form (m/ 2) 
(roy}+CJ).i+ro,l), where m is the mass of a 
fermion; x, y, and z are Cartesian coordi-
nates originating at the center of the trap' 
and the ro values denote effective har-
monic-oscillator angular frequencies with 
respect to motion along the respective co-
ordinate axe . The single-particle energy 
is found from the solution of the time-de-
pendent Schroedinger equation for a 
Hamiltonian that includes kinetic energy 
plus the gravitational and trapping poten-
tial . The equation for the ingle-particle 
energy i combined with Fermi statistics to 
obtain equations for the chemical poten-
tial, internal energy, and specific heat of 
the gas; the nu mber of trapped fermions; 
and the spatial distribution of fermion at 
zero temperature. The equations reveal 
the ways in which the Fermi energy, the 
specific heat, and the shape of the 
Fermion cloud are affected by the gravita-
tional field and the anisotropy of the trap-
ping field. 
This work was done lYy Igor Kulikov of Cal-
tech for NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory. 
To obtain a copy of the report, "An Influence of 
Gravitational Field on Properties of Trapped 
Fermions, " access the Technical Support Pack-
age (TSP) free on-line at www.nasatech. 
com/ tsp under the Physical Sciences category. 
NPO-3024B 
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o Improvements in a 
Piezoelectrically Actuated 
Microvalve 
A report di cu es the continuing de-
velopment of a normally closed, piezo-
electrica lly actuated valve fabricated 
mostly by micromachining of silicon. 
The design and operation of the mi-
crovalve as de cribed in the in tant re-
port are basically the same as those of 
the version de cribed in "Improved 
Piezoelectrically Actuated Microvalve" 
( PO-30 158), ASA Tech Briefs, Vol. 26, 
No.1 Qanuary 2002), page 29. Major 
e lements of design described in both 
the in tant report and the cited prior 
article include (1) a pres ure-aided 
sealing configuration that contribute 
to the de ired normally-closed mode of 
operation and (2) knife-edge ealing 
ring that reduce u ceptibility to trap-
ping of panicles and the consequent 
leakage. The report al 0 pre ents addi-
tional information concerning detail 
of d ign and fabri ation, including, 
notably, additional ju tification for 
knife-edge (in contradi tinclion to 
blunt-cro - e tion) ealing ring: The 
knife-edge ealing ring provide 
greater ealing pre ure at a given eal-
ing force, thereby reducing the leak 
rate and even making it possible to 
achieve an adequate eal with a hard 
eat. A potential additional advantage 
of the knife-edge/ hard-seat design is 
that contact pres ures may be high 
enough to crush contam inant particles, 
thereby reducing the leakage attribut-
able to contaminants. 
This work was done by Eui-Hyeok Yang, 
Larry Wild, and Nishant Rohatgi oj Caltech 
Jor NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory. 
To obtain a copy oj the report, "A Micro 
Valve Jor High Pres ure Applications, " ac-
cess the Technical Support Package (T. P) 
free on-line at www.nasatech.com/tsp 
under the Mechanics category. 
In accordance with Public Law 96-517, 
the contractor has elected to retain title to this 
invention. Inquiries concerning rights Jor its 
commercial use should be addressed to 
Intellectual Assets Office 
fPL 
Mail top 202-233 
4800 Oak Grove Drive 
Pasadena, CA 91 J09 
( J 8) 354-2240 
E-mail: ipgroup@jpl.nasa.gov 
ReJer to PO-30338, volume and num-
ber oj this Tech Brief issue, and 
the page number. 
o Low-Energy Transfer From 
Near-Earth to Near-Moon 
Orbit 
A report pre ents a theoretical ap-
proach to de ign ing a low-energy trans-
fer of a spacecraft from an orbit around 
the Earth to balli tic capture into an 
orbit arou nd the Moon. The approach i 
based partly on the one presented in 
"Low-Energy Interplanetary Transfers 
U ing Lagrangian Points" ( PO-20377) , 
NASA Tech Briefs, Vol. 23, o. 11 ( 0-
vember 1999), page 22. The approach 
invol es consideration of the stable and 
unstable manifold of the periodic orbits 
around the Lagrangian points Ll and 
L2 of the un/ Earth and Eartl1/ Moon 
ystems. (The Lagrangian points are five 
points, located in the orbital plane of 
two mas ive bodie, where a much Ie s 
mas ive bod can remain in equilibrium 
relative to the massive bodies.) 
This work was done by Martin Lo, Jerrold 
Marsden, Wang . Koon, and hane Ro s oj 
Caltech Jor NASA' Jet Propulsion Labo-
ratory. To obtain a copy oj the report, "Low 
Energy Lunar TransJer and Capture, " access 
the Technical upport Package (TSP)free on-
line at www.nasatech.com/tsp under the 
Mechanics category. NP0-20936 
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Temperature Measurement & Control features 42 
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Contact lR Temperature Measurement; Temperature 
Probes & ensors; Industrial Meters & Controllers; 
Laboratory Calibration Equipment; Transmitters, 
and Recorders & Data Loggers for Temperature & 
Humidity Mea uremenlo OMEGA Engineering, 
One Omega Dr., tamford, CT 06907; Tel: 1-888-
TCOMECA; www.omega.com 
OMEGA Engineering, Inc. 
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SUPERMETERTM 
AUTO-RANGING 
DIGITAL MULTIMETERI 
THERMOMETER 
OMEGA's new, patented, all-in-one 
SUPERMETER Model HHM290 combines the power 
of a true RMS full-function Multimeter, Non<ontact 
Infrared Pyrometer with laser ighting, and a Dual 
Input Type-K Thermocouple meter with a differential 
measurement feature. The Multimeter measures 
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Tel: 1-888-TCOMEGA; www.omega.com 
OMEGA Engineering, Inc. 
For Free Info Circle No. 661 or 
Enter No. 661 at www.nasatech.com/rs 
EWS SERIES 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
WALL MOUNT 
SENSORS 
OMEGA's new low<ost environmental wall mount 
sensors keep your office, computer room or labo-
ratory's decor looking great at an economical 
price. The e miniature units come in 6 models 
that will interface directly with rno t proces 
meter, controllers, recorders, data loggers, and 
data acquisition sy terns. Thermocouple, RTD 
and Thermistor models come with 914 mm (36") 
leads tandard. For more information, go 
to the OMEGA Engineering Inc. Web ite at 
www.omegacomITemperarure/ pdf/EWS.MNT..AlLpdf 
OMEGA Engineering, Inc, 
For Free Info Circle No. 664 or 
Enter No. 664 at www.nasatech.com/rs 
I] OMEGACATTM IN PRESSURE ~ MEASUREMENT AND INSTRUMENTATION 
The OMEGACATTM in Pressure 
Measurement and Instrumentation 
contains technology products for pressure measure-
ment, including transducers, switches, transmitters, 
barometers, nanometers, calibrators, process meters 
& controllers, and strain indicators, as well as the lat-
est full-function digital multimeter thermometer with 
buil t-in non<ontact infrared temperature measure-
ment and switcbable laser circle or dot ighting. For 
more information, go to the OMEGA Engineering, 
Inc. Web ite at www.omegacaLcom 
OMEGA Engineering, Inc. 
For Free Info Circle No. 667 or 
Enter No. 667 at www.nasatech.com/rs 
www.nasatech.com 
I] DILBERTTM BLUECAT® ! NEW HORIZONS® IN DATA ACQUISITION T he BLUECATiI> ew Horizonsil> 
Product Preview of the Data 
Acquisition Handbook features 90 
Dilben Cartoons and the latest products for the 
DAS market from Ethernet-Enabled Meters, 
Controllers and Signal Conditioners; 
Multifunction, PCI-Bus A/ D Boards; DIN Rail 
ignal Conditioners; Power Line Monitors; Portable 
Dataloggers; Wireless Tran mitters; and Infrared 
Pyrometers. Every product can be purchased 
online. OMEGA Engineering, One Omega Dr., 
Stamford , CT 06907; Tel: 1-888-TC-OMEGA; 
www.omega.com 
OMEGA Engineering, Inc. 
For Free Info Circle No. 662 or 
Enter No. 662 at www.nasatech.com/rs 
HHS01DK 
4-CHANNEL TYPE-K 
THERMOMETER 
The OMEGAiI> HH501DK is 
a rugged, easy to use ther-
mometer with 4 standard 
miniature connector inputs. It 
accepts K type thermocouple 
probes and covers ranges from -50 to 1300' C (-5 to 
1999·F). It also provides differential temperalUre 
measurement readings of TI-T2, TI-T3, TI-T4, 
a well a individual readings of tbe 4 input. 
Price is 95. For more information , go to 
the OMEGA Engineering, Inc. Web ite at 
www.omega.com/ Temperature/ pdf/ HH501DK.pdf 
OMEGA Engineering, Inc. 
For Free Info Circle No. 665 or 
Enter No. 665 at www.nasatech.com/rs 
HH5S0 GRAPHIC 
RECORDERI 
DATALOGGERI 
DATA PRINTER 
The HH550 is a powerful graph-
ic recorder/ datalogger/ prinler. 
Designed for laboratory or process engineering use, 
the unit accepts an analog ignal for local display, 
local printing, and/ or storage to be downloaded lO a 
PC. Datalogging capacity is 50,000 records. OMEGA-
OFTil> Windows software is provided to allow elup, 
graphing, listing of data and exporting data to 
an Excel spread heel. For more information, go 
to the OMEGA Engineering, Inc . Web ile at 
www.omega.com/ppt/pptsc.asp?ref=HH550 . 
OMEGA Engineering, Inc. 
For Free Info Circle No. 668 or 
Enter No. 668 at www.nasatech.com/rs 
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Beam 2D deliver instant, 
detailed analysis of complex stat-
ically indeterminate and deter-
minate beams. Created specifi-
ca lly for mechanical and struc-
tural designers, this program is 
all you need to tackle problems 
involving multi-support, multi-load, multiple cross-
section beams quickly and effordessly. Features 
include a pop-up cross-section properties calcula-
tor, bullt-in databases of beam properties, shear 
deflection analysis, and lUuch more. Free trial 
download: www.orandsystems.com. Orand Sy terns 
Inc.; Tel: 905-569-0055; Fax: 905-569-0045. 
Orand Systems Inc. 
TEMPERATURE 
MEASUREMENT 
SOLUTIONS 
For 30 years, Lake 
Sho~ has been an 
international leader in 
measurement and con-
trol solutions. Lake hore's new full-color tempem-
tllre product !,'l,ide features our complete line of 
cryogenic temperature sensors and instruments 
including the oew 211 Temperature MonitOr, 332 
Temperature Comroller, 370 AC Resistance Bridge, 
and DT-670 Silicon Diode tempemtllre ensor. Lake 
Shore Cryotronics, Inc.; Tel: 614-891-2244 or 800-
394-2243: Fax: 614-818-1600; e-mail: marketing@ 
lakeshore.com; ",,,,,,,lakeshore.com 
Lake Shore Cryotronics, Inc. 
For Free Info Circle No. 672 or 
Enter No. 672 at www.nasatech.com/rs 
POROUS 
CERAMIC 
VACUUM 
CHUCK 
PhotoMachining of-
fers a porous ceramic 
vacuwn chuck for use 
with thin (jIms and other fiat samples. Pore sizes 
lI11der 25 microns assure unifonn uction and holding 
power for even the smallest parts. PhoLOMachining 
also provide contract laser-manufacturing enice, 
and d igns and build ' ClL~lom I er·ba~ed ,uanufac-
tIlring eqllipmeOl. PholoMachinhlg, loc., 4 Industrial 
Dr., Unit 40, PeU,am, H 03076; Tel: 6O~82-99.J4; 
Fax: 60 IHlSI-l; rschaeffe~hotomachinhlg.com; 
www.photomachining.com 
Photo Machining, Inc. 
For Free Info Circle No. 675 or 
Enter No. 675 at www.nasatech.com/rs 
FMEA SOFTWARE 
Failure Modes and ErfecLS 
Analysis using FMEA-Pro™ 5 
empowers aUlomotive, con~ 
'UlllCI", eleCtronic, aero pace, 
defen$e and general manu-
faclllring industries to 
improve the qualil}" reliabili-
ty and afery of lh ir prod· 
ucts. This fully customizable 
software help ompanies comply' ith QS 9000, 
I 09000, AEJI739, MIL- TD-1629, ISO/ T 
16949 and other regulalion . FMEA-Pro'" 5 on-
tains extensive libraries and data proteclion fea-
tures. ' Il)e report generation tools support a variety 
of file formalS, in luding IITML and PDF. 
Do,,"load a free trial: W\,,, .fmeasofn,'are.com. 
Dyadem International Ltd. 
For Free Info Circle No. 678 or 
Visit www.nasatech.com/678 
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REMOTE 
VIEWING 
INSTRUMENTS 
Select from over 2,000 stan-
dard RVI 's for inspecting 
engines, air frames or com-
ponents located in inacces-
sible areas. New, exclusive 
Camera Dedicated Bore-
scopes, and patented 
ProTecht™ Fiberscopes and Videoscopes. Custom 
and OEM scopes a specialty. ITT, the leader in 
Remote Viewing. InslTume11.l Technology, Inc., PO 
Box 381, 33 Airpon Rd., Westfield, MA 01086-0381; 
Tel: 413-562-3606; Fax: 413-568-9809; e-mail: 
iti@scopes.com; ""'w.scope .com 
Instrument Technology, Inc. 
For Free Info Circle No. 670 or 
Enter No. 670 at www.nasatech.com/rs 
POWER EQUIPMENT 
COMPONENTS 
We are [SO 9001 certified with 
over 50 years experience in 
research, develop,menl, tuanufac-
turing, and design of superior 
power equipment component . 
Clutche , torque conveners, 
geared tran mis ions, high-performance gas shock 
ahsorbers, brake bands. drums, rotors and hubs are 
some of our products. Put your confidence in 
ComeL We upply per OEM specifications. 
Applications include City Cars, Utility Vehicles, 
nowmobile , CO-KarLS, and Concrete finishing 
equipmeill. Call 800-999-8161 for a free brochure 
or visit \YW\\'.COInet-oern.com 
Comet Industries 
For Free Info Circle No. 673 or 
Enter No. 673 at www.nasatech.com/rs 
SOURCE 
CALIBRATOR 
Krohn·Hite Co'l)' intro-
duces the EW Model 
511 precision dc volt-
age sourcc/calibralor 
covering the range from ±IOOn Vdc 10 ±IO Velc over 
3 ranges "ill) ±10 ppm accuracy and ±2 ppm stabili-
ty gt"u'llDteed for a full 'ear. Resolution is I ppm of 
range. Application include 16/ 18 bit DAC testing. 
strip chart recorders, calibration of data logging sys-
lems, and more. For nlore information visiL our 
Web site at \\~"w.krohn·hite.com/MoeleI51 L.htm or 
call 50 5 0-1660. 
Krohn-Hite Corporation 
For Free Info Circle No. 676 or 
Enter No. 676 at www.nasatech.com/rs 
Engineering 
Software Demo 
ENGINEERING 
SOFTWARE 
DEMO 
...... r 
-
-
--
OADE offers a free 
demnnstralion D that 
illustrates its plant de-
sign and analysi pro-
gram '. Walkthrough 
dcmonsn-ations describe 
software for mechanical design and anal) is of pip-
ing system and pressure \'eSl els. piping D, and 
oil lorage lank d ign. Executable demonsu-,nions 
are included to provide "hands-on" e,'aluation of 
Illese popular package. Contact us al 281 90--1566. 
800-899-87 7, or sales@coade.colli. Visit our Web 
site at www.coade.com 
COADE, Inc. 
For Free Info Circle No. 679 or 
Visit www.nasatech.com/679 
www.nao;alecll.{'()m 
PRECISION 
ALUMINUM 
EXTRUSIONS 
New! An informative 
brochure from MlN-
ALEX, leader in 
close to lerance 
shapes to 3 1/ 2", 
illustrates typica l 
applications and de-
scribes capabilities 
including short 
runs. MIN ALEX, 
quality leader, delivers on time, every time. 
MINALEX, PO Box 247, Whitehouse Station, NJ 
o 889; Tel: 908-534-4044; Fax: 908-534-6788. 
Minalex 
For Free Info Circle No. 671 or 
Enter No. 671 at www.nasatech.com/rs 
FREE MEASUREMENT 
& AUTOMATION 
CATALOG 2002 
The National I nStrumen ts 
Measuremenl and Automation 
Calalog 2002 is the leading 
resource for engineers and d-
entists seeking the most effec-
tive customer-defined measuremelll and automa-
tion solUlions. You will find everything you need 
from product specifications to comprehen ive tuto-
rial , comparison charLS to selection advice and 
related references. For a free copy call or visit 
www.ni.com/ info and elller na6m40. Tel: 00-433-
348 or 512-683-0 100; Fax: 512-683-9300; e-mail: 
info@ni.com. 
National Instruments 
For Free Info Circle No. 674 or 
Enter No. 674 at www.nasatech.com/rs 
AWARD WINNING 
FLUID FLOW 
SOFTWARE 
Design Flow olutions (DF) DesigNet 
provides compl Le hydraulic anal) is of 
piping nelworks for both gases and liq-
'etwork branches can con i t of any combina-
tion of pipe, fittings, and ''alves, with vinmilly no limit 
on components. DesigNet solves networks using the 
Darcy-Weisbach and Bernoulli's for liquids and the 
differential fOlm of Bernoulli's theorem together "'th 
numerical integration techniques fo,' gases. Considers 
sonic fiow and the heat tranSfer limitations for gases. 
ew LIaining manual is now available. ABZ, lnc.; Tel: 
800-747-7401; Fax: 703-631-5282; '''M.abzinc.com 
ABZ, Incorporated 
PRECISION 
ENCODERS 
'ew 9 page catalog gi"es in-
depth specifications and 
descriptions of Accu-CoderT>' 
b''lIDd encoders by En oder 
Products Company. Catalog 
features a full tine of 
ube™. indll to' '-standard 
si/c IS, size 20, size 25, size 
58mm. -face, EMA mount and hollow shaft 
encoders, with a wide selection of configuration 
option, suitable for a wide 'ariet of indu tri, I 
counting. mOL ion, and motol ontrol applications. 
Encoder Producls ompany; Tel : 800-366-5412; 
Fa.x: 20 263-0541; ww,v.encoderproducts.com 
Encoder Products Company 
For Free Info Circle No. 680 or 
Visit www.nasatech.com/680 
/I 
ILlfEIAf1/fQJ81E . 
TANGLESS® AND 
TANGED HELICAL COIL 
INSERTS, TOOLS & 
THREAD REPAIR KITS 
New 5&-page catalog is the most comprehensive of its 
kind in the industryl It features the revolutionary 
Tangle ® CoilThread® Insert de ign from KATO®. 
Tangless Inserts are bi-directional, FOD-free, remov-
able, and they e liminate the labor-intensive and 
desuuctive tang break-off operation. Also included are 
taps, gages, hand, elecuic, and air tools for insertion . 
All KATO products meet or exceed applicable military, 
aerospace, and commercial standards. Kato Fastening 
y tems , ewport News, VA; Tel: 757-873- 980; 
Fax: 757-8734920; www.katoneLcom 
Kato Fastening Systems 
For Free Info Circle No. 681 or 
Visit www.nasatech.com/681 
CYROGENIC 
LIQUID AUTO-FILL 
SYSTEM 
Safely protect your inve t-
ment by not running out of 
liquid niu·ogen. American 
Magnetics. Inc. ryogenic 
Liquid Level Controllers, 
used in conjunction with a 
level probe, olenoid valve. 
and VJ transfer-line, can keep your critical devices 
full withoUl manual attention. A wide variety of 
probe designs allows filling of vessels smaller than I 
liter in volume. American Magnetics, Inc.; Tel: 65-
482-1056; e-mail: sales@americanmagnetic.com; 
www.americanmagnetics.com 
American Magnetics, Inc. 
For Free Info Circle No. 684 or 
Enter No. 684 at www.nasatech.com/rs 
BRUSH LESS DC 
MOTORS MADE TO 
LAST FOREVER 
ew catalog features mo t com-
plete technical information 
ever as embled. Chart, dia-
gram ,mech pec, formulas, 
dr;"e configurations, voltage, 
power Outpul J integration 
data , in-line param ter , custom applications. 
Rugged & dependable from 2 oz. to 2,000 oz. Perfect 
in your (or our) Actuatol . Bonus literature sent with 
all inquiries. A must for any engineer! Island 
Components Group, Inc., Bohemia, NY; Tel: 631-56~ 
4224; Fax: 631-563-4363; www.islandcomponents.com 
Island Components Group, Inc. 
For Free Info Circle No. 687 or 
Enter No. 687 at www.nasatech.com/rs 
SurfaceScope~ 
.. ~ .. 
NEW TECHNOLOGY 
FOR SURFACE 
PROFILING AND 
VISUALIZATION 
Triptar's urface profiling 
tool, Surface cope™, renders 
3D images of surfaces. When 
combined with Optem' new 
OptiGrid® hardware that fits to a microscope and 
extracts height information from the micro ope's 
tandard image , an entire field of view can be pro-
filed in seconds. Resolution is limited only by the 
microscope and the electronic camera u ed to cap-
ture the images. Triptar Lens Company, Inc.; 
www.uiptar.com/surfacescope.htm 
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Triptar Lens Company, Inc. 
For Free Info Circle No. 690 or 
Visit www.nasatech.com/690 
INTERAalVE PRECISION 
MECHANICAL 
COMPONENTS 
Over 50,000 mponents: bearings, 
belts & pulleys, shafts, couplers, 
gears, hardware, slides, lead screws 
& nuts, positioning tables. linear motion systems 
and more. 
• Easy Online Ordering 
• Application Guides 
• Design formu las and calculators 
• CAD drawings 
Aloin print - a k for atalog 44 . PI Design; 
Tel: 800-243-6125; Fax: 203-758-8271; e-mail: 
deptn@pic-design.com; www.pic-design.com 
PIC Design 
For Free Info Circle No. 682 or 
Enter No. 682 at www.nasatech.com/rs 
CUSTOM CERAMIC 
COMPONENTS 
Pan hapes to olve functiona l 
problems for environments where 
plastics and metals will not work. 
• Withstand Extremely High 
Temperatures 
• Threaded Components 
• Exa ting Tolerance 
• Stock Hex-Head Alumina uts & Bolts 
• Resi ts Corrosion and Abrasion 
• Simple to Complex hapes 
• Affordable Tooling 
Ceramco, Inc., Center Com\,<\y, NH; Tel: 6O~7-2090; 
Fax: 6O~7-3906; e-mail: info@ceramcoceramics.com; 
www.ceramcoceramics.com 
Ceramco, Inc. 
For Free Info Circle No. 685 or 
Visit www.nasatech.coml685 
OPERATOR 
INTERFACE 
TERMINALS 
For nearly 20 years, Maple 
ystems ha provided 
operator interface solu-
tions for industrial con-
trol. With upport for over 
100 PL and motion con-
trol products, our alpha-
numeric and graphic 
touchscreen terminals can 
be easily integrated into an application. For more 
information on our value-packed terminals, call 
425-745-3229 or visit WIVW.maple-s tems.com 
Maple Systems 
For Free Info Circle No. 688 or 
Visit www.nasatech.com/688 
Venture 
Capital: 
The Definitive 
Guide 
Based on in-depth inter-
vie" with major players in 
the V arena - including 
l.liiiiiii.~ money managers as well as 
succe sful entrepreneurs-
this new book provides powerful pointers on 
how to make a bu inc atu'3Clive to ves, how 
to negotiate agreements, and much more. 
336 pages· $34.95 
Order online: 
www.nasatech.com/store 
www.nasatech.com 
TUSK DIRECT'S 
IN-STOCK LINEAR 
MOTION PRODUaS 
Free linear motion catalog in 
print, CD-ROM and on the 
Web is a resource for design engineers working 
with linear motion and needing linear bearings of 
many types quickly. Induded are dimensions. 
specifications and CAD drawing for ball slides. 
roller \ide, heavy duty cro ed roller tables, 
multi-axis positioning tables, recircu lating slide 
guides, pillow blocks, hafts, hangers, suppOrts, 
and linear bearing and automation components. 
Tusk Direct; Tel: 800-447-2042; Fax: 20~748-5147; 
e-mail: sales@tuskdirecL.com; www.tuskdirecL.com 
Tusk Direct 
For Free Info Circle No. 683 or 
Enter No. 683 at www.nasatech.com/rs 
GSOLVER 
DIFFRACTION 
ANALYSIS 
G OLVER V4.20 perfolms rigor-
ous diffraction efficiency calcula-
tion for arbitrary periodic grat-
ing struclUres. including all 
polarizations. The full vector calculation solves 
Maxwell' equations through the coupled wave 
method, and i completely general. G OLVER is 
ideally suited for complex grating trlIctures used 
in telecommunications applications created in 
dielecuics and metals. Isit our web ite to obtain a 
free full functional (for 30 days) "demo· version. 
Grating oh'er Development Co.; www.gsolver.com 
Grating Solver Development Co. 
For Free Info Circle No. 686 or 
Visit www.nasatech.com/686 
~ HIGH-QUALITY SCREENS AND FILTER MATERIALS FREE 6 -page manual from efar merica contains comprehensive product information and samples of 
pre~i ion woven plastic and wire 
screens. efar products provide high-performance 
filu'3tion and separation for applications inclucling 
debri screens in appliances, fuel filters for the 
tran portation industry, EMI/RFI filters . blood and 
fluid ftIters for healthcare, f1ttid filters for h drauli , 
and man others. Our products are backed by 
industry-leading technical uppOrt and customer ser-
vice. Sefar America Inc. ; Tel: 00-995-0531; Fax: 71&-
706-0154; e-mail: h&sinfo@efaramerica.com; 
www.efaramerica.com/hs/intro.hun 
Sefar America 
For Free Info Circle No. 689 or 
Enter No. 689 at www.nasatech.com/rs 
Directory of 
Venture CapitaJ 
(2nd Edition) 
This comprehensive • 
easy-to-use resource for both 
new and experienced 
I..==~L.._......I entrepreneurs covers more 
than 600 venture capital firms with their 
addresses, phone numbers, type and sizes of 
invesunents, geographi preference, etc. 
385 pages· $39.95 
Order online: 
www.nasatech.com/store 
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NeWonthe 
MARKET. 
Meters and Controllers 
The i ries temperature/ process and strain meters, and PID con-
trollers from OMEGA Engineering, tamford, cr, connect to an 
Ethernet network with a standard RJ-45 connectOl-, enabJjng them to 
send and receive data in tandard TCP / IP packets. The devices can erve 
Dust Removal 
Web pages over an EthemetlAN or 
through the Internet, a! lmving 
monitoring and control through a 
Web browser from any faci lity_ The 
units can control a heater, change 
et points, monitOr temperature, 
and even send e-mail me age 
warning of alarm conditions. For 
Free Info Circle No. 700 or Enter 
No. 700 at www.nasatech.comlrs 
The Ion Air Jet from EXAlR rp. , incinnati , OH, delivers a con-
centrated flow of ionized air to eliminate tatic electricity and dust, and 
can be used to clean parts prior to packaging, printing, painting, or ftn-
i hing. It induces surrounding 
airflow at a ratio of 5:1. Force 
and flow can be adjusted from a 
"blast" to a "breeze. n It features 
a 5-foot shielded power cable, 
and is effective at distance up 
to 15 feel. For Free Info Circle 
No. 702 or Enter No. 702 at 
www.nasatech.comlrs 
Tie-Rod Cylinders 
TRD Manufacturing, a Bimba ompan, Monee, IL, offers FPA 
tainle s steel body tie-rod cylinders for ch mica! , medical, and phar-
maceutical applications. The eri 
feature a pre-Iubed de ign. and i 
available with single or double rod 
end, oversiled rods. and bore izes 
ranging from 1-1/2" to ". The R 
eri is a non-rotating version of the 
serie . ces orie include all stain-
Ie steel alignment couplers. \\;tche . 
and rod clevis and mounts. For Free 
Info Circle No. 703 or Enter No. 703 
1-. _________ ....1 at www.nasatech.comlrs 
Drive System Simulation 
An oft Corp .• Pittsburgh, PA, has relea ed implorer 5.0 mixed-
technology simulation sofWare for automotive el trieal/electro-
me hanical s :tem and p wer-electronic and drive appli ations. The 
software combine tailor-made imulation tools for cir uit simulation, 
block diagram, Ie tri al machine models, and state rna hines for 
digital and di continuous tern . All of th engineering languag 
an be us d ~imultaneOLLSI , eliminating the need for m, thematical 
tran~fonnations. For Free Info Circle No. 704 or Enter No. 704 at 
www.nasatech.com/rs 
Tech Brier, , ~1arch 2002 
~ ASME International 
In Business Problems? 
In-Company Solutions 
Identify your training needs and save time, 
while cutting costs with ASME In-Company 
Programs! 
• ASME has the engineering courses and industry 
experts that enable your company to stay ahead 
in today's competitive marketplace. 
• We will work closely with you to ensure that 
objectives are met and examples are incorporated 
specific to your company's needs. 
Call or e-mail to find out more information about 
ASME In-Company Programs today! 
ASME International 
Tel: 212-591-7752 
Web: www.asme.org/pro_dev 
Email: rubine@asme.org 
For Free Info Circle No. 573 or 
Enter No. 573 at www.nasatech.comlrs 
For Free Info Circle No. 562 or 
Enter No. 562 at www.nasatech.comlrs 79 
For Free Info Circle No. 547 or 
Enter No. 547 at www.nasatech.com/rs 
EPOXY RESISTS 
CHLORINATED ACIDS 
AND AGGRESSIVE 
CHEMICALS 
Designed To Your Specifications 
MASTER BOND 
EP41 S-4 
• Room temperature 
and/or elevated tem-
perature cures • Con-
venient, non critical 
mix ratio. Excellent 
resistance to methyl-
ene chloride and 
other chlorinated sol-
vents • Resistance to fuels, alcohols, acids, bases 
and salt solutions. High bond strength to both 
metallic and non-metallic substrates • Superior 
coating, bonding & sealing characteristics. 100% 
reactive, gap filling composition • Excellent dimen-
sional stability. Easy application • Convenient 
packaging 
80 
Master Bond Inc. 
Adhesives, Sealants & Coatings 
154 Hobart St. , Hackensack, NJ 07601 
TEL: 201-343-8983 FAX: 201-343-2132 
www.MasterBond.com_main@masterbond.com 
For Free Info Circle No. 550 or 
Enter No. 550 at www.nasatech.com/rs 
New 
LITERATURE 
Direct Writing System 
A PC-compatible CD-ROM from 
Ohm Craft, Honeoye Falls, NY, contains 
two video programs demonstrating the 
MicroPen™ direct Wliting y tern for use 
where screen printing and thin film tech-
nologies cannot be used. Applications 
include repairing an FR-4 board, proto-
typing a multi-layer circuit, writing a pre-
cision seal on glass, and drawing helical 
electrodes on an electrosurgical probe. 
For Free Info Circle No. 706 or Enter No. 
706 at www.nasatech.com/rs 
... 
". ... Pressure Regulators 
,.,... .--. 
..... 
~ ... . ~ 
·t\~:~ '.--
. .I'~ .:' ' ~:. 
Tescom, Elk River, MN, offers a 13-page 
brochure highlighting high-pressure, low-
pressure, and high-flow control , as well as 
back-pressure, hydraulic, and corrosion-
resistant regulators . The catalog details 
in let pres ure , out! t pres ure ranges, flow 
capacity, and body material of every prod-
uct. For Free Info Circle No. 707 or Enter 
No. 707 at www.nasatech.com/rs 
Slides and Actuators 
PHD, Fort Wayne, I , has released 
"Productivity olutions," a catalog containing 
information about the Serie STP and HP 
rail bearing slides, Serie GRR and GRL grip-
pers, and Series Rl rotary acnlator. Al 0 
included are engineel'ing data, information 
on product applications, engineering soft-
ware, and a Designer's Resource ® CD-ROM. 
For Free Info Circle No. 708 or Enter No. 708 
at www.nasatech.com/rs 
Slide Assemblies 
r Productivity ?",,--; 
Solutions 'J" J 
:, ~'-,'. 
~ . ~ 
'. ~~'."' ~ ~. /. . . l;~_\ . 
~. ,,-
Catalog M-2002 from Velmex, Bloomfield, NY, 
features over 235 motor-driven Uni lide 
As emblies for scanning, feeding, or incremen-
tal po ilioning. Applications include R&D, 
manufacturing, and testing. Linear and rotary 
as emblies are available for single- or multi-axis 
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ments. For Free Info Circle No. 710 or 
Enter No. 710 at www.nasatech.com/rs 
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